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FOREWORD

This is the tenth report in this aeries. Due to

unavoidable circumstances the report for the year 1978

got considerably delayed. In order to avoid cumulative

effect of this delay on the subsequent reports, it was

decided to bring out the present report covering two

years i.e. 1978 and 1979* Thus the subsequent reports

will follow at yearly intervals.

The practice of short introduction preceeding each

sectional report started in the last report is continued.

Efforts have been devoted in preparing detailed plans for

major future facilities* These include an intensive neutron

beam instrumentation programme for the R-5 utilization and

a proposal for a medium energy heavy ion accelerator facility.

During most of the year 1979 the availability factor

for the two major facilities on which the experimental

programmes of the Division are based was low due to factors

beyond the control of the Divisional personnel. This

resulted in more theoretical activity during 1979 as the

concerned experimental groups utilised the time in pursuing

theoretical aspects relevant to their experimental

programmes. Thus the overall productivity was still main-

tained at a high level as is reflected in the total number

of publications listed at the end of the report.

The other academic activities like holding of symposia,

workshops, teaching and training activities and participa-

tion in National and International societies and committees

claimed the uaual share of considerable attention from

scientists of the Division at all levels.

U.K. Hehta
Head, Nuclear Physics Division.
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-J. SOLID STATE PHYSIOS SECTION

The wide range of research activities in Solid

State is brought out both by the reports on the work

underway and the list of publications given at the end.

While it is to be noted that the report spans a two-year

period, the work described reflects the full fledged

status of the research programme and indicates the

potentialities of the team of scientists in condensed

matter research. During the period, the entire group

was also engaged in the preparation of a Project Report

for the 6th Five-Year Plan on the utilisation of R-5

for Neutron Bean Research and on Materials Research.

A detailed technical document on this Is available. It

serves as a pointer to the directions of growth of the

research activity In Solid State Physica in the coming

years.
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1.1 Neutron Scattering

1.1.1 Neutron Diffraction Study of Mixed Heusler Alloys
CUg_ -fd Mn Al (S.K. Parandpe, R.J. Begum and
N.sT Sa?ya Murthy)

The Heusler al loys, having general chemical formula
XpMnY, have a cubic structure with four interpenetrating
f . c . c . l a t t i c e s . The X-atoras occupy the A(000) and
C(i £ i ) posi t ions. In an ordered L21 s tructure B(i i i )
and D(? $ i ) s i tes are occupied by Mn and Y atoms whereas
they are s t a t i s t i c a l l y disordered in B2 configuration. The
end members of the present ser ies with x = 0;0 and x = 2.0
are ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic respectively.

We have done the neutron diffraction study of the
series Cu2_xPdx Mn Al with x = 0.25, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and
1.0. The f i r s t four members have an ordered L2^ structure
with a pa r t i a l Mn-Al disorder which increases with increase
in x» These members are ferromagnetic. For x = 0.9 and
1.0 the ordering i s B2 type with an antiferromagnetic
coupling of Mn-Mn spins. Some of the important resul ts of
these measurements are given in Table 1.1.
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0.0

0.25

Summary of

ao(A)

5.950

6.002

Table 1

Results of

Order

L2.

.1

Cu9 PdT Mn Al

630

370

(300K)

3.70

2.30

P=6

0.5 6.O3O L21 340 2.40

P=15

0.7 6.047 L21 330 2.37
P=20

0.8 6.030 I21 335 2.38

P=30

0.9 6.040 B2 345 2.2

UO 6.060 B2 363 2.6

2.0 6.160 B2 240

P ~ $> Mn-Al d isorder

The resul ts in the ferromagnetic case are in agreement

with v i r tua l double exchange model proposed by Kasuya .

The ferro —*• antiferromagnetic transition may well be

explained by taking d i t inera-Q- t ^ o c a l electron interaction

model suggested by M.B. Stearns2).

1) T. K a s u y a , S o l . S t a t . Couuoun. J 5 , 1 1 1 9 , 1 9 7 9 ^
2) Mary Beth Stearns, Phys. Rev. I T j , 2809,(1978^
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1.1.2 Polarised Neutron Study of the Canted Antiferro-
mapinet Yb FeQ ^Co Qg0 7 IS.K. Paranjpe and R.J". Begum)

The rare earth orthoferrites are weak ferromagnetic

systems in which the basic magnetic ordering iB antiferro-

magnetic (AFM) with a small canting (^few mrad) which gives

rise to a very small ferromagnetic moment in a direction

perpendicular to that of the AFM moment. The crystal stru-

cture is orthorhombic with octahedral symmetry around the

Pe ions. Thus the magnetic form factor for Fe ions in

purely octahedral crystalline field can be measured. The

spin densities for the ferro and antiferromagnetic components

can be compared. This is interesting since such measurements
1) 2)

in other weak ferromagnetic systems like ot-Fe?0 , MnCo,

have shown that unlike the APK component the spin density for

the ferromagnetic component is highly aspherical.

We have used the polarised neutrons to study the ferro-

magnetic form factor. Polarisation ratios for reflections

in L1OOJ zone of a single crystal specimen of YbFe0 ni^o nq^N

have been measured. The form factor thus obtained, after

correction for the incomplete polarisation, flipping and

depolarisation of the neutron beam in the sample, is plotted

in Fig.2.1. The form factors for the ferro and antiferro-

magnetic components are not significantly different from

each other. However, both the form factors are lower than

the theoretical free ion Fe form factor.
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Pig.2.1 Pe5+ from factor in Y1j?eo.91Co0.09°3'

1) R. Nathans, S.J. Pickart, H.A. Alperln and P.J. Brown,
Pfays. Rev. 136A. 1641,0964).

2) P.J. Brown and J.B. Porsyth, Proc. Phys. Soe. 92,
125,(1967).

3) S.K. Paranjpe and R.J. Begun, Proc. Conf. on Neutron
Scattering, 1976, Gattinburg, Vol 2, p.643.
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1.1.3 Application of Multiband CPA to the Ferromagnetic
M 07*̂ *0 Q'T Alloy (H. Chakravarthy and L. Madhav Rao)

A recent polarised neutron diffraction study on the

HI« o7Run n-t alloy ' revealed some interesting features like

a fairly large negative moment on the impurity atom and an

asymmetry of the host moment distribution larger than that

in pure Hi. In an attempt to explain these experimental

features, we have made a detailed calculation based on the

multiband CPA (coherent potential approximation) theory in

a tight binding approximation. The atomic energies

are expressed in the H.P approximation:

As is well knwon all the macroscopic quantities can be

determined from the configurational average of the single

particle Green's function _!

1

H-_ is the effective single site Hamiltonian and z is the

complex energy. The coherent potential £' (̂J is determined

by the CPA equation:

where A and B are the two constituents of the alloy and x ia

the atomic concentration of the A element.
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The function ^y(^) is written as

7-" 7
^Mj3>) is the projection of the operator £(.S} on the

orbital A with spin <r , ̂ (E) is the density of states of

the sub bands Jk generated by the nonrandom part of the

Hamiltonian. The density of states of each site can be

expressed as

gu<r t-/<r

and the occupation number is

77
The Fermi energy E-, is determined from the condition that

the total number of electrons in the alloy is conserved

Helf consitent values of ^'j^j- and the density of states

of the constituents of the alloy were calculated to get the

magnetic moments and asphericity factor.

The following table summarises the results of these

calculations:

Table 3.1

Parameters used in the numerical calculation. Energy units

in Rycl.

Ni

Ru

(

-1

0

.335

.054

-1

0

.330

.054

0

0

u
.227
.0875

J
0.023

0.022

>

9

7

•\

.4

. 2
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The results of the numerical calculation along with

experimental values are

Calculated
moment (/**,

Ni 0.59 + 0.01

Ru -6.7 + 3.0

Experimental
moment (Hn)

0.581 + 0.005

-3.4 + 0.4

Calculated Experimental
moment moment
asphericity asphericity

0.15 + 0.02 0.16 + 0.01

1) L. Madhav Rao, R. Chakravarthy, Z. Jirak and N.S. Satya
Murthy, Phys. Rev B JjJ 6275 (1978).

1.1.4 A Polarised Neutron Study of Magnetic Moment Distri-
butions and Form Factors in Nickel-Ruthenium Alloys
(L. Madhav Rao, R. Chakravarthy and N.S. Satya Murthy)

NiRu belongs to a class of alloys which are strong

exceptions to the rigid band nodel. Transport property

measurements of Durand and G-autier clearly indicated the

existence of an impurity virtual bound state near the Fermi

energy. Given this picture, one expects strong perturbations

in the moment distributions in this alloy. Using the pola-

rised neutron diffraction techniques the three dimensional

magnetic structure amplitudes were measured with great pre-

cision in single crystals of the Ni1 Ru alloy for

x = 0.027, 0.033 and 0.046. (These impurity concentrations

were checked by both x-ray fluorescence and electron micro-

probe analyses). Magnetic moment density maps in various

portions of the unit cell were obtained. Pig.4.1 shows the

moment density map in the (001) plane for the three concen-

trations. A singnificant feature of these maps is that the

zero moment contour does not fold itself within the
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Wigner-Seita (W-S) cell as in the case of pure Hi, tut flows
from one W-S cell to another giving rise to positive diffuse
raoment density on the faces of the W-S cell. Its magnitude
increases from +0.0005M^/P at x « 0.027 to +O.OO31/*B/A

5

at x = O.O46. It may be remarked that this is the.first
observation of a positive diffuse moment in nickel based
dilute alloyso

Fig.4.1 Moment density distribution maps in
(001) plane in NiRu alloys.

Using the linear superposition model, the magnetic
structure amplitudes have been interpreted in terms of thr-
host (niokel) moment, the Impurity (ruthenium) moment* the
spherical form factors of the host and impurity moments and
the aspherioity parameter of the host moment distribution.
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The results of this analysis are shown In the following

table.

Table 4.1

/ * R u Asphericity

0.017 0.581 + -3.4 + 0.4 ^ B 0.16 + 0.01
0.005^

0.033 0.484 + -0.6 + 0.9 AB 0.19 + 0.05

0.046 0.357 + 1.1 + 0 . 2 / ^ 0.22 + 0.02

0.004^

The host moment decreases steadily with impurity con-
centration but a very unusual outcome of this analysis is
the large negative moment on the impurity atom which reverses
in sign on going to the largest concentration studied.

Evidence for the existence of negative moment on the
impurity atom at x = 0.027 and i ts reversal of sign on going
to higher concentration has also been obtained on the basis
of an analysis which is independent of any model. From the
observed magnetic structure amplitudes, the local site moment
is obtained by a procedure outlined by us elsewhere • The
spherically averaged site form factor is then calculated from
these magnetic structure amplitudes themselves, the form
factor being normalised to the local site moment. Fig.4.2
shows these site form factors for a l l the three concentra-
tions and for comparison, Moon's spherical form factor for
pure 91 1* alfO shown* I t is seen that for the lowest oon-
ctntrfttlon, th» j i t* torn fwtor if broader than that of Ki,
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almost coincides with it for x = O.O33 and then becomes

Pig.4.2 Spherically averaged form factors in
NiRu alloys.

sharper for x = O.O46. Since the form factors for the 4<i

elements are expected to be much sharper than those of the

3d elements, the shape of the site form factor will be sen-

sitive to the sign and magnitude of the 4d impurity moment.

This behaviour as shown in Pig.4-2 points to the existence

of a negative Ru moment for the lowest concentration, which

reverses sign on going to x = O.O46.

1) J. Durand and P. Gautier, J. Phys. Ghem. Solids 31,
2773 (1970). "~"

2) L. Wadhav Rao, R. Chakravarthy, Z. Jirak and N.S. Satya
Murthy, Phys. Rev. B 18, 6275 U978).
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1.1.5 Use of Symmetry in Mon-Muffin Tin Multiple
Scattering Theory (v.C. Rakhecha and N.S. Satya
Murthy)

Multiple Scattering Theory (MST) offers an efficient

and accurate method for studying the electronic structure

of many electron systems. In many calculations, the ao

called Muffin-Tin approximation (MTA) has been commonly uaed

because of the consequent simplifications in the theoretical

treatment. However, MTA introduces significant errors in

describing the electronic structure of systems that are

loosely packed or are highly covalent. It is desirable in

such cases to go beyond the MTA. Williams and Williams
2)and Morgan ' have given a formulation with non Muffin-Tin

potentials, in the present work, the Williams-Morgan formula-

tion has been recast in a proper symmetry-adapted form to

facilitate its exploitation in the case of a molecular cluster.

Cellular functions have been adapted to local cell symmetry

and a procedure has been evolved to derive appropriate

symmetry adapted molecular functions. The elements of the

secular matrix have been then derived to facilitate the cal-

culation of molecular eigenfunctions and eigen energies.

1) A.R. Williams,Intern.J.Quantum Chem S8 89 (1974)

2) A.R. Williams and Morgan J.V/,J Phys C 7, 36 (1974)



1.1.6 Magnetic Neutron Scattering from TlMnCl, (R.J. Begum,
P.TC. Vijayaraghavan and K. Usha Deniz) p

Bragg-misset technique has been used to make some pre-

liminary measurements of magnons in a single crystal specimen

of TlMnCl,. Magnons have been measured for 12 Bragg misset

angles at 85 K. The temperature dependence of these misset

peaks showed that they were indeed due to magnons. However,

because of the poor intensity of these peaks, we could not

determine the magnon dispersion relation.

The temperature dependence of the antiferromagnetic

(£ r i) reflection as observed in the present study indicates

the Neel temperature to be 170 + 5 K, which agrees reasonably

well with the value of 160 + 5 K reported by Vijayaraghavan

et al , but is much higher than the value of 118 + 2 R

reported by Melamud et al .

1)

?)

R. Vijayaraghavan, M.D. Karkhanavala, S.D. Damle, L.C.
dupta and U.H.K. Rao, Pramana 1_, 155 (1973).
M. Melamud, H. Pinto, G. Shachar, J. Hakovsky and
H. Shaked, Phys. Rev. 3B, 2544 (1971).

1.1.7 Neutron Inelastic Scattering from Amino Acids
(5.K. Sinha, C.L. Thaper and B.A. Dasannacharya)

Neutron Inelastic Scattering studies have been con-

tinued on three more amino acids, namely, L-valine, L-tyrosine

Tj-phenyl alanine. Fig.7«1 shows the spectra at 100 K on

these samples together with those on oi-glycine and DL-nlanine

(studied earlier • Spectra from N-deuterated samples of

od-glycine and DL-alanins ha"o also been obtainod at 100 K

and these are shown in Pig.7.2 together with those for undeu-

b^rated salts. The following are the salient features of

these studies.
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1. The intense peaks at 523 cm" in glycine and

513 cm" in alanine are definitely due to NH_

torsion. Similarly the peak at 284 cm in the

latter is due to CK, torsion.

2. The peaks at 480, 485 and 550 cm~ in L-valine,

I-tyrosine and L-phenyl alanine respectively are

expected to be due to NH, torsion. The peak at

255 cm~ in L-valine is due to CH, torsion.

3. The CH, torsional modes do not indicate any width,
J +

while NH, torsional modes in general have a width

(particularly the mode at 550 cm" in I-phenyl

alanine). This is perhaps due to the presence of

other modes as cr-m be seen for the 504 cm peak

in glycine (Pig.7.2).

4. The peaks at 346 cm" in glycine and 345 cm" in

alanine are expected to have the same origin,

namely CCN bend. These have a reasonably large

width. On deuteration the peak in glycine shifts

by a much larger amount »-» 27 cm than in the case

of alanine.

5. Many other peaks observed in our spectra cannot be

assigned on the basis of existing data.

Barrier heights for librationhave been calculated using

harmonic approximation for a 3-fold potential. Hydrogen

bonded NH, group shows a much higher barrier, varying bet-

ween 12 to 16 Kcal/mole for different amino acids, than CH,

group (»~4 Kcal/raole). Activation barriers derived from

proton magnetic resonance measurements agrop P?.t;i *>factorily

with oi'r voices .for CK.r group but not for UK., group. This
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is presumably due t.o the .'inharmonic nature of the hydrogen

bond potential.

1) C.L. Thapor, S.K. Oinhn. and B.A. JJasannacharya,
BARC-97S, Annual Heport of the Nuclear Physios
Division (1976) p 104.

1.1.8 I2iUXniilLĉ _QXJVmi!iOj].Lii]aj:.ojas.Jjl__QlIi. )n ,£s^ 0L-Snd
NK.LiSO, (P.o. Goynl, 3.1. NaraslmKan afld-'B.A. Dasa-
nnaeharfa)

A3 a nart of the general programme of studying the

dynamics of ammonium ions in different environments, neutron

inelastic and qunsielastic scattering experimen i-s have been

started on (NH )() ^0sQ g I and NH.LiSO .

In (M{.)Q ^ S Q gl , NH. ion resides in cubic f i r s t

neighbour surroundings instead of an octahedral one as i£

the case in (fW )» .-. K I , which was studied earl ier .

Neutron incoherent inelastic au t t e r in^ experiments on

(jfJir.)n <Csn nI at 100 X have been carried us ins f i l t e r4 U • I v. v
detector spectrometer. The measured spectrum shows a sharp

peak at 288 cm corresponding to the l ibrat ional mode of

WIT. ions, typical of Cs-Cl structures of ammonium halides.

M.LiSO. is an improper ferroelectric like (Nil. )oS0 .
4 4 4 2 4

I t is paraelectric above 459«5 K (Phase I ) , ferroelectric
between 203 and 459-5 K (Phase II) and perhaps antiferro-

2)
electric below 283 K (Phase III) . Neutron quasielastic

scattering experiments on this sal t have been carried out

at three temperatures (300, 225 and 180 K) using the

rotating crystal, spectrometer for wave vector transfer
°-1of 1.78 and 1.93 A . A preliminary analysis of the data

shows that at room temperature, the value of the reorien-
+,ation time, t , for EH, iono in NH.IiSO. is s in i l s r
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17.5 P sec) to that in ( N H ^ S O ^ , At 225 K,
22 p nee for NH.LiSO., a value lfcss than half act

compared to the correspond in/r value for (NH.)2SQ.« More
experiments on ( M O Q ^ C S ^ Q I and NH^LiSO are in progress.

1) P.3. Goyal and B.A. Fasannacharya, J. Phys. C-12» 219
(1979).

2) V.I. Yuzvak, L.I. iherebtsova, V.B. Shkuryakva and
I.P. Aleksandrova, Soviet Physios -Crystallography
J2 400 (1975).

3) P.S. Goyal and 6.A. Daeannacharya, J. Chem. Phys. 68
2430 (1978). —

1.2 Light Spattering

Studies of BaCl? 21U0
ind S.K. Deb) c* c"

1»2.1 Laser Raman Studies ot BaCl>, 2H/,0 (M.I. Bansal,
V.c. Sahni and

A polarised Raman study of BaCl2 2H o has been carried
out covering both the lattice node region and that pertaining
to water librations. Spectral records have been made both at
room temperature as well as at 100 K. This has enabled us
not only to resolve the spectral features much better compared
to an earlier study but has also made the mode assignment
more definitive in the lattice mode region* The water libra-
tional region, which contains six A and six B modes, exhi-
bits substantially larger widths and correlation of this
feature with the dehydration in this salt is being investi-
gated.

t) Y.S. Jain et al, Appl. Spectroscopy 30, 440 (1976).
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1.2.2 Reorientational Motion in Molecular Liquids by
Raman Scattering(M.L. Bansal and A.P. Roy)

The rotational correlation function of cyclohexane

has been obtained by Raman spectroscopy in the liquid and

plastic crystal phase. The characteristic relaxation time

for reorientation of the symmetry axis rises from 0.6 pa

at 545 K to 2.5 ps at 195 K. Using the extended diffusion

model, the appropriate correlation function P?(i£(0). U (t))

where u is a unit vector along the symmetry axis, has been

determined. For short and intermediate times the M-diffu-

sion model describes the rotational motion better than the

J-diffusion model.

1.3 Lattice Dynamics

1.3.1 Lattice Dynamics of LiNbO and KNbO (S.L. Chaplot
and K.R. Rr.o) y '

The ferroelectrics LiNbO, and KNbO, have been exten-

sively s-tudied by neutron scattering and light scattering

over the- last four or five years. Particularly thfe phonon

dispersion relations have been measured in these systems at

room temperature (in the ferroelectric phase) and in the

high•temperature paraelectric phases by researchers at

Harwell and Grenoble. However no lattice dynamical calcula-

tions have been reported so far. We have carried out

lattice dynamical calculations within the scope of quasi-

harmonic approximation making use of the rigid ion model

with charges and radii of ions as parameters. The software

developed earlier by Chaplot has been used for calculation

of forces on atoms to optimise the parameters and derive

the phonon dispersion relations.

Fig»1.1 shows the calculated results in LiNbO, compared

with the neutron data. Agreement may be said to be fair



UNbO3
A, A, A}"*

KNbOj

(ORTHORHOMBIC)

. 1.1 1.2.

\

Pig.1.1 - Calculated results in LiNbO, compared with

neutron data.

Pig. 1.2 - Calculated modes at & « 0.05 along ( %o% ) in

KNbO, as a function of the oxygen 0(1) radius

paraaeter.

Pig. 1.3 - Results of calculations of dispersion curves of

phonons inKITbO, along two sjnometry directions

compared with neutron data.
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except for one of the branches at 7.5 THz. Agreement with
higher branches is not expected to be good within rigid ion
model. One of the measured branches shown by open circles
ig not confirmed by the authors. When the parameters used
for this calculation were used for calculation of dispersion
curves of the material at high temperature, a few modes
softened slightly but softening was observed over entire
branches with no special features at any particular wave-
vector. This result is in confonnity with the neutron
experiments.

Pig.1.2 shows, on the other hand,the behaviour of modes •
at ̂ =0.05 along (^<>$) in KKbO- as a function of the oxygen
0(1) radius parameter* One can see that the TO mode softens
spectacularly as the oxygen parameter is varied. Recently,

21

similar behaviour has been noticed by Hardy and eoworkers
in K2Se0_ independently. One can use suoh frequency depend-
ence on a parameter to "simulate temperature dependence" of
the soft mode throughout the Brillouin zone. Fig.1.3 shows
results of our oaloulation in KNbO, along two symmetry dire-
ctions oompared with the neutron data. The agreement bet-
ween calculated and measured phonon frequencies is quite
reasonable.

S.L. Ohaplot, BARG Report No. 972 (1976)
M.S. Haque and J.R. Hardy, Phys. Rev. B (to be published)
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1.3.2 Rotational Invariance and Stability Constraints on
the Potential Function in the Kxternal Mode Formalism
(S.L. Ohaplot, V.C. Sahni and K.R. ]?ao)

In lat t ice dynamical calculations for complex crystals

within the external mode approach, i t is usual to impose the

translational and rotational invariance conditions on the

force constants. The invariance conditions given by Venkata-

raman and Sahni were obtained under the tacit assumption

that potential energy expansion and hence the coupling con-

stants (force constants) were being written around the equi-

librium condition. We have recently obtained more general

expressions for the invariance conditions when the consti-

tuents of the crystal are not in their equilibrium configu-

ration. Prom these general expressions i t follows that if

the potential parameters are so chosen that the net torque

and not force on each vibrating unit vanishes (in the actual

crystal structure) then the translational and rotational

invariance conditions are automatically fulfilled. The

practical implications of this result have been made use of

in lat t ice dynamical calculations of (NIL )pCuCl..2H20 and

K_CuCl..2Ho0.

1) G. Venkataranan and V.C. Sahni, Rev. Mod. Phys. 42,
409 (1970). ' ~

1.3.3 Lattice Dynamics of (ifflJ^CuCl .2H^0 (S.L. Chaplot
and V.C. Sahni) * ^ *' d

The long wave length internal vibrations* \n

(NH. JgCuCl. .2H20 have been calculated on the t*v\i« of rigid

molecular-ion. The model involves a crystal potential that

allows for pair-vviee interaction between the utn-v. . The

stabili ty of the la t t ice is used as an importrsiil o .'Morion in

fixing the parameters of the model. I t has K»t; ..•••„»;.! tl-.it:



unless the H-bond interactions, pertaining to 0—H—C1(I)

bonds, are included in the crystal potential the calculated

frequencies of modes involving the motion of water molecules

are much lower than the observed ones* However, by including
2)

these interactions a la Schroeder and Lippincott the cal-

culated and the measured values agree to within 0.5 THz.

The predictive abi-Mty of the model is tested by calculating

the long wavelength external modes in isomorphic K2CuCl.«2H 0,

on the basis of the parameters obtained for the ammonium sa l t .

The calculated frequencies are found to be in very good agree-

ment with the measured values .

1) K.R. Rao, S.L. Chaplot, P.K. Iyenpar, A.H. Venkatesh and
P.R. Vijayaraghavan, Pramana 11, 251 (1978).

2) R. Schoreder and E.R. LippincoTt, J . Phys. Chem. 61, 921
(1957). ~~

3) M.L. Bansal, A.P. Roy and V.C. Sahni, J . Fhvs. Chem.
Solids 40,. 109 (1979). Also M.L. Bansal,. Ph.D. Thesis
(Bombay"TJniversi ty ) , 1978.

4) D.M. Adams- and D.C. Newton, J . Chem. Society A 3507 (1971),



1.4 Liquid Crystal Studies

1.4.1 Phase Transitions in the Compound 4-n-hexyloxybenzy-
hjdene 4'-n-lutylaniline(HxBBA) (A.I. Mehta* and
K. Usha Deniz)

HxBBA is reported to exhibit four liquid crystalline
phases. The phase transitions have been investigated using
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The scans were
carried out at three rates of heating and cooling, 16°, 8°
and 4°/rain. Prom the DSC results, the following scheme of
transitions has been obtained.

<

The transition temperature T., . e has been taken from Ref.(1)
because it could not be measured by us. The other transition
temperatures were obtained by extrapolation of the observed
values to zero rates of heating and cooling. The Sg phase waL
found to supercooled to about - 200°C. The heats of trans-
formation, A H and the transition entropies, A S ( = • -,' )
for the various transitions are given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1

Transit ion

SH"SB
sB-sA

SA-N

W-I

&.H
(kCal/Mole

0.124

0.704

0.478

0.272

A S
(Cal/Mole K)

0.375

2.089

1.232

0.764

AS/R
(H '• Gas Constant)

0.189

1.052

0.620

0.385



I t is found that AS^ is finite though small,
SH-SB

showing that it is not a second order phase transition as
2)

predicted by Mayer and McMillan's theory • This disagree-

ment can be attributed to the theoretical assumptions of a

hexagonal lattice in the SH phase, whereas the actual

structure is a rectangular centred lattice. This theory

also predicts a value of &S C a (O.56R.) which is very much
B A

smaller than the observed one. The ratio, To n/Tn T is
3) °A " a-l

calculated from McMillan's theory to be 0.938, if one uses

the experimental value of 0.62RQ for AS g _ff. This Is in

good agreement with the observed ratio of 0.962. In the

case of the N-I transition the measured value of

^ SN-I (O#'S5R ) is not very different from that of 0.418R ,

predicted by Maier-Saupe theory .

The temperature dependence of the smectic layer thick-

ness, d, was studied, using X-ray diffraction. The tilt

angle, ©t, was obtained from the relation, cos &+~<VL*
 w n e r e

L is the calculated length of the molecule (25.34A). ©t

and d are shown as a function of temperature in Fig.1.1.

©t is seen to decrease monotonically with increasing tempera-

ture but does not go to zero in the S3 phase, showing that it

is a tilted Sg phase. Due to this feature of the SQ phase,

©t obtained in this way cannot be treated as an order para-

meter of the SH phase. The diffraction photograph (Pig.1.2)

of HxBBA in the S. phase has two inner spots (aligned smectic

planes) and a diffuse outer ring (unaligned molecules), indi-

cating that the S. phase also is a tilted phase.
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Pig.1.1 Temperature dependence of
G^and d.

Pig.1.2 Diffraction
photograph of
H^BBA in the
S^ phase.

59,

5)

Bombay University student.
G.W. Smith and Z.G. Gardlund, J. Chem. Phys
3214 (1973).
E.J. Meyer and ff.L. McMillan, J. Phys. Rev. A9, 899 (1974).
W.L. McMillan, Phys. Rev. A8, 1921 (1973). ~"
W. Maier and A. Saupe, Z. Haturforach. 14A. 882 (1958),
1§A, 287 (1960).

DeVries, Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryet. 1±, 361 (1970).
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1.4.2 William Domains and other Electric Field Induced
Instabilities in MBBA (K. Usha Deniz and F.S. Parva-
thanathan;

Electric field induced Instabilities in the nematic
MBBA have been investigated by microscopy and small angle
light scattering (SALS) measurements. The sample used in
these experiments was a homogeneously oriented film
(X-Y Plane) of thickness, 14.2/*-m and the voltage applied
across the film ( // z ) was a square wave at 10 Hz. The
details of the apparatus used in the SALS experiments are
given elsewhere .

The threshold voltage, VWD, for the Williams Domains (WD)
instability was determined as a function of temperature in the
domain, 2 5 O C ^ T ^ 45°C(Tj, j)t by microBCopy. It is found that
V T O Is almost constant at 7.6 volte for 2 5 ° C 4 T ^ 38°C. At
higher temperatures, ill-defined (smudged) domains are observed
at a lower voltage 7*L and these become well-defined at a
higher voltage, V ^ . Both V T O and AV^pf- Vjjjj-V^) increase
with increasing temperature for 38°C<T<45°C, but V T O de-
creases slightly up to 41°C and increases for higher tempera-
tures. The appearance of smudged domains for T >38°C might
be due to mode-mode coupling which becomes strong as T-»TBT.
This could result in a considerable shortening of the WD mode
lif« tine. At room temperature (RT«25°C), as the voltage,
V a is increased beyond V ^ , bending of the domains is obser-
ved at irregular intervals. This bending starts occurring
at regular intervals along T (we call this the Bend
Domain (BD) 2-dinensional instability) beyond a second
threshold voltage, V ^ equal to 10.2 volts. A second type
of 2-d instability, Oscillating Bend Domain (OBD) instability
is observed tor Y&%, 7Qm -11.7 rolta. In this voltage
region* one observed periodic domain oscillation between two
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well defined directions, each making an angle of 60° to Y.
The frequency of oscillation increases with increasing vol-
tage. However, for V & y VT = 15*0 volts the periodicity of
the oscillation as also the regularity of the domain arrange-
ment are destroyed and turbulence (T), a 3-dimensional in-
stability occurs. The 2-d instabilities have also been

2)observed by Bolomey and Dimitropoulos * though they have not
Identified them as two separate instabilities.

Typical light diffraction patterns are obtained for the
different instabilities in the SALS experiments (Pig.2.1).
For the WD mode, a number of diffraction maxima are seen // X ,
since the WDs act as a phase grating. The angular distribution,
l(©) of light scattered by the MBBA film, has been studied
around the position of the first diffraction maximum, bcth as
a function of voltage at RT and as a function of temperature.
The voltage dependence of the peak value, I* of 1(9) as also
of the transmitted light, Io> is plotted in Fig.2.2. It- can
be seen that there is a sharp decrease in I and an increase
in Ij for 7.65^Vfl47»9 volte. In this voltage region the
number of diffraction orders observed increases from 1 to 11.
For V a}7»9 volts* these maxima get elongoted along T and I.
deoreases.1(9) at RT and at 7*94 volts consists of a sharp
peak (I.), with a hump superposed on It (Fig.2.3). As the
temperature is inoreased, the relative intensity of the hump
with respeco to that of I1 increases until at T * 38°C, only
the hump is observed. The sharp peak and the hump have
therefore been attributed to diffraction by olear and
smudged domains.



(a )V W D <V a <V 0 D (b)VBD<Va<V0BD

(d) V >VT

"Pig.2.1 Light diffraction patterns in the various
instability regimes from SALS.

to
00
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7 3 8 0
Vd (Volts)

1(0)
(Arb. Units)

T Va* 7.94 volts

Pig.2.2 Variation of IQ and I1 with Vft.

Pi(g.2.3 1(9) vs 9 for different temperatures.

1) K. Usha Deniz, P.S. Parvathanathan and A.S. Paranjpe,
to be published in the Proc. Nucl. Fhya. Solid State
Phys. Symp., Bombay (1978).

2) P.H. Bolomey and C. Dimitripouloe, Hoi. Cryst. Liq. 35*
75 (1976).

1.4.3 A New Type of Hematic In PBABA (K. Usha Denis,
A.S. Paranjpe, V. Amirthalingam* and E.7. Huralldharan*)

Two types of nematios are well known, the classical
nematio and the oybotactic nomatlo phases. The presence of
a S -type of short range order (SRO) in the molecular arrange-
ment characterises the cybotactio nematics (NSC). We have
now found a third type ot nemavic phase ' in PBABA (p-n-Pro-
pyloxy-Benpylidene-p-Amino Benzolo Acid) which exhibits, in
addition to the S0-type SRO, a one-dimensional correlation
ot molecules along the nematio director n *

Pig.3.1 allows an X-ray diffraction photograph of an
aligned sample of PBABA in the nematio phase at 192*0. The



two outer diffuse maxima are equatorial reflections

Fig.3.I X-ray diffraction photograph of PBABA
(192 °C).

The meridional reflections ( //n ) consist of a series of
layer lines. The lattice spacings ( d. ) corresponding to
these lines are given in Table 3*1•

Table 3.1

Laye> lines 1

38.4

2

18. 2

3

12. 4

4

8.9

6

6.5

7

5.3

These spacings show that the layer reflections are due to
the oorrelatlon along n , between molecular units of average



length 37.1A which is very nearly equal to the dimer
lengthf 37.6A. The correlation range has been calculated
from the width of the layer line, to be about 6.5 times the
dimer length* The diffuse diffraction spots flanking the
first order layer lines are typical of the diffraction
pattern of a Ng phase. These spots are weak showing that
SRO is not as well established as in a H g c phase.

From Chemistry Division, BARC.
A. DeVries, Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. JO, 219 (1970).
K. Usha Deniz, A.S. Paranjpe, V. Amirthalingam and
K.V. Muralidharan, Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. Letters
49, 265 (1979).

1.4.4 -Temperature Dependence of the Monoclinic Lattice
Parameters in the S^ and SA PhaseB on HxBPA
(K. Usha Deniz and "A.I. Mehta*)

The results of X-ray diffraction experiments, done
with HxBPA have shown that the S n and SA (P_ on S phases

a n a m
have a basecentred monoclinic lattice structure, just like
Sj, phase of other compounds , with the b-axis as the unique
axis. These data which were previously analyzed to obtain
the smectic layer thickness, d( *&QQI)

 and i n~P l a n e inter-
molecular distance D( • j ^ Q ) have now been re-analyzed
to obtain the monoclinic lattice parameters, a and b.

In the base of the Sg phase at room temperature
(HT 3 300K) the Bragg angles for the reflections (002),
(003), (202), (201), (11T), (110), (111) and (201), hare
been computer-fitted by a least squares Method to the
corresponding angles for a baae-eentrea monoolinic lattice,
using lattice constants, a,b,c and 0 as parameters. She



best fit gives the following values for the lattice

parameters.
o o

a = 10.616 + 0.476 A b ~ 5.041 + 0.226 A

c = 24.146 + 7.882 A P = 126.034° + 0.185°

As in the case of S,, phase of other compounds , we find,
n

0 a 90 + ©. and C £ L (1)
t

where ©. is the tilt angle of the molecule which can be cal-

culated from the relation, Cos ©+ * d/l, and L is the calcu-
1) * 1)

lated length of the HxBPA molecule. ©t calculated thus ,

was found to be about 36° at RT and L was 24.44 A. Using

relations (1) to obtain c and to calculate from ©., the

values of p at different temperatures, and making use of the

values of d110 and dpQ1 obtained experimentally, the values

of a and b have been calculated at various temperatures in

the STT and Si phases when HxBPA was (i) cooled from RT

(cooling run): and (ii) cooled to 240K(S£ phase) and heated

to the appropriate temperature (heating run).

In what follows, the results of the cooling experiments

alone will be discussed since the results of the heating

runs are very few. The temperature dependences of a and b

are shown in Pig.4.1. a increases monotonically with

decreasing temperature and there is no change in the slope

da/dT near the transition T,,. e (264 K). b changes little

with temperature for RT ̂  1^,270 K, but decreases from

4«95 A (SR phase) to 4.8 A (S^ phase) in the neighbourhood

of the S£_»SH transition (270 X^T^255 K). The density,

' " abc Cos (b and the departure from hexagonal! ty,

S »-/a +b /2b, have been plotted as a function of tempera-

ture in Pig.4.2. p increases with decreasing temperature



In the vicinity of T_, , a slight change
1.205, but I t

as expected.
in d/VdT i s oboei-vea. lor T^Tg.^s V
Increases aa the temporature deereanos through T«» a • **
values above 1.24 in the R̂  phase. The temperature dBpeaeV
enee of P indicates a closer packing of Molecules in the 8&
phase, whereas that of £ , which i s a measure of the

:«kTURE<ll>

1
f lira.'

Piff.4.1 Temperature dependence of a and b<
P I R . 4 . 2 P and $ as a function ot temperature.-

anlsotropy, in the smectio plane* ai/jht be lndloatlve of •
higher degree of rotational order In the S£ phaee*

• Boabay Unlveralty student.
1) K. Usba DenlBf U.R.K. Rao, A.I. Mehta, A.S. Fa rani pe

and P.3. Parvathanathan, Mol. Cryet. Liq* Cryat* 42.
1157 (1977).

2) X. Uuhn Denlu, A.I. Mehta, U.R.K. Rao, P.8. Panretha-
nathan and A.S* Paranjpe, Phye. Lett. §2h* 1 0 ' (1?77).

f) J, Doucet, Thise, L'Unlverolte de Parli^Sud (1978).

«erwal and Structural Studtea of HxBABA and fBABA
• Usna Denis, A .B . raraajpe* E.B* Nina* mm

P.S. Parvathanathao)

Differential acanning Oalorlaetrio MaaureMate
have been carried out with HxBABA and XBABA,
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in the temperature range, - 100°C ̂ T^300°C. The true tran-

sition temperatures were obtained by a metnod described else-

where • Prom our results we have arrived at the schemes of

transitions shown in Fig.5«1» The following points are to be

NBABA

HfBABA

Pig.5.1 Schemes of transition of HXBABA and NBABA;
boxed portion in latter has given inconclusive
results.

noted in these schemes : (1) The phase P., in HxBABA is a dis-

ordered phase, which transforms to a glassy phase on cooling

to room temperature; (2) The nature of phases C2, C,, C. and

S1 of NBABA are not known; (3) The temperature TCOOT(NBABA)

is strongly dependent on the cooling rate, indicating that

the transitions obtained while cooling are sensitive to the

thermal history of the sample.

The transition temperatures, the heats of transforma-

tion (&H) and the transition entropies, AS(=AH/T) are

given in Table 5.1 for the two compounds. A-Sg _N(NBABA)^

3 & S g -K(HxBABA) showing that this transition iS strongly

firstcorder in HBABA and weakly first order in HxBABA.

X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out to

observe the temperature dependence of the smectic layer

thickness, d, and the average intermolecular distance, D

perpendicular to the molecular long axis, in the Sc and

nematic phases. 9̂ . has been measured directly (G+J) from

diffraction photographs taken with aligned samples (mono-

domain) and calculated (&tc) from d, by using relation



— v i -

S.I

Compound Transition Temperature(°c) A H
Heating Cooling kCal/Mole (Cal/Mole K)

HxBABA

NBABA

V
c-s
P r

s0-
N-I

V
G2-

c5-
S1~

V
N-I

• C(Tg)

C

sc

S1

S1

S1

V'c

N

103-147

164-8

164.8

186.0

255.0

96.0

93.5

97-0

145-4

227-0

243.8

Not

Not

161,

185

253,

Not

Not

Not

138.

226.

242.

seen

seen

.0

.5

.6

seen

seen

seen

,2

4

7

4,

3,
0,

1,

4.

2.

0.

1.

.96

.75

.26

.57

• 51

• 75-

76'

33-

-

11.

8.

0.

2.

12.

-

-

6.

1.

2.

33

52

57

57

22

52

52

57

2)
Cos 0. = d/r where L is the calculated length of the mole-

cular diner. For HxBABA, L = 45«7 A and for NBABA, L = 51 A.

d and 9^ in the nematic phase refer to their values in the

S -type short-range-ordered regions since the nematic is a

cybotactic nematic • The effective length, 1, of the mole-

cule has also been calculated in this phase. The temperature

dependence of d and D for HxBABA and NBABA are shown in

Pigs.5.2 and 5.3. The jump in the values of d at the (S -N)
c

transition reflects on the strength of the first order tran-

sition in the two compounds. Pigs.5.4 and 5.5 show the

variation of ©t(» and 9̂ .c with temperature in these compounds.

The values of 9td and © t c and their temperature variationsare very different especially as T -> „. This difference
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could be due to various reaaonss (1) The X-ray diffraction
intensity is dominated by contributions from the rigid

t
250

TEMPERATURE (*C)
a» no

1EMPERMURE <*C)

Pig.5.2 Temp, dependence of d and D in HXBABA.

Fig.5.3 Temp, dependence of d, 1 and D in NBABA.
Lines are guides to the eye in both figs.

70*-

• 0 * -

kzhz

~±^4

di
TEMPERATURE (*C>

IK)

SO*

*

o^ir
no IOO
TEMPERATURE <"C)

L-Fig.5.4 &td (x,» ) and ©t(j (•; vs Temp in HXBABA,
dashed line shows ©.ot (T- - N ~ T ) 0 ' 2 8 ; other
lines guides to eye? So

(x) and ft. (•) vs Temp in NBABA. LinesPig.5.5
guide to eye.

central core of the molecules and hence ©
t ( j is more repre-

sentative of the tilt angle of this core rather than that
of the molecule; (2) The conformation of the molecule could
be different from that assumed in the model for obtaining L;



(3) Processes involving open and closed diroers could con-

siderably affect the values of ©., near T_ „ while they

do not affect the values of

* Chemistry Division. BARC
1) K. Usha Deniz, A.S. Paranjpe, E.B. Mirza, P.S. Parvatha-

nathan and K.S. Patel, J. Physique. Colloq. j[0, C3-136
(1979).

2) A. DeVries, Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 11, 361 (1970).
3) A. DeVries, Kol. Cryat. Liq. Cryst. TO» 219 (1970).

1.5 Other Topics

1.5•1 Thin Film Superconductivity: Theory (G. Dharmadurai
and N.S. Satya Murthyj

The following new results have emerged from our theo-

retical study of thin film superconductivity.

(i) A simplified expression for the minimum current

required to sustain a normal hotspot in a long thin film

superconductor has been derived which gives the best fit to

the available experimental data.

(ii) A paradox in the crossover of the mechanisms causing

the critical current hysteresis in a long thin film super-

conductor has been brought out.

(iii) A new lower critical current and onset of a metastable

superconducting state at the self heating induced breakdown

of the ferromagnetic normal state in long re-entrant thin

film superconductors have been predicted as novel features of

their current-voltage (I-V) characteristics.



1.5.2 Thin Film Superconductivity: Experiment (G. Dharma-
durai and B.A. Ratnam*)

During this period, the analysis of the experimental

data on thin film superconductivity collected at TIFR during

the period of the previous report has been completed and the

results have been published. The principal findings are,

(i) a novel voltage peak has been observed for the first time

on the I-V characteristics of long superconducting Ag-Sn pro-

ximity-effect bridges immersed in norinal helium and (ii) these

bridges when underlaid with germanium exhibit a thermal phonon

infection induced first order transition to the normal states

of samples immersed in superfluid helium.

* From Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay.

1.5-3 'Frustration' Effects in a Spin Glass Model : A Monte
Carlo Study IN.K. Jaggi;

The Monte Carlo technique was used to compute the

thermodynamics of two very simple models of a spin glass.

The two models have an identical number of ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic bands of equal strength, but differ only

in the detailed manner in which the bonds are quenched on a

square lattice. Both models show a paramagnet to spin glass

transition as one cools the system; but have gross differences

in the details of the thermodynamics. This was understood in

terms of differences in frustration. Further, the ground-

state of the 'frustrated* model was studied as a function of

'frustration', which is related to the concentration of

antiferromagnetic bonds. The critical 'frustration' at which

the ferromagnetic ground state disappears to give a spin-glass

ground state, has also been estimated.



1.5.4 Toward? the Proof of a Conjucture Regarding the
Integr 1 Representation of Ir exp(A- XEJ
(K.V. ' iagwat;

Io a'i "1'fort to derive upper and lower bounds of the
j irtition j'ip.'tion of a system Bessie was led to the follow-
ing eonjectu '• If A is a hermitian matrix and B a positive
definite ma'i :., then

Tv { "a • i
 >+

The conjecture is true if A and B commute. In general Mehta
and Kumar (1976) observed

Thus the conjecture would be true if A has all non-negative
circuits in the representation in which B is diagonal. The
validity of the conjecture has not been proved for the
general case.

We have considered the following expansion

The necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of
the conjecture is

Using a theorem of Bernstein if follows that

Qu) ^ o 4=* ^

is completely monotonic.



i.e. I^'~ ̂  ^r^MM >/° for

It can be shown that 1 ^ w ^ ° ^ Ivi,->v,_| ̂  a

Thus the proof of the conjecture has been reduced to showing

the asymptotic limit M - ^ T^ ̂  is positive.

1.5.5 Graphical Crystallography (i.V.V. Raghavacharyulu)

The scope of the subject entitled graphical crystallo-

graphy is to enumerate all the cryetallographic space groups

in the three dimensional Euclidean space by graph theoretical

techniques such that each crystallgraphic space group is

associated with a graph which completely specifies the stru-

cture of the group. That is, given the origin and the axes

for their setting, the graph specified the generating' ele-

ments with their fractional translations completely.-

enumeration of factor group extension belottgii/g to

a par;ti©ttlar' synmorphic space group is obtaitMti'using''symme-

trically augmented set of generating elements with respect

to which the origin is symmetrically located. Now, we

replace the symbols of symmetrically augmented set of gene-

rating elements by points with colours if more than one

such exists, and ignore that part of fractional transtations

of the generating elements which depend upon the choice of

origin and consider the remaining part as labels with

modular arthematic in the case of screws and as directed

lines in the case of glides. We obtain, thus, the set of

all basic graphic enumerations required in deducing all the

space groups that have a point group symmetry and Bravais

system thereby all the space groups themselves. In this way

the graphical representations of all the 230 space groups
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are obtained. Further, the convenience of the new graphical

notation of space groups is contrasted with that of Hermann-

Maugin symbols. The importance of the graphical deduction

of space groups is stressed In generalizing it to arbitrary

Euclidean spaces.

1.5.6 Graphical Coloured Crystallography fl.V.V. Raghava-
charyuluj

The scope of the work is to enumera' "> all the coloured)

black and white crystallographic space groups in the three

dimensional Euclidean space by graph theoretical .techniques

such that each coloured crystallographic space group is asso-

ciated with a graph which completely specifies the structure

of the group.

Making use of the enumerations by graph theoretical

techniques of crystallographic space groups, the enumeration

of coloured crystallographic groups is reduced to the enume-

ration of the labelled graphs making use of primes both for

the points of the centering and the points corresponding to

the generating elements of the groups with the following

restrictions: (i) If the point corresponds to an odd order

generating element it is primed and no other element in the

graph need be primed, (ii) Every element of order (2m+i) is

primed once independently, (iii) Every element of order 2m

ie primed m times, and (iv) The centering points of the

derived lattices can be primed independently but for the

restriction imposed by the overall holohedral symmetry.

Using these restrictions the enumeration of all the coloured

space groups becomes very simple through the graph theoretical

techniques.
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1.6. Instrumentation, Techniques and Applications

1,6.1 Feasibility of Small Angle Neutron Scattering Experi-
ments at CIRUS (B.A. Dasannacharya, P.S. Goyal and
S.L. Narasimhan)

To test the feasibility of small angle neutron scatter-

ing (SANS) experiments at CIRUS, the existing rotating crystal

spectrometer was modified. The schematic drawing of the

modified set up is shown in Pig.1.1. The reactor beam,

DETECTOR

MONOCHROMATOR

,-6(003)

Pig. 1.1 Schematic lay-out of the small angle
neutron scattering set-up.

filtered through polycrystalline beryllium, is reflected
by pyrolytic graphite (mosaic spreads 1.2°) monochromator

o

to produce 4.2 A neutrons. The reflected neutrons pass
through a soller collimator with 0.38° horizontal and Q.950

verticle collimation before falling on the sample (size
2 cm x 5 cm). The scattered neutrons are detected by a BP,
detector at a distance of 275 era. The detector opening is
3 cm (horizontal) x 20 cm (verticle), and i t has a counting
efficiency of about 4O;S for the incident neutrons. The
angular distribution is recorded by moving the detector



atep by step. The continuous line in Fig.1.2 shows the

measured beam profile. The incident count rate is

«-i 3800 counts/mt. and the minimum useful value of wave

vector transfer, Q, is about O.O3O A

falls to .2fo of maximum value.

where the intensity

0.01

5
:

0.001

0.0001

COUNTS/ml

a. o.o3*"'

. \

• DIRECT BEAM

« VANADIUM

0 INCONCL

A SIUCA OEL

0 MOLECULAR SIEVE

2.0 3.0

do2 r2>

?ig.1.2 Neutron intensity vs Q for various samples
and also for the direct beam.

The results of test experiments on vanadium, inconel,

dry Bilica gel and dry molecular sieve are also shown in

Fig.1.2. The error on various points is less than the size

of the points. In the tail region, data are collected for

about 30 minutes for each detector position. The distri-

bution for vanadium plate is similar to for the direct beam.

Inoonel also shows a similar pattern possibly because the
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precipitates are too large (as also suggested from prepara-

tive conditions). Silica gel as well as molecular sieve

show considerable small angle scattering, indicating a clear

possibility of performing this kind of experiment.

The design of a more sophisticated small angle scatter-

ing set~up is under study.

1.6.2 Zero Velocity Mo'ssbauer Spectroscop.y (ZVM) (N.K. Jaggi
and K.R.P.M. Rao)

A 3imple concept has been introduced for the routine

nondestructive measurement of a given phase in a bulk sample

by Mo'ssbauer spectroscopy. In particular, this can be used

for three important applications; viz. measurement of

ferrite in stainless steels, measurement of retained austenite

in plain carbon and alloyed steels and measurement of pyrite

in coal. •

The method rests on the fact that the emitted energy

spectrum of the Mossbauer isotope incorporated into a phase

is for most cases, identical to the absorption cross-section

spectrum of the same phase. Thus when 1he source and sample

are at rest with respect to each other, there is large amount

of resonant scattering; the actual resonantly scattered

count-rate being a measure of the amount of the phase. The

non-resonantly scattered count rate can be measured by

vibrating the source with an uncontrolled but very large

epeed.

Apart from doing away with the whole spectrometer

(except the detector and its electronics), it gives a unique

advantage. Both for very large and very small velocities,

the solid angles that can be used are very large. With an

optimum design of the detector geometry it was possible to
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get signals from austenite with 0.1 mCi sources in a matter
of minutes where conventionally 50 mCi sources are to be used
typically. The feasibility of quantitative measurement of
ferrite and austenite using ZVM has been demonstrated, (see
Pig.2.1)

MO WOO
MM or USItMTt |m/)

Pig.2.1 Measurement of ferrite and austenite
using ZVM.

With the unique advantage that the ZVM offers, it has
been possible to design and fabricate the Mossbauer phase
analyser as a portable unit. This consists of a new simple
detector, coupled to a portable electronic pulse processor
that consists of an EOT, pre-amplifier, pulse amplifier,
single channel analyser, sealer and their power supplies*

It has .been suggested that the identical source
absorber at zero-velocity technique can be used to measure
the magnetic order-disorder transition temperature of
certain materials with a sensitivity of 1 in 10 uaing
very simple equipment. The order parameter exponent oan
also be estimated with a reasonable accuracy.



1.6.3 Multiscaler for Moasbauer Spectroscopy (V.M. Shah,
N.K. Jaggi, R.S. Kothere and V. Singh;

The commercially available multichannel pulse height

analyser which is conventionally used for Mo'ssbauer spectro-

scopy, is not alwayB necessary. For most work, all that is

necessary is a programmed raultiecaler preferably with an

option of reverse addreasibility. A simple and inexpensive

512 channel multisealer with 20 bit storage per channel,

with up-down address facility, D/A conversion for display

and interface to a Deltronix line printer has been designed,

fabricated and tested. It has been in use with our back-

scatter spectrometer (see Fig.3»1 for typical spectra). With

simple modifications, it could be used for a number of other

experiments.

IRON

U I* I . la I* U i-t U It U U U U. ).. U U h I . L L
DI.W. l.|0« I

/ \ .
S. S. 403

•••• v

HCHC

V

Pig.3.1 Typical back-scatter Mossbauer Spectra for x.ron,
SS 403 and high chromium high carbon (HCHC) s tee l .
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1.6.4 Conventional Back-Scatter Moasbauer Spectroacop.y
(N.IC. Jaggi and K.R.P.M. Rao)

Some nickel free chromium steels viz. high chromium
high carbon (HOHC) and stainless steel 4O3 have been studied
by back-scatter Mossbauer spectroscopy (typical spectra aer
shown in Fig.3.1), X-ray diffraction and optical microscopy.
The three techniques have been compared for the quantifica-
tion of retained austenite. Mo'sebauer data have also been
used to estimate the Cr content of the ferrite phase. Using
this and the amount of ferrite, one can also calculate the
Cr content of the austenite phase.

1.6.5 Instrumentation for the Study of the Interactions
of the Paramagnetic Ion with Crystalline Field ""
Using Mossbauer Spectroacopy (.S.C. Bhargava;

Mossbauer Spectroscopy can be used to study the static
and dynamic parts of the interactions of Mossbauer Ions
with crystalline field. It is, however, essential for such
studies to be able to make measurements at any temperature
in the range from 4.2 to 300 K in presence of external mag-
netic fields. With this in view, a helium cryostat which
will provide any temperature in the above range is being
fabricated. The cryostat will contain a superconducting
magnet which will enable the study of effect of external
magnetic field in the range upto 80 k6. A suitable
minicomputer, will be coupled to the cryostate for
the wave form generation, data acquisition, preliminary
and advanced data processing, and to control experimental
parameters like absorber temperature etc. This minicom-
puter would be sufficient for all kinds of computations
required in connection with least squares fitting, rela-
xation spectra simulation, and paramagnetic hyperfine
spectra simulations.



A supporting equipment using an electromagnet and
liquid nitrogen cryostat is also being built for Mossbauer
measurements in the range from 78 K to well above the
ambient temperature, when the external magnetic fields
upto 12 kG only are required.

The development of the hardware for the minicomputer

is being done in the Electronics Division of BARC.

1.6.6 Construction of Superconducting Magnets and Measure-
ments on Superconducting Transition Temperatures
IV.K. Chopra, G. Dharmadurai and N.S. Satya Murthy)

( i ) A superconducting switch incorporating a manganin
heater wire has been tested. The normal s tate resistance of
the switch for a heater current of 200 mA (at which i t becomes
normal) i s about 0.8 m J\~ . When tested with the l o c a l l y
wound magnet (from Nb-Ti wire capable of producting a f i e ld
of 5 Tesla in a bore of 22mm dia with a current of 100 ampere
through the windings), for persistent mode of operation, a
decay time of about 250 hours has been observed. Further
improvements are underway.

( i i ) A superconducting solenoid magnet capable of producing
a f i e ld of 8 Tesla at 50 ampere current in a bore of 35mm dia
has been designed. The magnet wi l l be shortly wound using
0.4 mm dia multi-cored Nb-Ti wire.
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(111) The superconducting transition temperature, T of a
few Nb,Sn samples prepared by the Metallurgy Division, BARC
have been determined by measuring their electrical resisti-
vities at liquid helium temperatures. Typical values of T e

have been found to be below 18 K.

1.6.7 Ar+ Laser (P.P. Chandra and A.P. Roy)

The design of an Ar laser with all-line optical power
output of 1.5W has been completed. The design employs
beryllia (BeO) plasma tube to provide efficient heat dissi-
pation and to prevent damage from high plasma current den-
sity of 400A/cm . The regulated power supply (500V, 15A)
will be interlocked to cooling water flow, cathode heater
current and operating dischange current.

Fabrication of various parts including vacuum process-
Ing system is in progress.

1.6.8. Neutron fgfiffl Instrumentation

For the utilization of R-5 reactor, a broad based
programme of neutron beam instrumentation has been going
on for quite some time. This includes beam tailoring,
neutron guides, spectrometer design and the oontrol Bystem.
Several members of the Solid State Physios Section along with
members from other Divisions/Sections of BARC are involved
in this programme.
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1. Neutron Beam Tailoring

a) Hot Neutron Source

The detailed deaign drawings for the fabrication

of a prototype hot neutron source for the 30 cm. diameter

beam tube at Cirus reactor is nearing completion. The

preliminary scheme based on a graphite moderator kept under

vacuum and heated by the nuclear heating from the reactor

has been approved in principle. The thermal insulation

used is carbon wool and molybdenum foil. Temperature of

the order of 1540 K is expected inside this hot source

giving gains of 7.4 over the Maxwellian in the energy

region 0.3 eV.

b) Cold Neutron Source

A cold neutron source with circulating liquid

methane at 113 K has been designed for a 30 cm. diameter

beam hole at Cirus reactor. The liquid will be produced

in a cold box via a cold finger fed with liquid methane

from a cryogenator. A small pump, housed in the cold box,

will be used to circulate the liquid through the moderator

pot having a volume of 530 c.c. The neutron spectrum from

the cold source is expected to peak around 2.5 A and provide

a gain of 2 and 4 for the neutron wavelengthe of 2 and 4 A .

respectively. The total heat load on the cryogenator for

the Cirus facility will be around 500 watts.

The same source will be eventually installed at

the R-5 reactor. The project will provide a useful experi-

ence in eventually going for liquid hydrogen Bource at 20 K.

Members of the Technical Physics Division, BARC,

have been connected with the cryogenic aspects of the project.



2. Neutron guide tube laboratory

In the neutron guide tube laboratory at the R-5

reactor, It is proposed to install two neutron guides

'looking* at the methane cold source. The characteristic

wavelengths >\ of these guides will correspond to the

intense portions of the cold neutron spectrum. The design

features of these guides are near the stage of completion.

The guide elements are high quality boron-silicate cylind-

rical glass tubes 1 metre in length and 50 mm in diameter,

with the nickel coated inner surface. A simple vacuum

deposition coating unit for this purpose has been already

designed. A specially designed diffractometer has been

set up at the Apsara reactor to test the neutron reflecti-

vity of these coated surfaces.

On one of the neutron guides, a small angle spectro-

meter with position sensitive detectors will be installed.

On the other neutron guide, a polarised neutron diffuse -

scattering spectrometer and a back-scattering spectrometer

are proposed to be installed. The design features of these

guides are sufficiently flexible to allow a ohabge of their

X* (without much difficulty) in phase II of the R-5

programme when the methane cold source could be replaced by

a hydrogen one.

3. Prototype Neutron Spectrometer

A general purpose triple-axis spectrometer (which has

been termed as prototype) is currently under fabrication

at the Central Workshops, B.A.R.C. This instrument has

been designed to facilitate the following:

a) Continuous variation in the energy of the monochro-
matic neutron beam upto a scattering angle of 90
degrees.



b) Variation in the scattering angle from the sample

upto 130 decrees.

c) Variation in the analyser angle upto the region of

155 decrees or higher. This is limited only by

the shielding geometry around the analyser

and d) A facility to rotate the sample about its own axiB.

Since the monochrometor is easily replaeable, the above

arrangements are sufficient to cover the region of interest

in the tJ-Q space.

The design is capable of accommodating electromagnets

and other accessories on the desired axes. The various

castings for the main monochromator drum have been completed

and the fabrication of ifae complex middle rotating drum is

nearing completion. A microprocessor-based digital control

system will control all the spectrometer positionings.

4. Dual Microprocessor based On-line control for Neutron
Spectrometers.

An on-line control system based on the microprocessors

SC/MP and MM 57109 is designed and developed by the members

of the computer section, BARC, which can serve as a general

purpose prototype control system for X-ray and neutron

spectrometers. In the particular system built now, the

resident EPROMS contain in themselves CONSTANT Q, CONSTANT

E and STEP SCAN programmes. The system is tested on the

bench and found to work satisfactorily. It will be coupled

to one of the triple-axis spectrometers at Girus in the

coming few months for regular operation.

Based on the experience using this prototype unit, one
can go in for on-line control and processing systems for a
variety of neutron spectrometers that will be installed at
the R-5 reactor.



FISSION PHYSICS SECTION
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2. FISSION PlfVSICS SECTION

A major continuing experimental effort of the section,

on the multiparameter studies of the light charged particles
235

emitted in the thermal induced fission of U has now

yielded abundant new experimental data on various correla-

tions in <* -accompanied fission which can be related to

nuclear friction in fission dynamics. Similar experiments

in triton accompanied fission, will be worthwhile pursuits

in future programmes. The results on the yields of tritons

and alphas in fission as a function of the incident neutron

energy reported here show new exciting features. Our prog-

ramme on the use of thin film scintillation detectors for

the study of fission has just begun, and further work along

these lines is continuing.

Further experiments on the search for superheavy ele-

ments by K X-ray technique yielded lower limits for their

presence in monazite. In the area of the techniques reported

herein a method for rapid enlargement of fission tracks in

lexan may be of interest to workers in the field.

To the energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence programme

earlier based on radio-isotope excitation the group has now

added the facility of excitation by X-rays from a low power

X-ray tube and protons from the 5.5 Mev Van de Graaff

accelerator. A number of users have routinely used this

facility but in this report only a few important programmes

are mentioned.

As in the earlier years a considerable portion of the

work output of the section is in the areas of theoretical

studies of the fission process, heavy-ion reactions and

nuclear level densities. A special mention must be made of

the studies on the mass division in fission based on the

nuclear exchange process and of a novel method to deduce

heavy-ion fusion cross sections.



2.1. Theoretical Developraenta

2.1.1 Frictional Effects on Post-Scission Dynamics aad
Fission Fragment Kinetic Enerf;i¥¥ (M. Prakash,
V.S. Ramamurthy, S.K. Kataria and S.S. Kapoor)

Detailed investigations on the effect of dissipative

forces in dynamics of nascent fragment separation have shown

that the initial stages of fragment separation are very slow

thus providing enough time for the nucleus to establish equi-

librium among the various degrees of freedom. With the in-

clusion of the effect of friction on the relative motion,

the following equation of motion was solved numerically

where'd'is the separation distance between the equivalent

sharp surfaces of the fragments, JX is their reduced mass,

'k'is the frictional constant and f, and f^ are the densities

of the two fragments in the overlapping region. Pig.1.1

summarises the results for the typical case of U fission.

These results have lead to the following conclusions:

i. Pure Coulombic separation of fragments starts at a dis-

tance of about 2-3 fermie between the fragment sharp sur-

faces.

ii. There cannot exist any appreciable pre-scisaion kinetic

energy during the fragment separation in fission, if dissi-

pative forces similar to those operating in heavy ion deep

inelastic collisions are present.

This work , in addition to providing some .justifica-

tion for a statistical description of the fission process,
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(77/7771/777771/
mm cwna*

236
Fig .1 .1 . (a) Energy as a function of d for g2U with fr i c t ions l con-
stant K * 60 x 10-20 MeV s fm. The so l id horizontal l ines show the
total energy inclusive of the i n i t i a l kinetic energy To, Injected at
d=0. The dashed l ine shows the eum of Coulomb and nuclear interac-
tion energies. The dot-daeh l ines show the sum of the potential and
kinetic energies of the fragments.(b) Energy as a function of d for
90U for various values of K ard an i n i t i a l kinetic energy To of

7 l"leV injected at d « 0.

also removes the arbitrariness in the values of the diB-

tance between the fragment tips at scission reported in

the literature.

1) M. Prakaeh, V.S. Ramamurthy, S.K. Kataria and S.S.
Kapoor, Phys. Letters 81B, 136 (1979).



2.1*2 Studies in the Statistical Theory of Nuclear Fission
and Explanation of Fragment Mass Asymmetry in Terms
of Nucleon Exchange Mechanism (M. Prakash, V.S.
Ramamurthy and S.S. KapoorJ

The statistical theory of fission based on full

equilibrium at scission was explored in detail with several

improvements. These include a diffuse surface description

of deformed fragments near scission and better mass and

level density formulae as inputs. The use of adjustable

parameters was avoided in order to learn the capabilities

and limitations of the statistical theory. Fig.2.1 shows

the calculated heavy fragment mass yields for thermal neu-
235

tron induced fission of U in the full equilibrium model.

123 1.19 I I S 1.41

MASS NUMBER < «

f i g . 2 . 1 . Calculated heavy fragment mass yields for thermal
neutron f iesion of 2 3 5U in the f u l l equilibrium modal.
The dashed lines represent the experimentel data.

The dashed line represents the experimental data. I t can

be seen that although qualitative agreement as regards the

shape of the asymmetric mass distribution is obtained*

quantitative agreement concerning the position of the
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asymmetric peak and the width of the maas distribution

is not obtained.

In view of the failure of the statistical theory of

full equilibrium in providing a satisfactory quantitative

explanation of the mass diBtributlonsf a model of mass

distributions based on a nucleon exchange mechanism has

been developed which does not involve the use of any free

parameters. On the assumption of slow relative motion of

fragments near scission and the independent p article

model of the nucleons in the fragments,probabilities for

the transfer of a nucleon from one of the fragments to the

other due to the small nuclear interaction between the

fragments are calculated. The nucleon exchange process is

calculated which is identified with the observable fragment

mass distribution. In this approach, the crucial parameter

which decides the shape of the fragment mass distributions

is the systematics of the differences in the chemical

potentials of the pair fragment nuclei near scission.

Pig.2.2 3hows the calculated mass distributions in neutron
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Fig.7.2. Comparison of the calculated yleids in the
nucloon exchanga model for various values of the
mean fragmant temperatures.



induced fia.iion of U for mean fragment temperatures

T = O.S, 1.0 and 2.0 MeV. The dark full curve is the

experimental mass distribution in thermal fission. It is

seen that a satisfactory explanation of the fragment mass

diBtributiono and their excitation energy dependence is

obtained on the basis of the proposed model. This work

was presented at the Fourth IAEA symposium on Physics and

Chemistry of Fission held at Julich during 14-18 May, 1979.

2.1.3 Decree of Damping in Pisnion Dynamics: An Analysis
babed on Fiasion ObservabTes* IV.3. Ramamurthy,
M. Prakash and S.S. Kapoor)

In the theoretical description of the fission pro-

cess, one of the fundamental questions is whether from

first principles one would expect the strong or the weak

coupling (between the collective and the internal degrees

of freedom) approximation to be more nearly correct. The

answer is usually given in terms of the degree of damping

of the fission mode during the descent of the nucleus from

the saddle to the scission stage. In an attempt to find

the answer from the experimental fragment kinetic and ex-

citation energies, we have shown that no definite con-

clusions can be drawn regarding the magnitude of energy

dissipation by a comparison of the calculated deformation

and in teraction energies 01 the nascent fragments near

scission wi$h the experimental fragment excitation and

kinetic energies. This is contrary to the conclusions of

an earlier analysis ' that such a comparison is fruitful.

1) V.S. Ramamurthy, M. Prakash and S.S. Kapoor, Phys.
Rev. C (in press).

2) H. Schulthies and R. Schulthies, Phys. Rev. CIS,
1317 (1978).
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2.1.4 Dynamic a of Was 3 and C h a iy;e Kxch-;.:r. v j£_Jl£& v j ^
Deep Inelastic Collisions [¥. Pr'SkaTah, V.iT. fiama-
murthy, S.K. Kataria and S.S. Kap1.0r)

Recently quantum s ta t is t ica l raetho •> are beir?t-7

Increasingly used to predict the broad raasa and charge

distributions of the final fragments observed in heavy

ion deep inelastic collisions. A method kbs been de/e-

loped for the derivation of the drift and diffusion

coefficients by viewing the target and projectile as two

weakly interacting systems of independent fenriionf3 Let-

ween which nucleon exchange processes are taking place

In the time interval for which a rotating complex is

formed. By taking into account the Paul! •/elusion

principle and the energetics of the tram :«r explicity,

the following expressions for the nuol-ic: ••'.rarsfer pro-

babili t ies and the mass drift and dilius-l,.-; coefficients

have been derived.

M_TT is the average matrix element for a :.•;-: l-r-on irr-jisf^r
Ln

from the light to the he6vy fragaenc. ;., • .<• ,;'.. a. o tha

single particle level densities at the ft rmi levels f*i

and /AH in the light and the heavy f«;;;' >-h".;^^i?-sL,

Similar expressions holds for nucleon transrer probability

from the heavy fragment to the light. "Vl-i oorreeponding
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nucleon drift and diffusion coefficients are given by

where R^ = Air k" I M / *" ju (ML) .2,,

H T = M (microscopic reversibility)

I t is seen that while the diffusion coefficient is depend-

ent on the temperature of the dinuclear complex, the drift

coefficient is not. The effect of the degeneracy of the

single particle levels, shell effects and relative motion

are also being studied.

2.1.5 Analysis of Fission Excitation Functions and Fission
Barrier Heights of Preactinide Nuclei (V.S. Rama-
murthy, S.K. Kataria and S.S. Kapoorj

Following a recently proposed method of analysis

of fission excitation functions of nuclei in the mass

region A~200, alpha induced fission cross sections of a

number of nuclei in this mass region have been analysed.

After suitable corrections for multichance fissions, the

first chance fission branching ratios are analysed in

terms of the Bohr-Wheeler expression for the fission width

and the statistical evaporation formula for the neutron

width. Shell effects on the level densities of the nuclei

after neutron emission are taken into account by using the
2)

new semi-empirical level density formula of Kataria et al .
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For the nuclei Btudied, the analysis indicates the presence

of single particle effects at the fission transition statf

shape. Consequently, while the analysis yields fission

barrier heights in agreement with the result of earlier

works, the derived values of the macroscopic (Liquid Drop

Model) part of the fission barrier heights are found to b#

significantly lower than the predictions of frequently

used mass formulae in literature. This work haa been sub-

mitted for publication in Nuclear Physics.

Summary of results

Compound
Nucleus

Fission
barrier
height (MeV)

193Hg

21.2

2 0 1 n

22.0

207Bi

21.3

209B1

22.6

210

20.

Po

6

212

18.

Po

6

2l>At

17.0

LDM
Pir,sion 9.8 9.5 7.6 7.5 5.C 5.8 6.0
barrier
height (MeV)

Single
particle
correction 2.2 2.7 1.7 1.6 2.0 2.1 2.3
at the
transition
state (MeV)

V.S. Ramamurthy and S.S. Kepoor, Pramana VO, '519 (197B).
S.K. Kataria, V.S. Ramamurthy and S.S. Kapoor, Fhvs.
• , 180, 549 (1978).
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2.1.6 Fusion Cross Sections from Fission Fragment
Angular Distributions* (R.K. Choudhury,
5.S. Kapoor and Hekha Govi1)

A different approach to the determination of heavy-
ion fusion cross sections is described which requires data
on fission fragment angular distributions alone, without
going to more difficult absolute measurements of the fis-
Bion and evaporation residue cross sections. The present
method involves a direct determination of % (maximum
1-wave for which fusion is possible), from the statistical
theory analysis of fragment angular distributions corres-
ponding to the fission events with full momentum transfer
taking into consideration the contribution to fissions
from different stages of de-excitation. The published data
en fission fragment angular distributions in the fission of
197 209

Au and Bi by B, C, N and 0 ions in the bombarding
energy range of 60 Mev to 120 Mev were analysed to illus-
trate this method* For a few cases, where data on direct
measurement of <P were available, these values were
found to be in good agreement with those obtained by this
method (Table 1). The energy dependence of ft (or fusion
cross sections) thus determined, were also analysed to
obtain internuclear potentials in a friction-free analysis
and were compared with the proximity potential function.
The energy variations of tcr calculated on the basis of
the proximity potential with and without the inclusion of
one-body proximity friction are also compared with the
experimental values (Pig.6.1). It was seen that satis-
factory fits to the data can be achieved with the proxi-
mity potential with the inclusion of one-body friction .
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Fig.6.1. Variation of 1* with c-m. energy for 11B.12C
1*N and "^induced fission of ^ B i . Theoretical
in^ i , e ! i ^ V p f ? r . f r 0 X l m l t y P ° t e n t l a l - " h and withoutincluaion of friction are also shown in the figure.

Table 1

System E C # M > ^pugCal. * ̂ _
(Mev) (barns) (barns)

12r*.L197» 122.50 1.67 + 0.08 1 . 6 4 ^
0+ AU !17.82 1.67 + 0.08

105.57 1.55 + 0.09 f . ^
81.00 1.32

76.35 1.33 + 0.09
12-209 92.11 1.18 + 0.11

^ a i 84.83 1.08 + 0.08
80.50
76.60 0.95 + 0.06

16n 197A 126.71 1.31 + 0.05
u+ AU 120.20

108.71 1.17 + 0.08
(a) Bimbot R, Lefort M and Simon A, J.Physique

29,:563 ?1968).
(b) Le Byec, Lefort M, Nucl. Phys. A 2^2, 4O5 (1972).

* To be published in Nuclear Physics.
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2.1.7 .^crit D e d u o e d fr°m Fragment Angular Distribution In
Ĥe Ion InducedFission (R.K. Choudhury, Rekha

Govil and S.S. KapoorJ

The published fragment anisotropy data in the
fission of Bi induced by 23-115 Mev 4He ions were ana-
lyzed to deduce l c r i t ^ o r different bombarding energies.
The method of analysis follows the same procedure ae

2)adopted in an earlier work . The values of l cr i t deduced
from this analysis are shown in Ptg.7.1 along with the
values of lmax of theoretical model calculations as given
in ref .1 . Due to presence of shell effects at lower
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f ig .7 .1 . Values of I 2 , as
a function of cm. energy
compared with optical modal
values and those with proxi-
mity potential calculations
with inclusion of friction.
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saddle point excitation energies the values of Jeff used
in the analysis can be somewhat lower than the rigid body
Values. Therefore, the deviation of the f irs t few experi-
mental points from the values of lmax i s not considered
significant and i t i s reasonable to infer that a l l the
i waves from o to lmax lead to fusion at these lower
bombarding energies. However, at higher bombarding



energies, where rigid body values of Jeff are valid, the

Increasing discrepancy between the deduced values of lcrit

and lmax can be taken as a reflection of the reaction

mechanism in which the upper cut-offtfthe 1-distribution for

compound nucleus is significantly lower than lmax. The

discrepancy between the experimental and statistical theory
1) 4 20Q

values of Ko seen in the earlier work for the He + Bi

system may, therefore, be attributed to the fact that in-

stead of lcrit, the values of lmax given by the optical

model calculations were taken for fusion.

We have also carried out calculations of lcrit from

the computations of classical dynamical trajectory involv-

ing fusion using Hie proximity potential and one body
4) 4 209

friction of Randrup for the He + Bi system and these

results are also shown in Fig.7.1. It is seen that the

values of lcrit obtained from fission fragment angular

distributions are in good agreement with those obtained

from the trajectory calculations, implying that the proxi-

mity formalism for the calculations Of fusion cross sect-

ions is valid even for reactions induced by particles as

light as He ions. The characteristics of the reactions

for 9- waves between lcrit and lmax are expected to be

quite similar in He ion induced and heavy ion induced

reactions, in particular, features of deep-inelastic

reactions. It is, therefore, of interest to investigate

whether the characteristics such as energy and angular

distributions of the so called pre-equilibrlum component

in He ion induced reactions can be understood primarily
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in terms of the deep inelastic process with nucleon ex-

change for 1 waves between lorit and lmax.

1) S.S. Kapoor, H. Baba and S.G. Thompson, Phys. Rev.
149. 965 (1966).

2) R.K. Choudhury, S.S. Kapoor and Rekha Govil, Nucl.
Phya. (1979). (To be published).

3) J.P. Blocki, J. Randrup, W.J. Swiatecki and C.P. Tsang,
Ann. Phys. 105, 427 (1977).

4) J. Randrup, Ann. Phys. JJj?, 356 (1978).

2»1.8 On the Nuclear Level Density Parameter'a'
(S.K. Kataria and V.S. Ramamurthy)

In any nuclear level density formula, the level den-

sity parameter a plays a dominant role as it appears in

the exponential form. In a recent study on the semi-empi-

rical nuclear level density formula, we had deduced from

the analysis of the experimental data on neutron resonance

spacings the dependence of the LDM value of the 1 /el den-

sity parameter STDM o n ttie SUI"face to volume ratio of

nuclei. While such a dependence is expected on general

arguments, attempts to extract this dependence on the basis

of specific models have even yielded results with opposite

sign for tiiis dependence "" . In this work, we have

attempted to study this descrepancy on the basis of the

Woods-Saxon (W.S) potential model of the nucleus. We have

carried out the calculation of a^j from the single parti-

cle energy levels obtained from W.S. potential well by

calculating numerically the thermodynamic entropy S at high

temperatures and using the relation S = 2 aT, since only

for this relation, the effect of shell structure vanishes

at high temperature (2 ~ 3 Mev). Pig. 8.1 shows the vari-

ation of aLDM/A with A"
1/5 for various sets of W.S. potential
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well parameters. The curve I approximately represents the

30r
!! = Z " d no Coulomb force

-1/3
Fig ,8 .1 . Plot of the calculated Aon/» versus A ' for
Uoods-Saxon model s.p. level scheme with potential well
depths l/o * -1000, -50 and -40 fleV. The corresponding
Fermi energies Ef are approximately -900, -16 and -8 PleU
respectively.

case of infinitely deep potential well, where STT«./A incre-
ases with mass number A. However in a l l other cases, where
the Fermi level of the nucleus is constant at E_, = -8.0 Mev
and -16.0 Mev, the aT-r««/» decreases with mass number. I t
is therefore, obvious that the finite depth characterising
the s.p. potential plays an important part in determining
the magnitude of S^m/A a n d i t s v a r * a t i - o n with A. However
the Fermi-energy in real nuclei does not remain constant
over the entire mass region from A = 40 to A = 240 as is
evident in the variation of separation energies of nucleons
which vary from 14.0 to 6.0 Mev. Since the variation of
STJIM

 w**n t n e P e r m * energy is rather strong as seen in the
figure, we have also calculated anv,./. *>y varying suitably
well depth for W.S. potential well keeping other parameters
constant so as to reproduce the nucleon separation energy
in individual cases. The results of this calculation
yields a. M / which increases with mass number A in
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agreement with the experimental data. Further i t can be

added that in these calculations the value of a/A is also

much larger as compared to the case of infinite deep well

model, thus bringing the calculated value of aLI)MyA near

to the experimental value of aTT.... Further work is in

progress to find out a simple relation for a,™ as a fun-

ction of Z, N, E and Ep*

1) S.K. Kataria, V.S. Ramamurthy and S.S. Kapoor, Phys.
Rev. £18, 549-563 (1978).

2) Ignatyuk A.V, Smivenkin 6.J,' Tishin A.I, Sov. J . Nucl.
Phys. 21, 221-225 (1975).

3) P.A. Gcttschalk, and Ledergerber, T, Nucl. Phys. A278,
16-44, (1977).

4) R. Vandenbosch and Mosel, U, Phys. Rev. Lett. ,28, 1726,
(1972).

2.2 Experimental Investigations

2.2.1 Further Investigations of Multiparameter Correla-
tions feetween Fission Fragment and Long Sange ATpha
Particles in Thermal Neutron Fission of 2 ^T
(R.K. Choudhury, D.M. Nadkarni, S.S. Kapoor and
P.N. Ramarao)

Studies of detailed correlations between fission frag-

ment and long range alpha particles (LRA) characteristics

can provide valuable information regarding the nuclear dyna-

mics from saddle to scission. Such experiments are however,

rendered difficult due to very low probability of these

events. Our programme of the study of LOP accompanied

fission employs the gridded ionisation chamber technique to

measure fragment energy and angle with almost 2 T detection

efficiency aM with this experimental set up multi-parameter

information in the l i s t mode has been recorded on magnetic
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tapes in about O.S x 10 LCP accompanied fisaion events

and 106 binary events, for detailed off-line analysis of

the various correlations. The computer analysis of the

data carried out so far has yielded a number of interesting

correlationa and some selected results are shown here.

Pig. 1.1 shows the correlation between the most probable

alpha particle energy and fragment kinetic energy for

different windows of fragment mass ratios. The correlation

no i JO no 110 no iro no no
FftAOMENT KINEIIC IMIKOV, t,,(MlV)

Fig .1 .1 . Variation of most probable LRA Bnergy with frag-
ment kinetic energy for different windows of fragntnt mass
ratios.

is seen to be nonlinear for al l the mass ratio windows.

Pig.1.2 and 1.3 show the correlations between the moat

probable value < <>̂ >̂» and width of the alpha particle

angular distribution with fragment kinetic energy for



different windows of alpha particle energy. It ia seen
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that
of E

9*t> decreases slightly with E g for all the windows

A t and the elope of tiie variation is seen to increase
towards higher alpha particle energies. 6^ shows a de-
crease with EL for all the alpha particle energy windows.
Pig. 1.4 shows the variation of E with QL for different
mass ratios. It is seen that this correlation is quite
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Fig,1,4, Variation of the average LRA energy uiit!>
i ts angle for different fragment mass ratios.

different for different fragment mass ratios. Further

analysiB of the data is in progress.
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2.2.2 Yieldri of Tri t'ms; Jtejn. I i_y r? to Alpha Particles

in Fant, Nr-utron Pi.ruii on of U (R.K. Choudhury*
S. l> • "'lapoor, (;.K. Tfch fa*", J)..rtf. ~N ad ka rn i and
B. C.Ti. Shamia*)

Although in the rare mode of ternary fission the

lipht charged particles (LGP) are known to be emitted

close to the scission stage of the fission process from

a region rouphly between the two fragments, the mechanism

of emission of these LGP is not known. Some information

about the mechanism may be obtained from a knowledge of

how the yields of different LCPs depend on the excitation

energy of the fissioning nucleus. With this view we mea-

sured, in an earlier experiment , the yield and energy

spectra of ICP in which an enhancement in the low energy

region (6.5 < E <12 Mev) in fast neutron fission of U "

was observed, which was assumed to be due to tritons.

Subsequently we carried out A E - E semiconductor detector

telescope measurements to identify the particles and have

determined the yields of tritons relative to alpha parti-
2 2^5

cles and also their energy spectra. A 5 mg/cm U sou-
2

rce, coated over an area of 4 cm served as the cathode

of an argon-filled ionisation chamber and the LCPs emitted

from the source passed through an aluminium anode foil

and were detected by A E and E detectors of thickness

63.6 and 500 microns respectively. Neutrons were produced
7 7 ^

by Li(p,n) Be and T (p,n) He reactions using the 2 MeV

Van de Graaff accelerator at IIT, Kanpur and the experi-

ment was carried out at the average neutron energies of

120, 180, 230 and 550 KeV. Thermal neutron runs were

taken by interposing ttiick paraffin blocks between the

neutron source and the fission chamber. Ine coincident

pulses from the A E, E and fragment detectors were
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recorded on to a magnetic tape using a 3 parameter data

acquisition Bystem. The data was analysed off-line

to obtain the particle Identifier output by the relation

H o c (E + AE) U 7 6 - B 1 ' 7 6

which gives clear separation of tritons and alpha

particle?. The energy spectre and yields of tritons

and air ia particles were then obtained. The average energy

of tritons and alpha particle were found to be nearly in-

dependent of incident neutron energy thus suggesting that

no significant variation in the scission configurations

with excitation energy takes place. A preliminary analysis

shows that at En = 550 KeV the yield of tritons relative

to alphas is significantly larger than its yield in thermal

neutron fission. Further detailed analysis of the data is

in progress.

l'.l.T., Kanpur.

2.2.3 Search for Superheav.y Elements (SHE) in Monazite
by K X-ray Fluorescence Method* IN.N. A.1itanan*d*«
Rekha Govil, S.S. Kapoor and D.M. Nadkarni)

A aearch for the presence of super h&'avy elements of

Z = 114 to 126 in monazite from beach sands of South India

was carried out by inducing K X-ray fluorescence in the
203

samples with a 50 mCi Hg source (E = 279.2 KeV). A

JO c.c. Ge(Li) detector was used to detect the excitation

spectrum. Fig. 3.1 shows a typical case. Comparison of

spectral yields in the SHE K-X-ray region with the intensity

of a line arising from the natural decay of the known con-

centration of thorium in the samples as well as with the
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intensity of the coherent scattered peak gave twa independ-
ent methods of computing the detection limits of SHE. Thes*

0» tOO 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 MO WOO

Fig.3.1»(a) riuoreacent spectrum of CH *onazita eanple
(b) Y-ray spectru* dua to natural radioactivity of

the aanple.

varied from about 2 ppm for Z • 126 to about 5 ppm for
Z » 114. Presence of SHE above these l imi t s was not i n -
dicated in any of the samples studied.

To be published in Earth and Planetary Sciences Sect-
ion of Proceedings 'A' of Indian Academy of Sciences*
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Measurement of Fragment Charge Distribution Using
Ioniaatlon Chamber TFSD telescope (N.N. Ajitanand,
K.N. Iyengar and S.R.S. Murthy)

Since both* a A E ionlsation chamber and a TFSD have
responses which depend upon the Z and E/M of the incident
heavy ions, two parameter data from a A E ionisation
chamber - TFSD telescope were recorded for the first time
with a view to obtaining the prompt charge distribution
of fragments in the thermal neutron induced fission of
' U. The source was deposited on the collecting plate of
the A E chamber and a collimated TFSD detected the frag-
ments after they had traversed a distance of 3*5 cm. The
chamber was filled with argon gas at a pressure of about
85 mm of mercury. A total of about 1.3 x 10 events were
recorded. The pulse height distributions obtained in the
two detectors are shown in Fig. 4.1. The data analysis ie
In progress.

20 4,0 6U 80 100 120 140 160

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig.4.1. Coincident pulse height distributions obtainsd
in the thin film scintillation detector (TFSD) and gas
ionlsation chamber (GIC).
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2.2.5 Timing Experiments Involving Thia Film Scintilla-
tion Detectors (H.N. Ajitanand and K.N. IyengarJ

Plastic scintillation detectors have a fast response

and are ideally euited to timing experiments. In the past

we have developed plastic thin film scintillation detec-

tors (TPSD) in the section and have used them in fission

experiments as fragment detectors. Indeed, an analysis of

the recorded pulse height distribution of fragment pairs

has yielded the fragment mass-energy distribution and

correlations that compare very favourably with those obta-

ined conventionally with semi conductor detectors . Due

to the Z sensitivity of these detectors they have also

been used to investigate the fission fragment prompt charge

distributions (see 2.2.4). Here we describe some multi-

parameter fission experiments carried out to exploit the

timing property of these detectors.

a) Time-of-Flight Study of Fission Neutrons

2*52
The time-of-flight spectrum of neutrons from Cf

spontaneous fission was measured with a H micron TPSD to

detect the fission fragments (START pulses) and a conven-

tional thick plastic scintillator (5 cm dia by 2.5 cm

thick) to detect the neutrons (STOP pulses). The spectrum

obtained for a flight path of 50 cm and about 60 kev gamma

threshold in the neutron detector, is shown in Pig. 5.1.

The 1.7 nsee PWHM of the prompt gama peak in the time spe-

ctrum which is an indication of the time resolution, is

amongst the best published in the literature. This is the

first time the TPSD has been used in such a configuration.

In addition to the time-of-flight, the pulses obtained in

the TFSD and neutron detectors have also been recorded
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NEUTRONS OVER 30 CM FLIGHT PATH

X '/% jr "7JC-* NEUTRON HUMP

10 20 30 40 50
CHANNEL NUMBER

60 70

252,f i g . 5 . 1 . Time-of-flight spectrum of """Cf fission
neutrons with TFSD used to detect fission fragments
in the START channel.

event by event on magnetic tape. Since both fragments
are stopped in a time 10~ ' sec the data are being ana-
lysed with special reference to the emission times of the
prompt neutrons.

b) Fission Neutrofl-&amma Energy Correlations

The energies of neutrons and gamma rays from the same
252fission event in Cf spontaneous fission was measured by

recording the time-of-flight spectrum of fission neutrons
in coincidence with fission gammas detected by a Nal(Tl)
detector located close to the source. The flight path
was 30 cm and the accepted gamma ray energy range was 0.1
to 1.5 MeV. About 10 events were recorded. The data
analysis will be carried out with the intention of t e s t ing
the calculations of the competition offered by gamma ray
emission in the fragment deexcitation process. As the
data pertains to the neutron and gamma coming from the
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same event, it is expected tbat the analysis will hare a
bearing on the important question of whether the two frag-
ments are at the same temperature at scission.

252c) Search for Pre-Sclssion Gammas In Cf Spontaneous
Fission

The existence of a potential barrier just before the
scission configuration has been indicated from calculations
of shapes leading from saddle to scission as well as those
based on ion-ion interaction potential as a function of
inter-ionic distance. It is possible that in fission the
dynamics of descent from the saddle point may result in a
gamma decay into the corresponding pre-scission potential
well follwed by fission through the uaual tunnelling pro-
cess. Experimentally this would result in a pre-scission
gamma component. We have chosen to look for the existence( 252of this component in the spontaneous fission of Cf so as
to exclude the possibility of other processes (e.g. gamma
decay into the second well at saddle point) giving rise to
the same effect.

252
A Cf source was mounted directly on a TFSD which

detected the fission fragments and the gamma rays were
detected by two thick plastic scintillators kept close to
the source. 1) In each Double coincidence event the time
difference between TFSD pulse and the pulse in one thick
detector was recorded together with the pulse heights in
the two detectors. 2) In each triple coincidence event
the time differences between TFSD pulse and the pulses in
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the thick detectors and the TFSD pulse height were
recorded.

The data sorting and analysis is in progress.

1) N.N. Ajjitanand and K.N. Iyengar, Nucl. Instr. & Math*
133, 71 (1976).

2) N.N. Ajitanand. K.N. Xyengar and S.R.S. Murthy, Fhys.
Rev. C 18, 1745 (1978).

2.3 Techniques and Applications

2.3.1 A Technique for the Rapid Enlargement of Fission
Fragment Tracks in Lexan Polycarbonate (N.N.
Ajitanand and K.N. IyengarJ

A method has been found to enlarge etchable tracks
in lexan polycarbonate to diameters exceeding 100 microns
enabling them to be viewed by projection on a screen with
an ordinary slide projector. This is very useful in
rapid scanning of the plastic when it is used to detect
extremely rare events (i.e. very low track densities)
such as the spontaneous fission of auperheavy elements,
subthreshold fission and isomer fission. In addition the
method has potential applications in radiography. Briefly
the method consists of four steps: 1) normal etching of
exposed plastic for 20 mts with 3 N NaOH at 100°c
ii) oiling with sandalwood oil of the exposed surface of
the plastic so that the oil gets into the etched tracks
iii) washing of the plastic with soap water to remove
surface oil and iv) continued etching in 3 H NaOH for
10 mts at 100°C. steps ii) to iv) are repeated about six
to eight times so that at the end of about 90 mts the
tracks are found to have enlarged to about 100 microns
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in diameter. The oil used is a type containing a swelling

agent for the plastic. Though the actual process is not

yet clear, we believe that the hot NaOH very rapidly etches

the oiled sites in the plastic weakened by the swelling

action of the hot oil. Pig.1.1 shows a photomicrograph of

a typical set of enlarged fission tracks.

Pig.4.1. Photomicrograph of fission fragment tracks i.i
lexan etched by the new method. Magnification 80 X.

2.3.2 Thin Film Scintillation Detector (TFSD) Develop-
ments (N.N. Ajitanand and K.N. lyengar;

In the past we have developed a technique of making

TPSD of thickness ranging from about 1 to 20 microns for

the detection of fission fragments. To extend the appli-

cability of the TFSD to measurements on light charged

particles emitted in fission a programme was undertaken to

make uniform films of thickness varying from about 300 to

800 microns* Films of good quality could be obtained only
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after carefully choosing the concentration of the scinti-

llator solution and following a procedure similar to that

laid down earlier. The resolution obtained for 8 MeV

alphas completely stopped in the detectors was about 8$.

It is hoped that this may improve when a thin reflecting

layer of gold or aluminium is evaporated onto the surface

of the TPSD, thus improving the light collection efficiency

and increasing the signal to noise ratio.

2.3.3 Study of the Angular Resolution of the Electronic
Method of Fragment Angles Measurement with Back-
to-Back Gridded Ion Chamber (R.K. Choudhury, D.M.
Nadkarni, S.S. Kapoor and P.N. Rama Rao)

The performance of a gridded ionisation chamber for

measuring fission fragment angles has been investigated.

The ionisaticn chamber consisted of a common cathode on
23S

which a thin VYNS film with a U source of thickness
2

18iAg/cm was mounted at the centre. The grid-cathode

and grid-collector distances were 28 mm and 6mm respecti-

vely. The chamber was filled with a mixture of Ar(97$)

and CHJ(3?O at a pressure of 1.2 atm, which was purified

on-line for ensuring long term stability of the chamber.

The chamber was placed in the neutron beam of the CIRUS

reactor. The fission fragment pulses from the two grids

and the two collectors were recorded event by event by

means of a multiparameter data recording system. The

data were off-line analysed to provide energy and angle

information of the fission fragments for each from the

relationship between the collector and grid pulse heights:

V = kEf(l-R*/d Cos©)
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The details of the analysis for evaluating the con-

stants to obtained © are being published elsewhere . The

angular resolution of the chamber was estimated from the

distribution of the difference (©^©g) between the two

complementary fragment angles in the same event. The dis-

tribution of (9.,- do) for different fragment mass windows

are shown in Pig..5.1. The PWHM of these distributions
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vary from 12° to 16°, which corresponds to an angular

resolution of each chamber of 8° to 11°. This method

has been successfully applied to measurements of multi-

parameter correlations between fragment energies, alpha

particle energy and angle with respect to fragment

direction in thermal neutron fission of U.

1) R.K. Choudhury, D.M. Nadkarni, S.S. Kapoor and F.N.
Rama Rao, Nucl. Instr. and Methods 164, 323 (1979).



2.3.4 Low Power X-ray Tube for Energy Dispersive X-ray
Fluorescence Analysis (S.K. Kataria and Hadan
LaD

For the X-ray fluorescence analysis programme the

fabrication work on the first prototype of a low power

X-ray tube (basic design given by Jakelvic et al) was

completed and the performance testing of the tube was

commenced. The X-ray tube was tested with a thin Moly-

bdenum transmission target upto target voltage of 35 KV

and upto maximum target current of 200 ,Uk. The output

from X-ray tube consists mainly of the characteristic

MoK X-rays and Bremmstrahlung X-rays with energies greater

than 18.0 kev, and therefore the useful energy-region for

ENDXRF analysis is upto 15.0 kev with Molybdenum target.

Fig.4.1 shows? the spectrum obtained for a typical digested

blood sample on thin millipore f i l t e r counted for

2000 sees. The observed count rate was about a hundred

times greater than that obtained when the same sample was
p*ZQ

excited by a 10 met Pu source. The signal to back-

ground ratio improved by a factor of four. The minimum

detection limits were determined in this set up for a

number of elements Cu, Mn, Pb, etc depostied on mill i-

pore f i l te r and were found to be about 5 ng/cm for

a counting time of 2000 sees. We are in the process of

testing the stabil i ty of the output of the X-ray tube

prior to i t s use in routine quantitative ENDXRF. The

high voltage supply (50 KV and 1 ma) for the X-ray tube

has been built by the High voltage section of V.E.C.,

Calcutta. This H V Supply unit is undergoing tests for

voltage stability and regulation which are prerequisites

for a 8table X-ray output.
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1) J.M. Jaklevic, R.D. Giaugue, D.F. Malone and W.L.
Searles, Univ. of California, Berkeley, EBL 1C (1971).
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2.3.5 Setting Up of a Hiflh Resolution Si(Li) Detector
Based on Pulsed Opto Feed-Back Technique "~
(Madan Lai, P,L. Bhatia* and S.K. Kataria)

A number of cooled Si(li) detector X-ray spectro-

meters with energy resolution of about 200 ev were set

up in the past in our section, employing cooled PET pre-

amplifier with drain feed-back configuration • The

energy resolution of the systems with drain feed-back

configuration although excellent at lower counting rates

was found to deteriorate at count rates above 5000/sec.

For X-ray spectrometry employing X-ray tubes or energetic

proton beams from an accelerator involving high count

rates, a Si(Li) detector X-ray spectrometer employing
2)

opto feed-back preamplifier configuration was earlier

set up for improved resolution performance at higher

count rates. The energy resolution of this systems has

now been improved to 200 ev by adopting improved PET

mounting configuration and by using a selected PET.

Pig.5.1(a) shows a block diagram of the iraput PET.

preamplifier configuration. The selected PET chip was

removed from i ts case and placed in a Boron Nitride mount

along with the light emitting diode. The BN mount was

designed to ensure that light leakage from the BN mount

system, which can result in increase of detector leakage

current, was absent. The PET-LED assembly was coupled

to the Si(Li) detector in such a way that the distributed

capacity at the input was minimised. Fig.5.i(b) shows

the block diagram of the pulse processor. Pig.5.2 shows

the measured characteristics of the X-ray system with

regard to energy resolution and input-output count rates.

In addition to the maintainence of good energy resolution

at high count rates, the peak shift vs count rate was
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also very small I.e. about 5-10 ev for count rates upto
30,000/gec. The resolving time of the pile up rejector
employed was about 500 nsec. The observed sum peak pile
up for MnK peak was about 100 sounts/see. at input rate
of 30,000/eec. This will be further reduced by employing
a smaller resolving time.

* Electronics Division, B.A.R.C.
1) Madan Lai and S.K. Kataria, Nuclear Physics and Solid

State Physic8 Symposium, Calcutta, Decmber 22-26,
1975, P.324.

2) Madan Lai and S.K. Kataria and P.L. Bhatia, Nuclear
Physics and Solid State Physics Symposium, Ahmedabad,
December 27-31, 1976 Vol.19B, p.263.

2.3.6 Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis of Materials
(S.S. Kapoor)

The programme of energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence
analysis of materials has been continued by developing
fac i l i t i es and employing them for various analytical appli-
cations. (A Si(Li) detector X-ray spectrometer of 220-eV
resolution was set up and transferred to NRL, Srinagar,
for the programme of X-ray fluorescence analysis which has
started there).

The energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence facil ity was
made available to several users for a quick on-the-spot
non-destructive semi-quantitative analysis of materials
for all elements of Z > 15. Quantitative analysis of
materials was also carried out In several cases. Follow-
ing is a summary of some of the work carried out with
this faci l i ty .
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(i) Analysis of Unknown Metal Samples

(a) X-ray Signature Comparison (Madan Lal)
———•" 125

Signature comparison was carried out using I
source for the determination of the type of stainless
steel used in a part of imported oil-drilling equipment -
at the request of Neutron Physics Division.

(b) Quantitative Analysis of Alloys (Madan Lal
and K.V. ViswanatnanJ
Quantitative analysis was carried out of imported

Turbine Stud of a thermal power station of Gujarat Eleotrl-
oity Board for finding out the composition of various ele-

238 241
ments present using Pu and Am sources. This was

carried out at the request of Metallurgy Division for the
work of Gujarat Eleotricity Board.

(11) Quantitative Analysis of Minerals (Madan Lal and
K.V. Viswanathan;
Quantitative analysis for powder samples of amphi-

bolitc minerals were carried out for trace element deter-
125

minatlon of Sr,Y,Zr and Nb using I source.

(ill) grace Element Analysis of Extracted Dust from
Lunge and Lymph lodes of Domestic Animals Using
X-ray Fluorescence Technique IS.S. Kapoor,
Madan Lal and K.V. Viswanathan)
Samples of dust extracted from the lungf and lymph

nodes of certain domestic animals from Vest Bengal, Orissa,
Bihar provinces of India were quantitatively analysed. Thin
specimens were prepared for analysis to minimise matrix
enhancement and absorption effects. Amongst the various
elements analysed, Eg, Cd, Cu, Zn and Pb were found to be
present in appreciable amounts. An important finding was
the presence of very high concentration of Hg in extracted
dust samples from West Bengal. The significance of
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various results obtained in this investigation are dis-

cussed in a paper to appear in Int. J. Environ Anal.

Chem. (1979).

(iv) Analysis of Air Particulates (Madan Lai, K.V. Vis-
wanathan and J.C. Kapoor;

Feasibility studies of trace-element analysis of

atmospheric particulates by XRP were carried out. Labora-

tory samples were prepared by generating aerosols by ato-

mising solutions of high purity compounds and collecting

the dried aerosols on membrane filter paper for the pur-

pose of determining minimum detection limits for various

elements using radio-isotopes Fu (lOmc) and Am

(100 me). In order to obtain the total mass of air parti—

culate matter, a P -thickness gauge monitor was set up

using surface barrier solid state detector for quick de-

termination of the mass of the particulates deposited on

filter paper. The detection limits obtained varied from

100-500 ng/cm for a counting time of 1000 minutes. This

could be reduced to about 10 minutes using Cd (100 me)

source or a low power X-ray tube of 5-10 watts which is

being set up and will be employed for future investiga-

tions.

The results of this work were presented at Symposium

on Spectro8copic techniques in the investigation of atmo-

spheric chemical species., BARC, Bombay, March 27-29*1979*

(v) Trace Element Analysis of Biological Samples (Madan
x>al and B. PatelJ

Trace element analysis was carried out for quantita-

tive determination of elements present in sponge for the

study of marine bio-system. These samples were analysed

using Pe , Pu and Am sources and concentrations of

Ca, K, Tl, Pe, Ni, Zr, Br and Cd present in these samples

were determined.
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(vl) Analysis of Blood Samples

The energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence technique

using the low power X-ray tube excitation was utilized for

a study of any likely correlations between the trace ele-

ment contents in the blood and the diseases.

The samples were prepared by digesting about 2 to 3 gms

of blood in a mixture of nitr ic acid and prechlorle acid.

Yttrium was added in the digested sample to serve as an in-

ternal standard and the solution was made upto a known

volume. Two cc of this solution was evaporated onto an

area of 47 mm diameter of millipore f i l te r paper.

The samples were put at an angle of 45° with respect

to the Molybdenum X-rays from the tube and the characteri-

stic X-rays from the sample were detected by a cooled

Si(Li) detector placed at 90° to the Mo X-ray beam. A

typical spectrum of a blood sample shows up trace quanti-

ties of K, Ca, Pe, Cu, Zn, Br, Rb, Sr and Pb in a counting

time of about 2 hours (see Pig. 4.1 of 2.3.4).

2.3.7 Proton Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) Analysis of
featerials (Rekha Govll, S.S. Kapoor. S.K. Katarla.
M. Lai, fc/.M. Nadkarni and K.V. Viewanathan)

Proton induced X-ray emission analysis is emerging as

a powerful tool for trace element analysis. In order to

ut i l ize I t for various applied problems involving trace

element analysis, a PIXE set up was installed at the 5.5

MeV Van-de-Graaff generator. A schematic diagram of the
experimental set up is showin in Fig. 7 .1.

The proton beam after being collimated by two graphite
oollimators falls on the sample and Is collected by a
Faradcycup. The characteristic X-rays from the samples are
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Fig.7.1. Schematic diagram of experimental PIXE set up.

detected by a cooled Si(Li) detector (resolution 220 ev

for 5.89 kevs Mn-K,̂  X-ray line).

A variety of samples were studied in a preliminary

run. Samples of multielement standard* human whole blood,

human hair, human nail, bovine lungs etc. were prepared by

evaporating their solution on to mylar backing after che-

mical treatment whereas samples of rare earth oxides,

nonazites from beach sands of South India, oorrosion pro-

ducts and many household products were mounted directly

on mylar backing.

The spectrum of multielement standard along with the

spectrum due to mylar baoking is shown in Fig. 7.2. From

this spectrum the minium detection limits of the PIXE set

up were calculated, and the results are showin in Fig.7*3

Analysis of biological samples is of current Interest and

PIXE is especially suited as it is sensitive and efficient
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for low Z element analysis. Further improvements on the

technique and computer analysis of the present data are

in progress.

2.3.8. K-L Coincidence Technique for Heavy and Super-
heavy Elements Detection IN.N. Ajitanand, Rekh
Govil, D.M. Nadkarai and S.S. Kapoor)

Emission of a characteristic K X-ray following fill-

ing of the electron vacancy in the E shell of an atom

gives rise to a vacancy in the L shell and subsequent

emission of an L X-ray. Detection of the two X-rays in

coincidence can be exploited to reduce background in the

standard K X-ray fluorescence method of element detection.

The quality factor Q of any technique for the detection

sensitivity of any element Z can be defined as the ratio

of signal intensity divided by square root of the back-

ground in a given counting time t. If Q and Q are the

quality factors for a time t in the singles and coincid-

ence techniques respectively it can be shown that

Qs V ft'

where £ and £ a r e the efficiencies of the L X-ray
detector for L X-rays of the element Z and the scattered
background photons from the source, respectively.

<ĵ " » Total oross-aection for the interaction of K X-ray
of Z in sample.

du » the fluorescence yield in the L shel l .

X « coincidence resolution time.



S = strength of source used to cause X-ray fluore-

scence in sample*

-n- = solid angle of L X.-ra,y detector at sample.

•fl- - solid angle of sample at the source.

g^7 = cross-section for compton scattering.of source

photons by the sample.

P = fraction of sample scattered photon detected by

L X-ray detector falling in the pulse height

window corresponding to L X-rays of Z.

Therefore for getting a substantial improvement in

the detection limits with the coincidence technique i t is

important that the L X-ray detector should be of low Z and

optimum thickness and the resolution time as short as possi-

ble. The method was tested for the detection of thorium

K X-rays from monazite sample excited by 279 kev gamma rays

from a 50 me Hg source. The K X-rays were detected in a

30 cc Ge(Li) and the L X-rays in a thin Na l(T* ) crystal.

A slow-fast system of electronic coincidence was employed

which gated the Ge(Li) pulses recorded in the multichannel

analyser. Preliminary runs were encouraging. Further work

is under way to improve the resolution time. I t is also

intended to apply the technique to detection of K X-rays

resulting from natural and neutron induced activities for

the detection of traces' of heavy and search of superheavy

elements. An important advantage in the use of this

technique is the elimination of natural decay photons

which interfere with the detection of the K X-rays in a

singles experiment.
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3. VAN DE GRAAFF LAbORATORY

During the period of two years covered by this

report the research programme related to ion beam techniques

including ion implantation has gathered more momentum, and

resulted in a considerable increase in the T>ublications

based on this programme.

Due to a long 3+oppage in the Van de Graaff

Operation during Mey-Dec. 1979 due to the breakdown of the

main heavy duty overhead crane, the experimental activity

in nuclear reaction studies decreased slightly but this was

more than made up for the concerned experimental groups

carried out theoretical studies related to their programmes.

The total rate of productivity thus registered slight

increase over previous years as reflected in the number of

puDxications.

A major development landmark during this period was

the commissioning of the 2 MV terminal Tandem Accelerator

and performance testing of the DUMAS heavy duty isotope

separator.
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3.1 Nuclear Reactions and Structure Studies - Experimental

Program

423.1.1 Study of the Isobaric Analog Resonances in Ca

through the Reaction 41K(p.n)*1Ca (S. Seini,

Gulzar Singh*, A. Chatterjee and M.K. Hehta)

Isoberic Anelog Resonances (IAR) in the compound

nucleus 4 Ca have been studied through K(p,n) Ca reaotlon

utilizing a Atr -geometry neutron counter. The total (p,n)

cross section was measured in 5 keV steps from E » 1.460 to

4.080 MeV. IAR were observed in the excitation function at

proton energy of 1.865, 1.880, 2.460, 2.790 and 3.900 MeV.

The data over the IAR were repeated in 2.5 keV steps to

determine their shape accurately. Moldauer connected Hauser-

Feehbsch calculations have been carried out to fit the energy

averaged excitation function. The analysis of the IAR

measured in the present work is being carried out.

*DAE Research Fellow.

3.1.2 Isobario Analog Resonances in the "ou(p.n) Zn

Reaction (S. Salni, S. Kailas, H. Veerabahu*,

N.K. Ganguly and M.K. Mehta)

The (t»,n) reaction is a powerful tool to study the

Isobaric Analog Resonances (IAR) at sub-coulomb energies.

Spectroscopio information comparable to that obtainable from

(d,p) reactions can be extracted from a study of the IAR

through (p,n) reactions. In the present work, the IAR in the

compound nucleus Zn have been studied through the
5Cu(p,n)"Zn reaction. The excitation function was measured
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in 5 keV atepa from threshold upto about 4.2 MeV proton

bombarding energy. The da*a over the IAR observed at

E p = 2.87*7, 2.950, 3.330, 3,530 and 3.730 MeV were

repented In 2.5 keV steps to determine their shape

accurate];'. The proton optical model parameters were

determined by fitting the energy averaged experimental

excitation function using the standard optical model code.

The excitation function is shown in Pig.2.1 along with the

averaged cross factions and the optical model fit. Using

the standard Robson-Johnson ' expressions, the analysis of

the IAR measured in the present work has been carried r-at.

A typical fit to the IAR observed at E a 3.330 MeV is

2.19 1.37 3.59 2.B1 3.03 3.25 3.47 1.69 3.91 4 13 O S

Pig.2.1 Excitetion function ul 65Gu( p,n)5l>Zn. The dotted
curve is the experimental data pversred ever
200 keV: The nolid curve ia the orticpl model fit.

ahown in Pig.2.2. Further analysis is being carried out

to extract proton partial widths and spectroecopic factors.

* VEC Project, Bha'oha Atomic Research Centre, Calcutta.
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Pi"-.?.2 IAR at E p = "5.330 MeV
fitted with the
Robaon-Johnson expre-
ssion. The dots ara
experiments! points,
Pnd the solid curve is
the fit. The relative
error on the experimen-
tal points is +5#.

3.33 335
Ep(lab)MeV

1) C.H. Johnson, R.K. Kernell and S. Ramavataram, Hucl. Phys.
AIOJ, 21 (1968).

3.1.3 Investigations on the Alpha-clustering in Medium Mass

Nuclei through Alpha-transfer Reactions (M.A. Eswaran)

Alpha clustering is one of the important aspects of

nuclear structure that is under extensive investigations through

heavy ion induced transfer reactions. Under these studies,

during the period of this report, the data obtained earlier on

the reaction 29Si(6li,d)33S with 36 MeV 6Ii beam from the MP

tandem accelerator of Rochester (USA), have been analysed by



finite rnnfte distorted wave Born approximation calculations.

The alpha-clustering strength in this reaction as well as in

the reactions 27A1(6M ,d)31?, 31?(6Ii,d)35Cl have been

obtained for the ground and several excited states.

A discussion of the systematics of the ground state

alpha clustering strength in the odd-A 2s-1d shell nuclei
21Ne, 23Na, 25Mg, 27A1, 2 9Si, ? 1P, 3 V , 35C1 end 39K based

on the analysis of ( Li,d) reactions has revealed a peak in

thu middle of the shell. This result was reported ti an

article given in ref .1.
?7 f\ "̂  1

The analysis of the reaction Al( Li,d) P brought out
the result that the value of the angular momentum transfer is
having a single value to several of the excited states though
multiplioity of the L-values are allowed by selection rules.
These results as well as the discussion of the ground state
alpha cluster strengths of odd-A sd shell nuclei find their

2)
comparison with the shell model calculations of Chung et al '

•5)
have been reported in a paper ' under the process of
publication.

1) M.A. Eswaran and H.E. Gove, Phys. Rev. 18C, 1528 (Septem-
ber 1978).

2) W. Chung et al, Phys. Lett. 79J3, 381 (1978).
3) M.A. Eswaran, H.E. Gove. R. Cook and B. Sikora, Nuclear

Physios, in press 0979).

3.1.4 Study of the Radiative Alpha-capture Resonances (B.R.
Chakrabarty, M.A. Eswaran, H.H. Oza and N.I. Ragoowanai)

In continuation of the study of the alpha-capture
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reBononces in the reaction 3(pi,f) Ar, the measurements

of the absolute strengths, Ge(Ly) spectre and the angular

distribution on the resonances were completed.

TJ s absolute strengths were measured by comparing tha

thick target yield of the resonances with that of the

B » 3.2 MeV resonance in the reaction *Na(o<,VV)z'Al. The

target was prepared by evaporating NaCl in vacuum on gold

backing and Na(Tl) (5Bx6w) detector was used to deteot the

f -rays.

A 30 c.c. Ge(Li) detector was used to measure the ON

and OFF res. spectra on E^ • 4.45, 4.51, 4.66, 4.74 and 4.95

MeV resonances in Sfc,^) and the decay modes of the resonan-

ces were established.

Angular distributions were measured on E^ • 4.45, 4.74

and 4.95 MeV resonances, switching the be&m energy alterna-

tively to ON-OFF values with the control circuit, which io

described in the earlier report. This procedure enabled

recording of reliable data in spite of the presence of large

background.

The machine energy was calibrated by observing the

strong resonance (3 = 4.299 MeV) in the reaction Si(o<,Y).
28

The enriched Si target was used for this purpose.

Analysis of the experimental data established the

resonance energy, spin parity, transition strengths, the

branching ratios and also the isospin quantum numbers of the

resonances.
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3.1.5 On the n Selection Rule in the fJ-Decm of 2O"T1

(C.V.K. Baba, V.M. Datar, S.N. Acharya*, S.A.

Chitflmbar*, H.O. Jsin+, S.K. Bhattacharjee* and

O.S. Warke+)

In addition to the spin and iaoapin selection rules

governing the allowed 8 decay matrix element there is a

selection rule pertaining to the change in the number of

radial nodes in the wave function. Thus a 7r3s, decay to

a Vkslt atate ia forbidden since the ̂ SiAkS,S overlap

integral (̂ ) is zero if the radius parameters b *s end fch
associated with the proton and neutron harmonic oscillator

wavefunctions are equal. However, Coulomb effects could,

in principle lead to b» "^ °* and a non zero d .

This selection rule seems to be observed in the/^ -decay

of ^Tl whose ground state is identified as a 3si/^ proton

hole and which decays entirely ' to the 1/2" state at 2.15
209 2) *i

MeV in Pb. Lawson pointed out that the $ -decay to
+ 20Q •

the 1/2 i state at 2.03 MeV in 7Pb can have a coherent and

substantial contribution (/V) from 3p-2h admixtures in the

1/2+ waVefunction. The near absence of the 0 -decay branch

to the 2.03 MeV state would then indicate a destructive inter-

ference (between d and/*t. . Since y i 8 extremely sensitive

to ( C* — o£5) an accurate measurement of the /? -decay rate

together with a theoretical estimate of Jtf, is likely to

provide a precise determination of (/>3s - i>J^5).

Since the 1/2" state has a \y. = 4 nsec. and the 1/2*

state aT/, • 0.16 nsec. a prompt contribution in the /£-Y*coincidence time spectrum, using a 7Ac Bource, was looked

for to estimate the A -feed to the 1/2 Btate. An upper
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limit of 0.1* was put on the yo feed to the 1/2 state.
Further an accurate value of (3.96+0.04) nsec. was obtained
for the half life of the 1/2+ state somewhat different from
the earlier value ' of (3.1+.0.2) nsec.

The 3p-2h contribution J*L was calculated using two
mixing interactions (i) a Gaussian interaction (ii) Skyrme
interaction. The 7a calculated from these interactions
agreed very well. Together with the experimentally measured
lower limit on the log ft value of 8.35 this set the following
bounds on dy

- 0.083 4 / - < 0.017
This ie in very good agreement with the HP calculations of
ITegele5' who obtainB a value for 4 x -0.05. This also
implied that ( ^ 3 S - t>j5) > (1.0+1.5)*.

* Radiochemis ry Division, B.A.R.C. Bombay 400 085.
+ Tata Ins t i tu te of i^mdamental Research, Bombay 400 005.

1) Table of Isotopes 7th Edition p.1342 (1978). ed. by
CM. Lederer and V.S. Shirley.

2) R.D* Lawson In Proc. of the Int. Conf. on Nuclear
Structure and Speotroseopy, Amsterdam, Vol.-2-tt»464 (1974)

3) J.W. Negele Phy. Rev. CM, 1260 (1970) and private
communication.
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3.2 Nuclear Reactions and Structure Studies - Theoretical

Programs.

3.2.1 Nuclear Structure of Chromium Isotopes (S. Seini and

M.R. Gunye*)

The large eraount of experimental data accummulsted in

recent years on the levels of fp-shell nuclei, expecielly on

the properties of the high spin states studied through heavy-

ion reactions, need to be explained systematically on a theo-

retical basis. The exact shell-model calculations are not

feasible for most of these nuclei. The restricted shell-

model calculations in the (fy/,)*1 configuration space, however,

do not give a proper account of the experimental data. We have

investigated the nuclear structure of even - A isotopes of

chromium in the framework of Hartree-Pock projection formalism

using aneffective Kuo-Brown nucleon-nucleon interaction. A

Ca inert core is assumed and all the valence particles are

treated explicitly in the configuration space of the full fp-

shell. The band-mixed wavefunctions obtained from the lowest

four intrinsic states have been used to compute energy levels,

static moments and the electromagnetic transition probabili-

ties. The present calculations give a fairly good description

of the experimental data. The calculated and experimental

properties are compared in Table I and II in the case of "2Cr.

Table I. Comperison of the calculated and the experimental
low-lying energy levels in 52(jr.

J

0
2

Bxp. '

0
' 1434

E.T (keV)
Calc.

0
1402
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J

4
21
41
6

5
8

°1
22

E j (keV)

Exp.15 J

2369.6
2964.8
2767.8
3113.8

3617
4750

8710

Calc.

2123
2785

2775
3206
3420

4993

7275
9200

Table II. Calculated and experimental transition
probabilities in 52Cr.

2

4
6
8
21
21

1

6
21
21

0
2

4
6
0
2

4

4
4

Exp.2> ,

119+7
83+17
59.5+3.4

+ 0.2

155: n
92 + 37

- 24
30.4+4.5

B (E2) e5,
Calc*

55.7
90.6

70.5
20.7
9.6
104.8

45.4

6.8

4.9
42.8

Sa2)

29.1
18.2

17.7

0
29.4
14.0

9.0

+ e • 1.33e, e • 0.64 e

Theoretical Reactor Physics Section.

1) D. Evers, A. Harasim. R.L. McGrath and W. Aasnann, Phys.
Rev. C15t 1690 (1977).

2) B.A. Brown, D.B. Possan, J.M. McDonald and K.A. Snorer,
Phys. Rev. 02, 1033 (1974).
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3.2»2 High Momentum Nucleons in the Nuclear Wave Function*
(S. Sgini and B.K. Jain)

The pion and photo absorption, and the high energy
proton and heavy-ion scattering on nuclei are found to
explore the high momentum mieleons in the nucleus. The high
momentum components in pion and photo absorption have been
studied by using the adhoc phenomenological correlation fun-
ctions in the Jastrow framework. In the high energy proton
and heavy-ion scattering, the high momentum components are
extracted from experiments using the quasi-elastic approxi-
mation. No attempt has been made to generate the high momen-
tum components of single nucleons in the nuoleus microscopi-
cally and employing realistic inputs. In the present work,
these components have been calculated using Jastrow approach
with Woods-Saxon single-particle basis for correlation fun-
ctions corresponding to Reid soft core, Hamada-Johnston; and
OMY hard-core potentials. The correlation functions used
for this purpose are the numerical solution of "Schrodinger"
type equation and analytical form used in the vpriational cal-
culations of extended nuclear matter. The results of the
present calculations are shown in Pig.2.1. It is found that
beyond nucleon momentum 400 MeV/C, nucleon wave functions
differ significantly. Comparison with th' "experimental"
proton momentum from (V\p) reaction prefer the OMY potential.

•Sent for Publication.

1) T. Ohmura, M. Morita and M. Yamada, Prog. Theor. Phys. 15.
222 (1956). ~

2) D.J.S. Findley, R.O. Owens, M.J. Leitch, J.L. Matthews,
O.A. Peridier, B.I. Roberts and C.P. Sargent, Phys. Lett.
74B, 305 (1978).

?) IHI.B. Elton and A. Swift, Nucl. Phys. A££, 52 (1967).
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3.2.3 A Fermi-GaB Model for Nucleus-Nuclei* Collision

(S.C, Phatak* and Bikash Sinha)

The Fermi-gas model is used in this paper to study the

nucleus-nucleus collision. The field produced by one of the

nucleus is considered to act on nucleons in the other nucleus,

which is treated as a Fermi gas of radius R. The imaginary part

of the (non-local) nuoleus-nucleus potential is then computed by

evaluating the energy-conserving second-order term in which the

intermediate states are partiele-hole excitations produced in the

Fermi gas. The equivalent local potential, obtained by using
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Perrey-Saxon method, is compared with phenomenologlcal

imaginary potentials. Later i t is Bhown that, in the

limit of small range of non-locality, the imaginary

potential can be related to the nuclear response function.

With this, one can write the nuolear friction coefficient,

that is used in phenomenologioal analyses of heavy-ion

collisions, in terms of the imaginary potentials.

* Institute of Physics, Bhubaneewar 751 007.

3.2.4 The Nuclear Response Function and Dissipation in tfre

Fermi-Gas Model (S.O. Phatak* and Bikash Sinha)

The nuclear response function of a nucleus has been

computed in the Fermi Gas model when another nucleus collides

with i t . A simple relation has been derived for the frietional

co-efficient for the later stages of the nucleus-nucleus

collision. The results agree quite well with phenomelogy and

microscopic derivations of the frictional co-efficient.

•Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar 751 007.

3.2.5 Second-order Excitation in Nucleus-Nucleus Interaction
Potential (Bikaah Sinha)

The second-order irteraction potential has been calcu-

lated for two colliding nuclei where target excitation is

induced by the interaction between a nucleon and the incoming

self-consistent one-body field of the projectile. The real
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part of the second-order tern is insignificant for

distances larger than the touching radius, but signlfi-

cpnt for smeller distances. The imaginary potential

pgrees favourably with phenomenological results.

3.2.6 Strong Absorption Model for the (o(.2od Reaction
(B.K. Jain)

The W,2ot) reaction has been studied in the
"diffraction model" for 1 6 0, 29Mg, 40Ca and 66Zn nuclei at

1^'
diffraction model for 0, Mg, Ca and n nuclei at

90 MeV incident energy. Using Rrt = 1.15(A1^'+ 4 ) fta for
the strong absorption radius and A = 0,06 R for the

diffuseness of the absorbing surface the spectroacopio

factors are extracted. These spectroscopic faotora are in

excellent agreement with the theoretical values. The

positions of the minima and second maxima are also reproduced,

Published in Nuclear Physics A 3U, 51-60 (1979).

3.2.7 Distortion Effects in Pion Induce Knock-out Reaction

(B.K. Jain and S.O. Phatak*)

In the framework of DWIA the effect of distortion of

pions and protons is investigated in (TT»7T+p) reaction on
12

C. The pion waves are generated in an f i r s t order optical
potential which i s the product of the pion-nucleon off-shell
t-matrix and the nuclear density. The off-shell form factors
are chosen to be k/f ka+/#f) and i/( K*+/3^fOr p and 4-
waves respectively with ft * 1.8 fm~ . The proton wave
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funotions are generated in a Woods-Saxon•potential.

Due to distortion the total integrated cross-section at

.00 MeV is not changed much while at 180 MeV it is

reduced by a factor 5. The pion angular distribution and

proton energy spectra ere, however, changed considerably

at both the energies. The results at 100 MeV are given

in Pig». 7.1 and 7.2.

* Institute of Physics, Bhubanesw&r, Orissa.
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3.2.8 Single Nucleon Knock-out in High Energy Heaw-ion
Collisions (B.K. Jain)

Proton inclusive spectra in heavy-ion collisions in
the energy range 200-1000 MeV/A have been examined in the
frame work of direct theory. Starting with the standard
distorted wive impulse approximation for the transition

matrix T f l and using the high energy approximation for th«

distorted waves, contribution to the inclusive proton spectra
is written as

I 07 0
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where the subscripts "P" and "T" denotes the contribution

to knock-out from projectile end target. 8 and V refer

to different excited stateB of the residual nuclei.

Function P is defined as ^

rP/TU)It >•*(£„, f^j/* (a)

where T is the thickness function.

t (q) i s the average proton-nucleon t-matrix defined

with (N, Zt A) as the neutron, proton and mass numbers.
tjjjjCq) i s the nucleon-m\cleon scattering amplitude at the
momentum transfer q. Momentum transfer qf° i s approximated

* (r)
where

(<)

Here K (V* ) i s the average local momentum of the proton in
the projectile at the point r and may be written in terms
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of density. U i8 the real part of the optical poten-

tial of outgoing proton at energy E due to the core. In

writing (5) we have modified only the magnitude of the

momenta K, and K . Their directions are assumed to remain

unchanged. This might not be justified at the low energy

end, of the proton spectrum. Regarding the energy at which

t«jr is to be evaluated, it may be mentioned that, in

principle, this scattering matrix is off-shell. In any

case the choice of this energy need not be critical duo to

little variation in nuoleon-nucleon cross section above

200 MeV. This energy may be taken as the incident energy
T

itself. Momentum transfer q to be used may be approximated
a 8 _ A

T T) jlT(r) = KT(r) - Kp (?)

where K (Y ) is the internal momentum of the nucleon in

the target. K (n) is defined analogous to (6) except thot

U refers to core of (AT-1) nucleone. Since, initially the

knocked-out nucleon from target has only the internal

momentum of the peripheral target nueleons, we may without

much error, use an angle averaged value of q , defined as

Looking at the form of expressions (1) and (2), the

exponential term in expression (1) describes the attenuation

of the Incoming ion and that in (2) of the outgoing nucleon.

Sue to these absorption terms the knock-out reaction takes

place only on the peripheries of two nuclei. In expression

(2) we also notice that the nucleon-nucleon scattering

amplitude which ia responsible for the knock-out event
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appears inside the inte^rel. It can be factored out from

the integral if we can employ some kind of average over

the nucleon momenta. However, due to the peripheral

nature of the reaction, this average should be taken over

the moments of only those nucleons which are on the surface

of nuclei. Due to thia the averaged scattering matrix

miffht not even turn out very different from that obtained

by ignoring the Fermi momenta altogether, except around the

low energy end of the proton spectrum. The factorized expre-

ssion for the proton inclusive cross-section would be

c\ 0 7"

fir

Factor (Z/A), which represents charge to mass ratio, le
included in (1) to account for the fact that only protons
are observed. c F ^ , is the averaged proton-nucleon cross-
section in their c m . corresponding to momentum transfer q
and lab. energy EJJ. N .. is interpreted as the effective
number of nucleons. The actual number of nucleons A is
reduced to N «x. because of attenuation and incomplete
overlap of target and projectile densities. Using the
three parameter Fermi distribution for f , and
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%) - £ (e) L* to
the results corresponding to unfactorized expressions (1)

are presented (solid lines) in Fig.8.1. The experimental
4 \ A J?̂ fl_ 2ft 9^fi

data of Gosaet et el ; on Tie + T̂J and Ne • •7OU at

250 and 400 MeV and that of Poskanzer ' on Ar + U at 400

MeV/A are also shown in Fig.8.1. It is remarkable that the

Pig.8.1 as a function of ET

theoretical results reproduce the experimental data in

magnitude and shape both. This suggests that the proton

inclusive spectra in high energy heavy ion collisions in

forward hemisphere is mainly due to single nucleon knock-

out.
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In Pig.8.1 we have also shown results for Ne + U

for factorized expression (9). In computing this we

h8ve neglected the Fermi momenta and computed the

corresponding to asymptotic momenta. These results are

shown by "broken" lines. The shape of these curves are

similar to that of the unfactorized curves, magnitudes are

of course more by about 20#. This means that the effect of

the Permi momentum of nucleons is not very significant.

This is expected as the reaction is very much localized on

the surface of two nuclei. To demonstrate it, in ?ig.8.2

we have plotted the attenuation factor exp (- 4-<r"w/v/T(b) )

for Ne + U at 250 MeV. Similar curves result for other

combinations of target and projectile* In this fig. we have

IX)

04

s

4"
0.2-

4

otKOM.VM

12 I t 20 b«m)

Pig.8.2 ?0Tfe + ? 3 8U at 250 MeV/A.

also indicated the points corresponding to a summed half

value and r.m.s. radii. This shows that the contribution

to the cross section comes only from the densities beyond

the half value radii.
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1) J. Gosset, H.H. Gutbrod, W.G. Meyer, A.M. Poskanzer,
A. Sendoval, R. Stock and G.D. Westfall, Phys. Rev.
160. 629 (1977);

S. Nagamiya et al., Proc. Int. Conf. Nucl. Structure,
Tokyo, 1977, Ed. T. Marumori, p.378;

A.M. Poskenzer, Proc. Int. Conf. Nucl. Structure,
Tokyo, 1977, Ed. T. Marumori, p.760.

3.2.9 Effect of Li wave function Antisymmetrisatlon op

(d. Li) Reaction (A.K. Jain and N. Sarma)

The alpha pick-up reaction (d, Li) at intermediate

energies is very suitable for tie study of alpha clusters in

light nuclei. The li nucleus has been shown to have a large

component of d-c< cluster structure '. When cluster model

wave functions are employed for transfer reactions invariably

the antisymmetrisation of the wave function is neglected. It
2)

has been shown however, that the internal wave function of

Li has a drastic influence on both the shape of the angular

distribution and the absolute cross section for (d,^Di) rea-

ctions. This therefore invalidates the use of zero range

DWBA for the analysis of these reactions. We have demonstra-

ted earlier ' that a properly anti symmetrised cluster model

Li wave function is modified substantially for small inter-

cluster separations (~2.5 fin). It can be seen in ref.3

that the intercluster wave function is modified essentially

in that part (close to R^O) which contributes to the transfer

reaction strongly. We have calculated the finite range corre-

ction to a zero range DWBA calculation using both of these

wave functions. It has been found that the resultant

angular distribution becomes more steep with the use of an

anti symmetrised T.i wave function. In order to fit the data
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therefore one would have to use Td optical potentials

with lower absorption so that higher momentum components

of the picked-up alpha particles are enhanced.

1) A.K. Jain et al.t Fuel. Phys. A216f «519 (1973>.
2) H.H. Gutbrod et al., Nucl. Phys. A165. 240 (1071).
3) A.K. Jain et al., Nucl. Phys. £142, 330 (1970).

3.2.10 Uncoupled Potential Approximation for Knock-out
Reactions Involving Strongly Absorbed Partifelea
(A.K. Jain and N. Sarma)

In the distorted wave analysis of knock-out
reactions A(a,ab)C the reaction is expected to proceed as
a result of the strong interaction, V ̂  between a and b.
The unperturbed Hamiltonian for the three body final state
is written as H-J

However the large momentum imparted to b by a requires that
it is only the short range part of the interaction V .
that contributes mainly to the matrix element. The long
range component merely contributes to elastic scattering or
in other words to the soft steering of the incident particle.
It is therefore fairly accurate to approximate the potential
vac t o b e e 1 u a l t 0 TaA a n d w r i t e t h e Hamiltonian Hf of
in terms of relative coordinate RflA and RUy. t

rbct vh

Using this approximation the potentials in the final state
lead to uncoupled Schroedinger equations in the relative
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coordinates R * and £/,,- . How using the impulse appro-

ximation one can separate out the DWIA matrix element:

n (*•>•) -

n (*•<>) a tab (f) 'ji-a (f j 6?J

where

and '-fiiJp/lB the (s-b) scattering amplitude. The distorted

momentum distribution $r(f)cnn now be evaluated in this

uncoupled potential approximation for the specific knock-out
16 12

reaction. This approximation used for 90 MeV 0(oC,2od C

reaction provides absolute cross sections that are

smaller than the measured values and give a good agreement

in shape using en intercluster wave function with 1.09 x 12 ''

fm as radius of the bound state potential well.

3.2.11 DWIA Calculation for the 160fo.2o<:) Reaction

(A.K. Jain and N. Senna)

In the alpha cluster knock-out reactions on 0

serious disagreements have been existing between conventional

DWIA predictions and experiment. As determined by the

Maryland group (their DWIA analysis of the 90 MeV 16OC<»3>$

reaction) the spectroscopic factor is 15 a factor of 65

greater than the shell model prediction of 0.23. Their

calculation does not reproduce the energy distribution either.

In their calculations the Maryland group used optical poten-
12tials for o<- C system to be such as to fit the trends in

the elastic scattering in the higher mass region and which
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correspond to strong absorption of alphas in the nuclear

interior. As there is a lerge contribution to the elastic

scattering in the backward angles it has been su£?ested by

Brink et al. that in the elastic scetterinn; of alpha parti-

cles the alpha's are not strongly absorbed in side the

nucleus. Therefore we re-examined the optical potentials

that go, into the calculations of the O(oC,2bO cross

section and to investigate the effect of changes in the

absorption of the alpha particle on the localization of the

reaction.

The kinetic energy approximation is used to describe

the three body final state. The rno+rix element for the knock-

out process is

(0

where 0 and 1 represent the projectile and the knocked out

alpha cluster respectively. The transition operator for the

scattering of two alpha's is given by tQ, (vCJ). In the

distorted wave impulse approximation, the matrix element is

factor!sed

where Of. (Qc) *8 *^e distorted momentum distribution, and

£OI (jo) is an off shell scattering amplitude at momentum

transfer, p. This ia generally approximated by the free

scattering amplitude at the relative energy in the post form.

The 33 interelu8ter wave function of 0 was generated

from a Woods-Saxon well of radius equal to 1.09 x 12 ̂  fm

and a diffuseness of 0.7825 fm. For the scattering states
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35, 30, 30 partial wpves were computed for the
incident and the two outgoing waves. This choice
describes the scattering wave functions correctly upto
10.5 fm for the 160(c<,2<x) kinematics at ?0 MeV.

As the predictions employing strong absorption

potentials or equivalent methods have not been too

successful we looked for optical potentials that do not

correspond to strong absorption and fit the elastic sca-
12ttering of o(- C system. We found that the analysis of

Pehl obtains satisfactory agreement with data at E. =
inc

48 MeV with W = 5 to 10 MeV. A reasonably satisfactory
agreement is obtained by this set B of Pehl for 104 MeV
elastic scattering.

With the set B, the calculated energy sharing
distribution for this reaction is in good agreement with
experiment (Pig.11.1). The distorted waves are conside-
rably attenuated but since the intercluster wave function
has a large amplitude in the nuclear interior

«w

7

i

. 3

Chant tlal.

RW.

20 50

Pig.11.1 Energy sharing
distribution for

•0

a

at 90 TTeV. M t a
from Berkeley with
DV/IA calculat ion
of Maryland proup
( - . - . ) r * * ^TiTvle
PWIA f i t { ) .
Predictior from se*
B of Pehl potenti-
als ( ). All
curves normalised
at 41 JTeV, the
peak.
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and approximately in phase with the distorted wave

product, X(R), there is an appreciable contribution

from this region. Comparing the reaction localisation

on and off (Pigs. 11.2 and 11.3) the pepk of the

energy sharing distribution, one finds that the surface

(R^5 fin) contribution drops off sharply with Qc, while

tbat from the interior ie nearly constant; this infact

broadens the distribution end fits the data.

With this parameter set B, the spectroscopic factor

from this (o<,2«*) reaction is 1.1, somewhat larger than

the shell model prediction of 0.23. It may however be

argued that th< localisation of the knock-out reaction

makes it difficult to compare these two values. This

systematic end consistent study therefore removes a large

discrepancy in the predictions and observations involving

alpha particles.

OF (R) REAL
OF (R) IMAGINARY

E, .SI.OMtV
q c . 9 0 M » V / e

OF (R) REAL
OF(R)»MA0INARV

E,.«IMcV(PE«K|

3.0 1.0
R(lm)

3.0 6.0
R(lm)

Figs. 11.2, 11.3 Overlap function, 0?(H) indicating t;.e
localisation of the reaction matrix
element at £«= 5.5 MeV/c, the peak
end Q.c = 90 MeV/c, off peak.
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3.3 TTucleer Cross Sections for Applications

3.3.1 Measurement of Neutron Capture Cross Section of
2^2Th by Activation Method (H.M. Jain*, R.P. Anand,

M.L. JhingBn**, R.N. Jindal*, S.K. Gupta,

V.C. Deniz** end M.K. Mehta)

The use of thorium in reactors depends on the fact
232that -fertile Th absorbs neutrons and gets converted into

fissile *%* Thus 5 Th neutron capture cross-section is

one of the most important parameters required in the calcu-

lations of the properties of power reactors tased Th-U fuel

cycle. There have been many measurements of this cross

section based mainly on two major techniques i.e. the prompt

capture gemma ray detection and the activation method. Some

of the resulting de.ta are descrepent upto about 50$. It is

necessary to carry out detailed measurements with different

techniques and better precision now available through the

use of Ge-Li detectors.

The activation methods used mostly involve beta or

gamma counting resulting from the decay of Th - produced

by the neutron capture - and of yPa product of the beta
233

decay of 'Th. Recent measurements all involve detection
23*5

of gamma rays following the decay of Pa. In the present

programme gamma ray activity which follows the beta decay

of •f7t!h is measured with a Ge(Ii) detector. Due to its

smaller half life compared to that of ^"Ta decay (22.3 min

as against 27.0 days) the 255Th activity produced with a

specific neutron fluence would be much larger than the
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corresponding Pa activity. This fact combined with

the high resolution of the Oe(Li) detector and the

availability of sophisticated spectrum unfolding computer

programmes provides an attractive alternate method which

also has another drawback as it requires radiochemical
?33separation of Pa before counting.

'"he neutrons are produced through the Li(p,n)

reaction utilising thin Li metal targets bombarded by

proton beams of appropriate energy from the 5.5 MeV Van

de Graaff accelerator. The measurement has been carried

out at three different neutron energies between 300 and

700 keV. The results agree with some of the recently

reported measurements which differ by more than reported

experimental errors with some other recent measurements.

It is planned to carry out more measurements in this

energy range to clarify the ambiguities further and also

extend the measurements to the MeV region where no measure-

ments exist.

* Members of the Experimental Reactor Physics Section.

•* On the staff of T.I.F.R.

3.3.2 (n,2n) and (n.3n) Cross Sections on the Basis of

Statistical Model for Fissionable Nuclei

(M.L. Jhingan*, R.P. Ajiand, S.K. <Jupta and M.K. Mehta)

An understanding of (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross sections

is quite useful in reactor technology as a significant

portion of the fission neutron spectrum lies above the thre-

shold of (n,2n) reactions for roast of the reactor materials.

It ia not possible to measure these cross sections for all

the isotopes of relevence to a particular fuel cycle mainly
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because many of these isotopes are short lived and

cannot be used as targets in separate experiments. Thus

recourse has to be taken to theoretical estimates for

these cross sections. Prom the point of view of funda-

mental nuclear physics, a number of different reaction

mechanisms are prevalent at these energies >r above the

(n,2n) threshold - and exact regorous calculations, -

though desirable, are not yet fully possible. Alternati-

vely, Empirical approaches are generally used in such

situations and the present work is one of such efforts.

Weisskopf - Ewing evaporation model is used to

oalculate these cross sections and the effect of the second

neutron spectrum as well as the fission competition have

been incorporated in the formulation of the empirical

expression. The method is an improvement*over a previously

reported one which underestimated the (nf2n) cross sections

and overestimated the (n,3n) cross sections.

A computer programme is developed to calculate cross

sections according to this method as a function of incident

neutron energy from threshold to 18 MeV. Calculations were

carried out for 252Th and 238U utilising level density

formulas with different values of the level density parameters
faf according to three different formalisms and compared with

the experimental data. The results agree in general within

10# with recent more fundamental calculation which however

requires very large computational effort. Based on this

method, cross sections are calculated for the short lived
yT>h and "Pa for whioh no experimental measurements are

possible.

* On the staff of T.I.P.R.
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3.3•3 Semi Empirical Approach for Predicting Neutron—
Induced Fission Gross Sections In the Energy Range
1-18 MeV» (M.L. Jhingan**, R.P. Anand, S.K. Gupta
and M.K. Mehta)

A Semi-empirical formula i s found for calculating
neutron-induced f iss ion cross sections. Calculations based
on this formula are given Pigs.3.1 end 3.2 for several tran-
saotinide nuclei upto the third f i ss ion plateau. On the
whole the calculated experimental cross sections agree within

with the evaluated experimental values. For Th and
a where no experimental results ex i s t , predicted cross

sections based on the present expression are given in Pig .3 .3 .
For yyTh another independent calculation of Jary ' i s also
shown.

* To appear in Annals of Nuclear Energy.
** Member of T.I.F.R.

1) Jary J, CEA-N-1971 (Prance) 1977.
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3.3.4 Simple Parameterization for Optical Reaction
Cross-Sections (A. Chatterjee, S.K. Gupta and
K.H. Narasimha Murthy*)

Optical reaction cross sections are widely used in
theories of nuclear reactions. In the statistical evapora-
tion model as well as in pre-equilibrlum models the cross
sections for any process is obtained by an integration over
the emission spectrum which is proportional to the optical
reaction cross section of the inverse reaction. It is there-
fore important to consider a simple parameterization of
optical reaction cross sections which allow the integral to
be obtained analytically. We have developed an empirical
parameterization, the constants of which have been determined
so as to fit (in the least squares sense) the cross sections
obtained by running an optical mode code for various global
optical parameter sets for the projectiles n,p,d,t, *He and
He. A calculation of the preequilibrium spectra in the
(u,p) reaction on 3 targets is shown in Flg.4.1. Here the
calculation using our empirical reaction cross sections
(solid curve) is quite close to that using the cross sections
from the tabulation of Man! ' (dotted curve). The dot-dashed
curve arises from using the empirioal cross section of
Dostrovsky ' end this is seen to be unsatisfactory.

• CSIR Junior Research Fellow.

1) 6.S. Hani et al., reports CEA 2379 and 2380.
2) I. Dostroveky et al., Phys. Rev. V\6, 683 0959).
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PROTON SPECTRA
.4-. 1 Calculation of pre-

equilibriurn spectra
1 0 5 , 181Ta and

3.3.C5 Exact Solution of the Excitation Model Master

Equation Pnd Application to Nuclear Reactions

(A. Chatterjee and S.K. Gupta)

The excitation model for nuclear reaotions gives a

general description of nuclear reactions in the energy range

of several tens of MeV. When the master equations of the

model are solved without any approximation an integrated des-

cription of both the equilibrium and preequilibrium components

is obtained. In the past, approximate closed form solutions
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have been used or else the master equations have been

integrated numerically. In both cases the equilibrium

component has to be added on separately, Using matrix
1 9"\methods * ' complete solutions are obtained but involve the

eigen-values and -vectors of a large matrix. We have obtain-

ed an exact solution of the time integrated master equations.

This has the advantage of the integrated description mentioned

above with tbe simplicity of a closed form. Using further the

approach of Akkermans^ the solutions have been generalized for

the calculation of angular distributions. The results for

calculations of angle dependent neutron speotra at three

centre-of-mass angles from the 15 MeV neutron bombardment of

" Nb is shown in Pig.5.1 along with the experimental data of

93Nb
E = 15 MeV

,«0°) * 100

Pig.5.1 Calculation of
neutron spectra at
40°, 90° and 150° cm.
angles along with
experimental data.

s io
e(MeV)
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Hermsdofr et RI . A reasonable agreement is obtained
except at the higher energies for 150°.

1) P.J. Luider, Z. Phya. A284, 187 (1978) and report
ECN-17 (1977).

2) L. Paugere and 0. Bersillon, report INDC (PR) 18/1,
IAEA, Vienna (1977).
J.M. Akkermans, Phys. Lett. 82B, 20 (1979).
~ Hermsdorf et al.f report OT - 277 (1974).

1AJ

3) J.I
4) D.

3.3.6 Evaluation of Neutron Data for * Th (M.K. Mehte,
S.K. Gupta, A. Chatterjee, B.P. Anand,
M. Belakrishnan, M.I. Jhingan*, A. Sinha?*, S.B.
V.K. Shukla»*, H.N. Jindal*», H.M. Jain## and
V.C. Deniz**)

Under a contract from IAEA, HPD in collaboration
with Experiments! Reactor Physics Section is participating
in the Co-ordinated Research Programme on Intercomparison
of Nuclear Data Evaluations for Transact!nium Nuclides.

Under this programme, evaluation of neutron cross sections
2"52

for Th is underway. The total, elastic, inelastic,
(n,2n) and (n,3n) cross sections are evaluated for neutron
energies above 50 keV. Work on the fission and capture
croBs sections is continuing. This programme ultimately
encompasses evaluation for nine transactinium elements to
Th-U fuel cycle.

* Member of Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.
** Members of the Experimental Reactor Physics Section.
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3.3.7 Status of Neutron Data - For Isotopes of

Relevance to Th-U Fuel Cucle (M.K. Mehta and

H.M. Jain*)

The Thorium-Uranium fuel cycle, inspite of some

drawbacks has sufficiently attractive features to command

serious attention especially for us in India. During the

last four years the case for this cycle has become, strong

enough to justify a data status review for the isotopes

relevant to this cycle. These are nine as follows:

Th -231, 232, 233, Pa - 231, 232, 233 and V - 232, 233,

234. At the request of Nuclear Data Section of IAEA this

review was undertaken at the Division. The existing measured

data for total, elastic, fission, capture, 2n, 3n and 1> were

reviewed and intercompared. Descrepencies are pointed out

and final status as to whether existing date in various

energy ranges meet the need for required accuracies and where

new measurements or evaluations are necessary, has been

established by this review. This work was reported in an

invited paper at the Second IAEA Advisory Group Meeting on

Transact!nium Nuclear Data at Caderache - France in May 1979.

• Member of the Experimental Reactor Physics Section.
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3.4 Ion Beam Techniques and Applications

3.4.1 Laser Induced Surface Alloy Formation end Diffusion

of Antimony in Aluminium (Animesh K. Jain,

V.N. Kulkarni*, D.K. Sood, M. Sundararaman** and

R.D.S. Yadav***)

We propose laser quenching of a metal, covered with a

suitable layer of a solute species as a method to form meta-

stable surface alloys similar to those obtained by splat

cooling and ion implantation techniques. The proposed tech-
o o

nique is tested for Sb layers (1000 A - 4000 A thick) evapo-

rated on Al and irradiated with a. single Nd: Glass laser

pulse (7 nsec. FWHM) of energy density upto 10.2 j/cm .

Rutherford backscattering of 1.8 MeV He ions was used to

determine depth profiles of Sb in Al. Considerable loss end

diffusion of Sb in Al is observed. Loss of Sb is studied

systematically for various energy densities. X-ray diffra-

ction W88 used to identify phases formed by laser quenching.

The diffused antimony is found to form a mete.stable alloy

similar to that formed by ion implantation. Surface topo-

logical changes produced by laser treatment are studied

using a scanning electron microscope. A comparative study

of laser treated, implanted Sb layer (30 keV, 1.3x10 ̂  Sb+

ions/cm ) in Al and an evaporated Sb layer of comparable

thickness is also presented.

+ Presented at IVth International Conference on Ion Beam
Analysis. June 25-29, 1979, Aarhus, Denmark, to be
published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods.

* Research Fellow, Marathwada University, Aurangabad, India.

•* Metallurgy Division, BARC

•** Research Fellow, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi 221005,
India.
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.A .r Evnporetlon Loss and Diffusion of Antimony in

• iUcon Under Pulsed Laser Irradiation

(Animesh K. Jain, V.N, Kulkarni*, D.K. Sood,

K. Sundarareman** and R.D.S. Yadav***)

rte have studied the loss and diffusion of Sb in Si
o

from a 750 A thick Sb layer evaporated on <" 111 j> Si wafers

under pulsed laser iiradiation. A 7 nsec. (FWHM) duration

pulse from a Ndi Glass laser (As 1,06 jum) was used. RBS

analysis with 1.8 MeV He beam was done to obtain depth

profiles of Sb in Si. The loss of Sb increases with laser

energy density upto 1.7 J/cm without appreciable diffusion.

At higher energy densities, the evaporation loss of Sb satu-

rates as diffusion sets in. Large diffusion tails upto

depthB yj*2 urn are observed at 8.9 3/°™ • Surface topography
of laser treated region was studied with a Scanning Electron

Microscope. The surface topography varies dramatically with

the incident laser energy density. A novel feature iB the

appearence of a curious 'criss-cross1 line pattern with line

spacings close to wavelength of laser light at lower energy

densities. At high energy densities, considerable damage to

Si surface is observed. Our results indicate that a careful

choice of the laser energy density and pulse duration has to

be made for a practical application of the technique of

doping in semiconductors by laser treating an evaporated

dopant layer.

+ Presented at IVth International Conference on Ion Beam
Analysis. June 25-29, 1979. Aarhus, Dentoark. To be
published in Fuclecr Instruments and Methods.

* Research Fellow, Marathwada University, Aurangabad, India.

•» Metallurgy Division, BARC.

•** Research Fellow, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi,
India.
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3.4.3 Channeling In a Diatomic Crystal (A.G. Wagh)

Channeling measurements on the two sublattices of a

diatomic crystal yield valuable information on the inter-

action of channeled iron with crystal atoms. lead sulphide

is a natural choice as a diatomic crystal for such measure-

ments on account of its simple (NaCl type) structure and the

large z-difference between its two constituent species.

Thin films of PbS were used in the experiment to

separate the Rutherford backseattering signals' from Pb and

S atoms, thus enabling application of the versatile RBS

technique to monitor channeling effects in both sublattices

as function of depth.

<11O^> PbS films about 3000 A thick, of excellent

crystalline quality were prepared by vacuum evaporation of

PbS at a controlled rate on<110> HaCl crystals. Axial

and planar channeling scans were made on the films with a

1.5 MeV He+ ion beam.

The Pb and S channeling dips are essentially identical

for "mixed" axes and planes. Along "separate" directions,

however, the S dips are markedly shallower and narrower than

the corresponding Pb dips, the effect being much more prono-

unced in the planar case than the axial one. Pig.3.1

illustrates the results of the planar channeling measurements.

The results cpn be used for identifying the sublattice occu-

pied by a substi.tutional impurity in a diatomic crystal. A

detailed study of the (111) planar oscillations has been made.

Both Pb and S oscillations and their movement with reference

to depth as the planar dip is scanned are in harmony with

calculations based on a continuum potential model.
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PLANAR OIPS V" ;.i?bS

1-5 MeV He' '

NORMAL ISEO
V1£LD {100}

Results of the
planar channeling
measurements.

0.27

-1.0 0.0 1.0
ANGLE TO PLANE (DEGREES)

0.0 10
ANGLE TO PLANE

(DEGREES)

The work was carried out at the University of Aurhus

in Denmark under E., IAEA fellowship.

3.4.4 Beam Effect Elimination (A.G. Wagh, S. Radhakrishnan*,

S.G. Gaonkar*end M.J. Kansara)

The analysis ion beam used in channeling experiments

can cause off-site movement of a significant fraction of impurity

atoms in the crystel lattice. It is essential, therefore, to

eliminate the "bear-- effect" from the information on impurity

location obtained through the channeling technique. In a series

of experiments on t ilicon crystals implanted with Bi ions, the

effect of 1.0 to ?.O MeV He+ ions on the channeling results has

been measured. .>.
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<"110)silicon crystals were implanted with 15-80 keV

Bi+ ions to a fluence of 1xi0i5/cm2 and annealed in flowing

dry nitrogen at temperatures between 650° and 850°C. At

each angular setting on a channeling scan, a fresh spot on

the sample crystal was exposed to the ion beam and the host

and impurity yields were determined at several He+ doses.

The beam effect was eliminated from the results oy extrapo-

lating the yields to zero He+ dose.

Fig.4.1 shows the <111> Bi dips before and after

1.4
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O
^ 0 . 8

O 0.6
UJ
SJ

3
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<
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i i i
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Pig.4.1 Yield from <111> Bi
before and after incidence
of He ions.

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2-0 3.0
ANGLE (DEGREES)

incidence of 1.5 MeV He* ions to a dose of 5 mC/cm2. A

comparison of the two dips indicates that bismuth atoms

moved off-sites due to the He+ beam do not preferentially

occupy any specific site in the crystal lattice. Tbe Beam

effect-free <11O> and <11O> Si and Bi dips ere plotted

in Pig.4.2. The axial and planar minimum yields of Bi and
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-3-0 -2 0 -1.0 0.0 1-0 2-0 3-0

ANGLE (DEGREES)

-0.1 -0.4 -0.J 00 0.2 0«
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o.*

FiK.4.2 Yield from beam effect-free <110>
and <11C^> Si and Bi.

Si ere close to each other. The narrowing of Bi dips

relative to Si dips, about H"£ in axial channeling reduces

to less than 4"£ in planar channeling. The results indicate,

contrary to measurements made elsewhere, that the bismuth

ptom occupoes the substitutional site in silicon, but a

lattice strain exists in its vicinity.

* Bombay University Research Fellow.

3.4.5. Ion Flux Distribution in Planar Channeling

(S.S. Gaonkar* and A.G. Wagh)

In planar channeling studies, it is important to

account for the pre-equilibrium ion flux distribution in the

planar channel. He+ ion trajectories in the planar channels

of silicon have been numerically computed within the continuum

•lodel. We have identified the trajectory envelopes with the
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loci of flux infinities. In the universal computer-plot

(Fig.5.1) of 2 MeV He+ trajectories incident at 0.15 degrees

Pig.

0 . 0 0 , 1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . ( 3 0 . 7 0 . 6 0 . 9 1 . 0 1 . 1 1 . 2 1 . 3 1 . 4

DEPrHA/Bf lQ/v f iCV) ( - 1 0 3 )

.1 Universal computer plot of 2 NeV He+ trpjectories
incident at 0.15 degrees to the (110) plane in
Silicon.

to the (110) plane in silicon, the envelope of trajectories,

comprising several branches is clearly visible. The 3-

dimensional plot of the corresponding flux distribution

(Pig.5.2) as a function of depth and the transverse displace-

ment from the atomic plane exhibits maxima at all points

along the trajectory - euvelope. The effect of angular
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*0.0 0.1 0=2 0.3 0.4

Fig.5.2

0.S 0.6 0./ 0.6 0.3 1.0 1.1 i.2

DEP FH/TEf R0A/HEV) (-103 )
Three dimensional computer plot of the corresponding
flux distribution as a function of depth and
transverse displacement from the atomic plane.

1.3 1.4

divergence of the incident ion beam and the scattering of

ions at the lattice nuclei on the flux distribution has

been atudied. The approach towards statistical equilibrium

conditions at large depths has been investigated.

* Bombay University Research Fellow.

3.4.6 Thermal Migration of Iron Implanted in Aluminium at

High Doses* (V.K. Asundi**, M.C. Joshi**, S.K. Deb,

V.N. Kulkami***, D.K. Sood and M. Sundararaman+)

Polycrystalline Aluminium speciments were implanted at

room temperature with 30 keV Fe ions at concentrations between

15-42 at 16. Isothermal annealing was conducted under vacuum

(^ 5x1O"6 Torr) at 400°, 500° and 57O°C. Rutherford backsca-

ttering of 2 MeV He ions was used to study the iron depth

profiles. For each isothermal the same sample was used for

successive annealings after backscattering measurements. As



annealing proceeds all samples show rapid enhanced diffu-

sion initially (upto 30 minutes), followed by a much slower

diffusion as iron migrates inwards. At implant concentra-

tions ^>24 at "5 double peaks appear in Pe depth Drofiles,

followed by rapid migration of diffused Pe towerds surface.

At still higher anneal times, the out diffused Pe move

inwards sgain. Such an out-diffusion behaviour in e meta-

llic system is the first observation of its kind. We have

identified Fe.Al.,, as a terminal phase using x-ray diffra-

ction techniques.

* Contributed to the International Conference on Ion
Beam Modification of Materials, Budapest, Hungary.
4-8 Sept. 1978. To be published in Radiation Effects.

** Physics Department, Bombay University.

*** Research Fellow, Marathwada University, Aurangp-bad.

+ Metallurgy Division, BARC.

3.4.7 A New Model for Blister Exfoliation* (S.K. Deb and

D.K. Sood)

We propose a model for exfoliation of blisters incor-

porating the temperature rise of the blister cover due to

bepm heating. The exfoliation is initiated either by a local

melting or by the reduction of the material strength leading

to the repture of the blister cover under the ambient gas

pressure. The temperature rise is computed by solving the

time dependent heat conduction equation. This model

explains a) recent measurements on a sudden rise of the Nb

surface temperature above 1000*C at the onset of blistering*

b) our recent results on the dose rate dependence of critical
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dose for exfoliation in zirconium,stainless steel - 316,

Inconnel - 718 and Aluminium on 2 MeV He bombardment;

c) most of the published dflta on the exiou&tion oi large

blisters. However, effects of beam heating is negligible

for small blisters observed et low energies, and there-

fore their exfoliation will be driven primarily by gas

pressure.

• Contributed to the 5th conference on the use of Small

Accelerators, Denton, Texas, U.S.A. 6-8 November 1978.

3.4.8 Blistering and Exfoliation of Zirconium. Tnconel-718.

Stainless Steel-316 ?nd Aluminium by 2 MeV He* Beam*

(D.K. Sood, M. Sundararaman**, S.K. Deb, R. Krishnan**

and M.K. Mehta)

Well annealed polycrystalline specimens were bombarded

with 2 MeV He beam at 10°C upto totel doses from 0.4 to

10.0x10i8He+/cm2 with fluxes upto 1.5x1Oi4/cm2/sec« The

bombarded spot was viewed in situ using an optical microscope.

At a critical dose, zirconium shows a large blister growing

in size and after a considerable borbardment, the blister

cover starts emitting bright red light followed by exfoliation.

Spectral analysis of this light suggests considerable beam

heating of the cover. The bombarded specimens were examined

under SHU. The critical dose for exfoliation shows a strong

dose rate dependence and at low dose rates blisters do not

exfoliate. These results are in good agreement with a model

proposed for blister exfoliation incorporating the beam

heating effects. A detailed study on blister exfoliation in

stainless steel - 316, Ineonel-718 and Aluminium was carried

out to examine the explicit dependence of these beam heating
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effects on the material thermal conductivity. The

results are in ^ood agreement with the model.

This work was partially supported by the

International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

under Research Contract No. 1882/RB, 1977-78.

* Contributed to the 5th Conference on the use of Smell
Acceleratoi-s, Denton, Texas, U.S.A. 6-8 November 1978,
published in IEEE Transactions on nuclear science 26
TTo.1, part 2 (February 1979).

** Metallurgy Division, B.A.R.C.

3.4.9 Blistering of Zirconium. Inconel-718 and Stainless

Steel-316 by 2 MeV Helium Ions* (D.K. SOod,

M. Sundararaman**, S.K. Deb, R. Krishnsn** and

M.K. Mehta)

We have studied the surface deformations produced

by 2 MeV helium ions bombardment of zirconium, inconel-718

and stainless steel-316. The polycrystfilline specimens were

mechanically polished, heai treated for 1 hour (at 600°C for

Zr nnd at 1050°C for others) and finally electropoll8hed.

Targets were held at about 1O°C during bombardment with

2 MeV helium ions. The ion flux varied from 6x10 * - 2.15X

10 He /cm sec. and the total dose ranged from 0.4 - 9x

10 He /cm . All the materials show abrupt appearance of

a blister (observed in Bitu with an optical microscope) at

a critical dose. On further bombardment the nucleated

blister undergoes rapid growth or sometimes a few other

blisters are nucleated and on growth they coalesce to

ultimately cover almost the entire beam spot. The blister
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sizeti and morphology vwry considerably from one material

to another. At R higher critics] dose, exfoliation of

blister skin sets in. Ex^minntion under a scanning

731 rcetron microscope revepls a curious surface structure

resembling"finger-prints" on sone grains in the freshly

exposed surface efter exfoliation in Zr. The maximum

blister size3 observed in Zr are found to be limited by

the bombarded area. This seems to support the gas

pressure model of blister exfoliation. The blister sizes

(a few mm) observed in Zr and SS-316 are about an order of

magnitude larger than those estimated from the existing

relationship between the blister skin thickness (5.0 urn)

and diameter. This discrepency suggests that these rela-

tionships may not be valid at high bombarding energies.

This work was partially supported by the International

Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria under Research

Contract FO.1882/RB, 1977-78.

* Published in «T. Nucl. Mat. 79, 423 (1979).

** Metallurgy division, B.A.R.C.

1) LT. Risch, J. Roth and B.M.U. Scherzer, Proc. Int. Symp,
on Plasma Wall Interaction, Julich, p.391, 1976
(Pergamon Press, Oxford 1977).

3.4.10 Simulation Studies for Sputtering and Blistering of

Surface Materials for Plasma First Wall Interactions

in Fusion Reactors (Animesh K. Jain, R. Krishnen*,

V.N. Kulkarni**, M.K. Mehta, Y*B. Mambiar, K.R. Rao,

D.K. Sood and K. Sundararaman*)

The fabrication of an ultra-high vacuum irradiation

chamber with eight ports was completed and all the welda
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have been okayed using a helium leak detector upto a

leakage rate of ̂  10"" std.cc/sec. A suitable vibration

free stand on castors to house the irradiation chamber and

a turbovac pump PT200/20 is in its final stages of

fabrication. The design of a coaxial liquid nitrogen trap

to isolate the oil diffusion pumped accelerator side from

the UHV system is finalized. It is expected that the

complete UHV system will be lined upto the PN400 accelera-

tor in the coining year.

Work on study of blistering and exfoliation by 2 MeV

He Ions bombardment using our 5.5 MeV Van de Graaff

accelerator has been continued further. We have observed

dramatic changes ,in the surface deformation of Zr following

heavy cold work (90^). Soon after the blister nucleation

stege, smell hemispherical blisters were seen alongwith and

covering e large blister with 15^ cold work, only one large

blister is seen which is very similar to the one observed

on annealed Zr. Further work is in progress to determine the

threshold cold work et which small blisters pppesr and also

to study the exfoliation characteristics of these blisters in

view of our exfoliation model

Some preliminary studies have been made otnthe blistering

and exfoliation of Inconel-625 specimens made available at

the first research coordination meeting at Culhfim in April

1978. The as-received specimens show blistering and exfolia-

tion accompanied by light emission on 2 MeV He ion bombard-

ment. This material exhibits strong dose rate effects. At

a total dose of 3,5x10 He /cm et average current density

of 29 uA/cm a single large blister is seen covering

neerly two-thirds of the bombarded circular area. This

result 1s in shrrp contrast; with the behaviour nf annealed
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Tnconel-718 which shows a number of small blisters with

much less blistered area. At higher dose rates, Inconel-

625 shows exfoliation almost immediately after blistering

threshold with intense red light emission. Thus far our

results indicate that Inconel-625 is more prone to blis-

tering/exfoliation as compered to Inconel-718.

* Metallurgy Division, BARC

** Research Fellow, Marpthwada TTniversity, Aurangabad.

1) D.K. Sood, K. Sundararaman, S.K. Deb, R. Krishnan and
M.K. Mehta, IEEE Trans, on Nucl. Sc. 26, TTo.1 Part 2
1308 (1979).

3.4.11 Solar Cell Studies Utilising the 100 keV Ton

Implantation Facility (S.G. Gsonkar*, P.K. Bhatta-

charya, M.S. Bhatis, K.J. Kanspra and N. Sarma)

Phosphorus (n,p) implanted solar cells have" been

made on low resistivity Si <111> slices and efficiency

studies for different charge carrier concentrations and

contacts were made. The Air Mass Zero efficiency of these

solar cells varied from 5 to 7% and the optical sensitivity

was found improved in the higher frequency region of the

light spectrum emitted from a 100 Watts tungsten lamp. This

enabled us to calculate the equivalent energy profiles for

other dopants like Sb and could be used for thinner

implanted zones.

* Bombay University Research Fellow.
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3.5 Instrumentation at Vfin tie Granff laboratory

3.5.1 2 MV Tandem Accelerator (P. Singh, T.P. Dnvid,

K.G. Betigeri, S.G. Shukln, V.S. Reju* find

M.K. Mehta)

1. Duo Plasmatron Ton Source* It is found that the

important parameters that maximise the beam output are the

source pressure, second plasma current and the extraction

voltage while the displacement of the extractions axis from

the plasms axis is very critical for maximum negative ions

yield with comparatively low electron output during the

direct extraction c£ negative ions. After extensive trials

it wss found that the optimum disolacement for the geometry

of our source is 1.55 mm. The extractor electrode was

modified and fitted in en epoxy housing designed also to

ensure alignment when coupled to the ion source body. With

20 KV extraction voltage a steady H~ beam of 3.5 uA has

been measured near the injection point of the tandem

accelerating tube. The beam was focussed with -10 KV on

the first einzel and -5 KV on the second einzel lenses. The

pre-selector magnet having set to bend H~ beams through 20°.

2. Accelerator Operation? Pour on line cold traps have

been incorporated in the beam line, one above each of the

vacuum systems pumping the line. A second einzel lens has

been installed in the beam injection line after the pre-

selector magnet. Viewer-cum-bean monitoring devices have

been installed, one after the pre-selector magnet and another

near the bean injection point.

The terminal pulley shaft once snapped while the machine
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was under operation. This was due to a defect in the

shaft aterifl as has been detected Inter. A new nulley

was faoricated following the driver motor design pnd was

installed after dynamic balpncing.

After continuous running for a few days, both the

motor find pulley end flange fixing ecrews got loose resul-

ting in excessive noise. These flanges were re-fixer1 with

"bigger screws end spring washers after re-threading the end

collar rings.

By the end of August 1978, ppnrox. 1 uA of K" beam at

12 keV was injected into the Tandem Machine end after

adjusting the stripper gas pressure a few nano amps, of H+

beam was obtRined at the eccelerstor outout at a terminal

voltage of 400 KV. The terminal stripper ga3 used was

Oxygen. The beam was later confirmed by doing a °F(p,«ri} 0

reaction detecting the emitted 6 HeV V-rays on a 3" x 3"

Nal(Tl) detector. The output beam measured was however only

40 nA.

Further effort has been made for conditioning the

machine for higher and higher terminal voltage with beam and

for increasing the stripping efficiency and consequent positive

beam output.

A bias controlled oil-immersed constant current unit has

been incorporated in the belt charge supply line in order to

avoid fluctuations in the belt charge current.

The terminal voltage has crossed 2.15 HV. Also a 2.8 MeV

proton beam of intensity 2 uA has been accelerated at a

aal voltage of 1.4 MV.

With the present direct extraction type Duoplasmatrqn

on source negative ions of Oxygen and Carbon (using OCU •«*

ource gas) have been injected into the tandem machine
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beams of 0.5 uA of Carbon and 1.^ y.A of Oxygen have been

accelerated at a terminal voltage of 1.4 MV.

The injection system including the ion source magnet

end the various power supplies were shifted to the entrance

side of the Tandem shed so that the rooms available at the

far end could be used for experimental purposes after

renovpting end extending the beam line emerging from the

analysing magnet when installed.

The x-ray field outside the pressure vessel was found

to be excessive at terminal voltages above 1 MV. Hence the

accelerator control panel rack, High voltage supplies and the

Ion source power supply racks have been housed in an adjoining

cabin where the background x-ray field was found to be negli-

ble. All the power and control cables are being re-routed

and connected up. The cabin will henceforth be used as the

Tandem Control Room till the mpchine is shifted to a

permpnent location.

3. Beam Analyzing Magnet* A three port £20° analysing

magnet with polar gap of 26 mm has been designed pnd fabri-

cated using low carbon Tata 'A1 grade steel. The magnet at

B = 15 Kg. will be capable op >• eliding A=4O singly charred

particles at the rated 2 MV terminal voltage. Arrangement

is being msde for the fabrioption of the mpgnet coil designed

to be wound from 12.7 mm x 12.7 mm square section , hollow

electrical grade aluminium tube. The cooling wp.ter will be

passed through these tubes resulting in maximum hept transfer

efficiency. Technical Physics Division of B.A.R.C. has

built the stabilised B.C. magnet power supnly rated 0-200 A

nt 0-40 volts.

* Analytical Chemistry Division.
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3.5.2 DUMAS Isotope SeparBtor (V.A. Hattengedi,

F.R. Bhathena, K.L. Patel end E. Shellom)

The Dual Mass Separator has started functioning,

.he assembly of one of the limbs was completed and the

machine performance has been tested for a number of

different elements upto mass 238. The separation of the

isotopes of A, Kr, Xe, Pb and U was carried out and mass

spectra taken in each case. These spectra were taken by

plotting the probe current against magnetic field at constant

acceleration voltage and they all show on the average, a

Resolving Power of the order of 500 over the mass range to

M=238 amu. It has been possible to resolve the (0.7^ abunden-

ce) peak for TJ from the strong peak of U , which appears

with a long tail on the lower mass side due to elastic sca-

ttering of the heavy ions, which is predominant in this mass
235region. In fact, the U J peak become observeable only after

the background from scattered ions was reduced to minimum by

proper shielding of the probe. Besides, there were other

technical difficulties in handling the highly hygroscopic and

corrosive TJC1. charge material.
4

At present, the second limb of the mass separator is

being set up. An "accel - deccel" type electrostatic focussing

system has been used on this limb instead of the mechenical

edjustment of the extractor electrode adopted for the first

limb. The electrostatic focussing lens has been tested inde-

pendently on the test bench with fairly satisfactory resultsj

since the focal length of the lens is large, its effect on

mass separator focussing has to be studied in actual operation.
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A Freeman type i©fl Bouree hftP also he«n developed for
use with the mass separator, which it is hoped, will
improve, the mass resolution function. The source, tested
on the bench, gave an extracted current of 300 pA for Argon
at 30 KV extreotion voltage. It has been found that the
ion source functions best with a DO operated filament.

3.5.3 1OQ KY Ion Implantation Facility (P.K. Bhattacharya,
M.S. Bhatla, M.J« Kansere and N. Sarma)

The bench-top 100 KV Ion Implantation facility

completed and tested in the Van de Graaff lab. was disman-

tled and shifted to TIPR. It was reinstalled in the Solid

State Electronics Group at TIFR after complete overhaul.

Modifications in the magnet analysing chpmber, IN2

traps and analysed beam selection slits were made to
achieve improved performance. Ion Source modifications
were made to improve yield and reproducibility of the
dopant beams. BC1, and Phosphorus charges gave good
yields of (^ 2 uA) Boron and Phosphorus beams. The ICT
Primary distribution system has been further modified to
achieve higher secondary output power at the high voltage
terminal.

Mass analysed heavy ion beams have been used to study
p.n junctions, Solar Cells, phosphosilicete glass formation
and changes ±n index of refraction for fp.brication of quartz
and borosilicate glass (optical wave guides).

Ihie to the cleanliness requirements on. the target side
and for incorporating larger target mounting systems, this
set-up has been remodelled for a horizontal layout.
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3.5.4 ffeavy Ion Source for TEG (S.S. Kerekatte,

(V. Tambawekar, V.A. Hettengadi, T.P. David,

J.N. Soni and M.K. Mehta)

Conatruotion of a 5 kW heavy ion Bource for VEC at

Calcutta was taken up in the Division. The source was

originally based on the design of the heavy ion source of

the Berkeley Cyclotron and uses high temperature materials

such as tantalum, tungsten, boron nitride and high density

alumina ceramic. Due to difficulties in getting this

ceramic either locally or from abroad, the design was modi-

fied to reduce its use to the barest minimum. The prototype

source body with the modified design has been fabricated.

Various high power rated high voltage supplies for the

source have been built and tested. A bench test run is

planned at the Van de Graaff using the DUMAS mass separator

set-up. It is proposed tc take the prototype to VEC first

for bench testing and then for in situ testing at a suitable

tim<i after the routine operations have been established

there.
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4. SUPPORTING FACILITIES

4»1 The 5«5 M e V V a o ^e G-fa&ff; Operations And Developments
(v.A. Hattangadi, S.N. Misra, D.S. Bisht, P.R.S. Rao,
G.V. Bhatt, R.P. Kulkarni, S.J. Mandke, R.V. Patkar
and N. Fernandes)

The Van de Graaff accelerator has completed about 18

years of almost continuous operation of over 70,000 hours

with more than 50,000 hours being utilised for research.

During the period under review, the machine was run for over

7144 hours and utilised for research for 4146 hours*

The .machine could not be run for 903 hours owing to interrup-

tion in supplies of liquid nitrogen, dry ice or mains power.

About 1392 hours were required for routine maintenance work

including ion source changes. The machine time loss of 4030

hours can be mainly attributed to the frequent breakdowns

and a generally erratic machine performance which, it iB

suspected, is mainly due to "aging" effects. In fact, it is

felt that the accelerator is due for a major overhaul, which

may be taken up in the near future.

The machine had to be shut down completely from April 291

1979 to November 1979 because of a serious breakdown of the

overhead crane; one of the main gears and a pinion had given

way and it may be mentioned here that it was only due to the

timely observation of a small irritating noise during the

crane operation by our operators and insistence on immediate

attention by service engineers that perhaps a serious accident

has been averted.

The crane has since been repaired. Machine has started

functioning again and is currently being utilised by

different research groups.
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Mo',\Mt)u Performance

The main reason for loss of machine time during the

past one year has been rather persistent beam instabilities,

particularly the beam has been observed to shift or defocus

abruptly or drift gradually in position, even though there

are no accompanying high voltage breakdowns or other visible

discharges. Owing to the intermitent nature of the problem,

it has not been possible to locate the fault, precisely.

Since the terminal rewiring and the modifications in vaccum

system done last year there have been no major problems

with these or other electronic systems. However, all the

terminal supplies have been rechecked and the pre-analyser,

installed in 1974, was removed to eliminate a possible

Bource of beam instability (which may be unnoticeable in

open tank tests) through normal fluctuations in the deflector

voltages. The alignment of the focus electrode was checked

several times and the ORTEC type RF ion source replaced by

the old HVEC one.

As the accelerator tube stands like a vertical cantil-

ever clamped at the bottom, it is possible that the ion

source clamped at the free end of the accelerator tube makes

minute shifts in position due to very small oscillations of

the tube with corresponding shifts in the ion beam position,

when the gas pressure in the tank is changed abruptly. The

beam position was studied as a function of tank pressure

and it was found to be Independent of the latter. A small

inclination of the accelerator tube with respect to the

vertical has been corrected by mechanically anchoring the

differential tube in order to centre the beam properly at

the entrance to the magnetic analyser, which was -realigned

subsequently.
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Development Work

A Penning type ion source has been designed and

fabricated. The study of the discharge and other charac-

teristics of the source have been made. It has been

possible to extract upto 2 mA of ion current at an

extraction potential of 10 KV from an argon discharge of

6 mA at an anode voltage of 3 KV. The plasma is finely

confined to an axial cylindrical region of about 3 mm dia-

meter. A clear, through hole of this diameter is sputtered

out of the top oathode thus limiting the life of the source.

Different cathode materials have been tried viz- stainless

steel, tantalum, molybdenum and tungsten and of these moly-

bdenum has been found to give the best source life of about

40 hours for 2 mA extracted current of argon ions. The

cathode sputtering was measured for hydrogen and found to be

negligible, indicating a substantial source life for light

gases. Further studies are in progress.

A new Wien velocity filter system has been fabricated,

assembled and tested. The focussing characteristic of the

Einzel lens in the system is under study* The system is a

duplicate of the pre-analyser which was installed in the

accelerator terminal and it is proposed to optimise the

design to improve transmission and resolution. An electro-

static steerer and an ion beam scanner are also in an

advanced stage of fabrication. A prototype of a solenoid

wound magnetic beam steerer was constructed in the laborer

tory and the field uniformity tested. However, the excessive

heating of the coils has been observed and redesign is being

considered.
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4.2 Neutron Radiography and Nuclear Detector Development
(Y.D. Dande, R.S. Udyawar, G.V. Shenoy,
S.R. Chinchanikar)

4.2.1 Neutron Radiography

The old make-shift neutron radiography facility

at Apsara Reactor has been now replaced with a more versa-

tile, new facility, with following salient featurest

(i) A motor-driven Pb-Cd gate for beam opening-closing.

(ii) A vertical-drop Cd shutter for exposures.

(iii) A shielded object-trolley on rails, capable of accept-

ing objects upto 30 cm dia and 60 cm long.

(iv) A motor-driven film-cassette holder, for correct

positioning against the object.

(v) A biological shield of 15 cm. borated paraffin followed

by 10 em Pb, with a 20x20 cm lead-glass viewing window.

(vi) A divergent collimator, with L/D ratio of 90:1 and a

beam diam. of 20 cm at the imaging plane.

All the parts have been installed except the

collimator, which is under fabrication. With the old, 75 mm

dia. parallel tube collimator, excellent radiographs have

been obtained of (i) RAPP fuel sample (ii) B.C loaded pins

for TAPS control blades, (iii) 64 pin mock-up of FBTR fuel

cluster etc.

4.2.2 Nuclear Radiation Detectors

BF- and ?He Neutron Detectors

Production of standard BF, and helium-3 filled

neutron detectors has continued. A notable achievement is

the successful development of He filled neutron detectors
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for applications in oil-well logging, under a BARC-ONGC

joint R & D programme. A 44 mm dia x 230 mm long *He

detector has been tested extensively at Ankaleswar oil

fields, in the imported Pulsed Neutron Logging equipment.

The detector has proved to be not only reliable at ambient

conditions (i20°Ct 1200 metres depth, 80 m/h logging speed)

but also 2 times more efficient than the imported bank of

8 BP» tubes normally used. Comparative logs at a number of

wells have shown better demarcation of oil and water bear-

ing zones, with lower statistical variations as compared to

the BF, tubes. Figure 2.1 shows the comparative logs made

at one of the wells.

Soft X-ray Detectors

36 Standard detectors for Mossbauer spectrometry have

been made and supplied to various users all over the country.

A simple version of the torroidal back-scatter Mo^sbauer-

spactrometry detector has been designed, for use in the

proposed portable "Ferritometer" for NDT of industrial bulk

samples. A prototype detector is awaiting laboratory trials.

Position-Sensitive Detectors

The development of a linear, position sensitive X-ray

detector is nearly completed. This uses a high-resistance

anode wire in an otherwise conventional detector, filled with

Ar-CH4 or Kr-CEL mixtures. The signals VA and VB from the

two ends of the anode are amplified and processed through a

ratio circuit to give an analog output proportional to

VA/VA+VB, which is a direct measure of the position of the

initial event.

Two prototypes have been built and tested; one 50 mm dia

x 450 mm long and the other 32 mm dia x 150 mm long. Both
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have a 3 mm widew thin Al window along with counter length,

for entry of the X-rays. The detectors have been tested

for position response by moving a collimated beam of Co

radiation along the window and recording the ratio circuit

output on a 1024 channel MCA. A typical response is shown

in Figure 2.2. The linearity of response is very good over

75# of the detector length, with a position resolution of

about 5 mm.

4.3 Helium Liquifier and Associated Work
(N.S. Satya Murthy, V.K. Chopra, T. Srinivasan,
A.P. Bagool, V.K. Ttajappan)

The helium liquifier was operated for about 825 hours

and nearly 2200 litres of liquid helium was produced and

supplied to various users. The liquifier has been completely

overhauled after 500 hours of operation. The overall

liquification rate has been lower than the specified rate

of the machine due to frequent ruptures of the rolling

membrane of the liquifier compressor. This has been recti-

fied by completely dismantling and servicing the compressor

and since then no further membrane rupture has taken place.

Two current meters were installed on the liquifier compressor

circuit to monitor the load current. This has enabled

controlling the load current thus avoiding overload trips

and helping in a smooth running of the compressor. Arrange-

ments for unattended overnight operation of the liquifier

were found to be reliable.

A 75 metre long helium gas carrier line using rigid PVC

pipes has been laid between the laboratory and the liquifier

room for recovering helium gas from liquid used for experi-

mental purposes in the laboratory. The line has also been

leak tested and is now ready for use.

In addition, assistance has been provided,whenever

needed, to users of liquid helium from BARC and TIPR for

testing their cryogenic equipments and setting up of low

temperature facilities including helium storage and

recovery systems required for their experimental purpose.
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Clusters", M.K. Agrawal and D.K. Sood, Nucl. Inatr.
Meth. U9_, 425 (1978).

37. "Empirical Rules for Substitutionality in Metastable
Surface Alloys", D.K. Sood, Phys. lett. 68A. 469
(1978).

38. "Ion Implanted Surface Alloys in Nickel", D.K. Sood
and G. Dearnaley, Radiation Effects, 39., 157 (1978).

39. Effects of Planar Oscillations on Implanted Distri-
butions measured by Low-angle He Baeksepttering",
A.G. Wagh and J.S. Williams, Phys. Lett. 63A, 175
(1978).

40. "Blistering of Zr, Inconel 718 and SS-316 by 2 MeV
He Ions", D.K. Sood, M. Sundarareman, S.K. Dob,
R. Krishnen and M.K. Mehta, J. Nucl. Mater. 79, 423
(1979). -~

41. "Blistering and Exfoliation of Zr, Inconel-718,
SS-316 and Al", D.K. Sood, M. Sundarersman, S.K. Deb,
R. Krishnan and M.K. Mehta, IEEE Trans, on TTucl. Sci.
KS-26, 1308 (1979).

42. "Thermal Migration of Iron Implanted in Al at High
Doses", V.K. Asundi, M.C. Joshi, S.K. Deb,
V.N. Kulkarni, D.K. Sood and M. Sundararaman, Radn.
Effects, (1979 in press).

43. "Laser Induced Surface Alloy Formation and Diffusion
of Antimony in Al , Animesh K. Jain, V.N. Kulkarni,
D.K. Sood, M. Sundararaman and R.D.S. Yadav, Nucl.
Instr. Meth. (Jan.1980, in press).
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•i4, "Evaporation l e s s snd Diffusion of Sb in Si" ,
AnimeBh K. Jpin, V.N. Kulkarni, D.K. Sood,
M. SunrlrrnrnrnPn snd R.D.S. Yadav, Nucl I n s t r .
Tioth, (-Jan. 1980, in proas).

AS. "Two Techniques for Lat t ice Location:
Chanrelin^ and 3TAX", A.G. Wegh, Nucl. India,
JLZ. • C979) .

46. "A Double-Crystal X-Eay Spectrometer S t a b i l i s e d
by a Dynprnicel Feedback System", P.K. Bhat tacharya ,
S.K. Andersen and N. H e r t e l , J . Phys. E, }2, 1063
(1979) .

47 . "On the Envelopes of Ion T r a j e c t o r i e s i n P l r n a r
Channeling", S.G. Gaonkar and A.G, Wagh, Phys.
L e t t . 74A, 94 (1979) .

PAPERS PRESENTED AT COHPERENCES ASD MEETINGS

1. "Test of TTicroscopic I soveo to r Optical Potent}
i n Capture and S c a t t e r i n g of Past, Neutrons on ,
D,R. Chakrabarty, S.K. Gupta and S. K a i l a s , The 3rd
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Symp. on Neutron Capture Gemma-Ray
Spectroacopy and Related Topics a t Brookhaven
Nat ional Tab . , USA, Sept . 1978.

2 . "Comparison of Neutron S c a t t e r i n g Cross -Sec t ions
with JLM Microscopic Opt i ca l Model", S. Ka i l a s and
S.K. Gupta.+

3. "Preequilibrium effects in (n,2n) Cr is-Section8 at
H.5 KeV", S.K. Gupta and A. Chetterj ie.*r

4. "(n,2n) and (n,3n) Cross-Sections on the Basis of
Statistical Model for Fissionable Nuclei",
M.L. Jhingan, R.P. Anand, S.K. Gupta and K.K. Mehta.*

and M.K.
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6. "Nuclear Reactions induced by Past Neutron?,
S.K. Gupta, Invited Talk.*

7. "Past Neutron Capture in ^^Y and Ce", D.R. ChPkrabarty
end S.K. Gupta.*

8. "A Simple Electrobalance for Target Thickness
Measurement", A. Chatterjee and S.K. Gupta.*

9. Neutron induced Fission Croas-Sections for Bn • 1 -
18 MeV", M.I.. Jhingan, R.P. Anand, S.K. Gupta and
M.K. Mehta.*

10. "Optical Reaction Cross-Sections for Statistical
Model and Preequilibrium Calculations", A. Chatterjee
and S.K. Gupta.*

11. "Nuclear Matter Distributions from Electron Scattering
Data", S.K. Gupta.*

12. "High Momentum Components of the Nuclear Wave-
Function", S. Seini end B.K. Jain.*

13. "Nuclear Structure of ^°Cr, S. Seini and M.R. Gunye.*

14. "Study of Isobaric Analog Resonances in the Reection
65cu(p,n)6^Zn", B. Veerabahu, D.D. Karnik, S, Keilas,
S. Saini, N.K. Ganguly and M.K. Mehta.*

15. "n Selection in 8 decay 209TI«, S.N. Acharya,
C.V.K. Baba, S.K. Bhattacharjee, S.A. Chitambar,
V.M. Dstar, H.C. Fain and C.S. Warke.*

16. "Energy Dependence in 1^O(d,%ii)12C Reaction"
M.G. Betigeri, W. Chung, A". Djaleuis, C. Mayer-m?ricke,
W, Oelert and P. Turek, Int. Conf. on Clustering
Aspects of Nuclear Structure and Nuclear Reactions,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, June 1979 .

17. "Radial and Tangential Friction in Heavy Ion Collisions",
A.K. Jain and N. Sarma.*

18. "Alpha Scattering and Absorption on Light Nuclei",
A.K. Jain and N. Sarm8.*

19. "Effect of %»i Wave Function AntiBymmetrination on
(d.^Li) Reaction", A.K. Jain and N. Sarma.*
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20. "Resonating Group Calculations for Three Particle
System", K. Kumar end A.K. Jain.*

21. "Uncoupled Potentiel Approximation for Knock-out
Reactions Involving Strongly Absorbed Particles",
A.K. Join end N. Sarma.*

22. "Interaction of Intermediate Energy Probes with
the Nucleus", B.K. Jain, Invited Talk.*

23. "CompletePartial Wave Treatment of the (Tr,7lU)
Reaction? B.K. Jain and S.C. Phatak.*

24. "Nucleon Knock-out in High Energy Heavy Ion
Collision", B.K. J a in .*

25. "Strong Absorption Model for (d,&<) Reaction",
B.K. Jfiin.*

26. "High Momentum Wave Function in the Nuclear Wave
Function", B.K. Jain.*

27. "Status and Accuracy of Neutron Data for the
Important Isotopes Relevant to the ThoriumVUranium
Fuel Cycle in the Fast Energy Region", M.K. Mehta
and H.M. Jain, IAEA and OECD-NEA Second Advisory
Group Meeting on Transactinium Isotope Nuclear Data,
Cadarache, April, 1979.

28. "A Microscopic Model for Nucleus-Nucleus Optical
Potential", S.K. Gupta. +

29. "Study of <* -Clustering by Pick-up Reactions",
M.G. Beti«:eri.++

30. "Nucleon Exchange for Strongly Damped Heavy Ion
Collisions", A.K. Jain, Invited Talk.++

31. "Partial Wave Treatment of the (TT»irN) Reaction",
B.K. Jain.+ + +

32. "High Momentum Components in the Nuclear Wave
Function", S. Saini and B.K. Jain.+ + +

33. "Single Nucleon Knock-out in High Energy Heavy Ion
Collisions", B.K. Jain. +
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34. "Fermi-Gas Model in Heavy Ion Col l is ions" ,
S.C. Phetak and B. Sinh8..++

35. "Nucleus-Nucleus Interact ion Potent ia l" , B. Sinha.+ +

36. "Nuclear Structure of I54Cr", S. Saini and M.R. Gunye.**

37. "Response Time for Wuclear Relaxation from Deep
Ine l a s t i c Coll ision of Heavy Ions", A.K. Jein and
IT. Sarma**

38. "Exact Solution of the Exciton Model Master
Equations and Applications", A. Chattcrjee and
S.K. Gupta.**

39. "Study of Isobaric Analog Resonances in 42(ja through
the Reaction 4 'K(p,n)41Ca", S. Saini , Gulzar Singh,
A. Chatterjee and M.K. Mehta.**

40. "A Crystal Structure Mass Formula for 4n Nuclei",
S.K. Gupta.**

41 . "Inclusive Spectra of Protons in High Energy Heavy Ion
Coll isions using Classical BOHR Formula", A.K. Jain.**

42. "Effective In terac t ion for Microscopic Nucleon-Nucleus
Optical Po ten t ia l " , D.R. Chakrabarty, S.K. Gupta and
K.H.N. Murthy.**

43. "^I»i In terac t ion Potent ia ls using Antisymmetrized
Cluster Model *>Li Wave Function", K. Kumar and A.K. Jain.**

44. "Global Description of Alpha-Nucleus Optical Po ten t ia l " ,
K.H.N. Murthy and S.K. Gupta.**

45. "Simple Parametric Forma for the Optical Reaction Cross-
Sections", K.H.N. Murthy, A. Chatterjee and S.K. Gupta.**

46. "25 keV-Neutron Capture Cross-Section" R.P. Anand,
M.I. Jhingan, D. Bhattacharya and E. Kondaiah,
I I Nuovo CimentoJ JjOA, 247 (1979).

47. "Heavy Ton Reactions at High Energies", B.K. J a in . + +

48. "Thermal Migration of Iron Implanted in Al at High
Doses", V.K. Asundi, M.C. Joshi , S.K. Deb, V.N. Kulkami,
D.K. Scod and Iff. Sundararaman, I n t . Conf. on Ion Beam
Modification of Materials , Budapest, Hungary, Sept.1978.
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49. "Blistering of Zr, Inconel-718 and tJ.S. 316 by
2 TioV He Ions", D.K. Sood, M. Sundarsrpmnn,
3.K. "Deb, R- Krishnwn ,-nd V..Z. Mehts, Int. Conf.
on Plasma Surface Interactions, Culhpra, U.K.
April

50. "Blistering end Exfoliation of Zr, Inconel-718,
S.S.-3I6 and Al", D.K. Sood, M. Sundararaman,
S.K. Deb, R. Krishnan and I'.K. Mehta, Small
Accelerators Conference, Denton, Texas, Nov. 1978.

51. »A New Model for Blister Exfoliation", S.K. Deb
and D.K. 3ood, Small Accelerators Conf., Denton,
Texas, 1978.

52. "Blistering and Exfoliation of Zr, Inconel-718,
SS-316 and Al", D.K. Sood, M. Sundararaman, S.K. Deb,
R. Krishnsn and M.K. Mehta.*

53. "Thermal Migration of Iron Implanted in Al at High
Do3es", V.K. Asundi, M.C. Joshi, S.K. Deb, V.N. Kulkarnt,
D.K. Sood and M. Sundararaman.*

54. "A New Model for Blister Exfoliation", S.K. Deb and
D.K. Sood.*

55. "B+ and P+ Implanted Solar Cells", S.G. Gaonkar,
P.K. Bhattacharye, M.S. Bhatia pnd N. Senna, Int. Conf.
on Soler Energy, Delhi, Jen.1978.

56. "Planar Oscillations in the Energy Spectra of He* Ions
Backscattered from Impurity Atoras", A.G. Wagh,
J.S. Williams and E. Uggerh/j.*

57. "Channeling in Thin PbS Films", A.G. Wagh.*

58. "Theoretical Investigations of Deviations trim
Statistical Equilibrium in Planar Channeling",
S.G. Caonkar and A.G. Wagh.*

59. "Laaer Induced Surface Alloy Formation and Diffusion
of Antimony in Al", Animesh K. Jain, V.N. Kulkarni,
D.K. Sood, M. Sundararaman and R.D.S. Yadav, 4th Int.
Conf. on Ion Beam Analysis, Aarhus, Denmark, June 1979.



60. "Evaporation loss and Diffusion of St) in Si",
Animesh K. Jain, V.N. Kulkarni, D.K. Sood,
M. Sundararaman and R.D.S. Yadav, Int. Conf.
on Ion Beom Analysis, Aprhus, Denmark, June, 1979.

61. "Elimination of the Beam Effect on Channeling
Dips of Bismuth Implanted in Silicon", A.G. Wsgh,
S. Radhakrishnan, S.G. Gsonkar and K.J. Kanscra, IV
Int. Conf. on Ion Beam Analysis, Aprhus, Denmark.
June, 1979.

62. "A New Method of Measuring the Refractive Index of
X-rays using Anomalous Transmission in Perfect
Crystals", F.K. Bhattacherya, S.K. Andersen and
N. Hertel, Vth European Conf. of X-Ray Crystallography,
Copenhagen, 1979.

63. "A Double-Crystal X-Ray Spectrometer Stabilised by a
Dynamical Feedback System", P.K. Bhattscharya, *
S.K. Andersen and IT. Hertel, Vth European Conf. of
X-Ray Crystallography, Copenhagen, 1979.

64. "Dechanneling of Protons by Edge Dislocations in
Tantalum", P.K. Bhattacherya.**

65. "Flux Distributions in Plrner Channeling",
S.G. Gaonkar and A.G. Wagl .**

66. "laser Induced Surfnce Alloy Formation of Antimony
in Aluminium", Animesh K. Iain, V.N. Kulkarni and
D.K. Sood.**

67. "High Power laser Treatmen ; of Chromium Films on
Aluminium", Animesh K. Jai L, V.N. Kulkarni and
D.K. Sood.**

68. "New Mass Separator at Trot bay", V.A. Hattangedi,
F.R. Bhathena, K.L. Patel t nd E. Shallom.*

69. "Operation of 2 MV Tandem Aicelerator at BARC",
T.P. David, M.G. Betigeri, ?. Singh and M.K. Mehta.*

70. "State of Art of the Tinac technology", M.G. Betigeri,
National Workshop on Advanced High Energy Accelerator
Facility, Bombay, Oct. 1979.

71. "Proton Linacs", M.G. Betige.*!, National Committee
on AHEA, 4th June, 1979.
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72. "2 MV Tandem Accelerator at BAHC", Tnvited Talk,
M.G. Beti/>;eri, Rpt. Symp. on Radn. Phys.,
Walteir, Feb. 1979.

73. "Performance of B.A.R.C. Tandem", P. ,
T.P. David, V.S. Hs,1u, S.U. Shukla and M.G. Betip;eri .**

74. "Corona Stabilisation System for the 2 MV BARC
Tandem", P. Sin/tfi, S.G. Shukla, M.Y. Vaze and
T.P. David.**

7ci. " A Sputter-Ion Source for Li" Ions", V.S. Raju,
T.P. Drvid and S. Gnngsdharsn.**

+ Inter^ntionsl Conference on Neutron Physics and
Nucl • Data for Reactors pnd Other Applied
Purposes, Harwell, ig7B.

* Nuclear Physics and Solid State Physics Symposium
(DAE)9 India, Vol. 21B (1978).

++ Workshop on Heavy Ion Reactions, Trombay, Bombay,
1979.

+++ 8th International Conference on Hi«:h Energy
Physics and Nuclear Structure, Vancouver, Canada,
August 13-17, 1979,

** Nuclear Physics and Solid State Physics Symposium
(DAE), India, Vol. 22B (1979) (in press).

THESIS

"Nuolear structure of the fp-Shell Nuclei",
S. Seini, Ph.D. Thesis submitted to Bombay
TJKivarsity, April 1979-

REPORTS ISSUED

1. "Ton Implanted Surface Alloys in Nickel",
D.K. Sood and ft. Dearnaley, Harwell Report
AERE-R92O7 (April 1978).
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Seminars

PHYSICS COLLOQUIA AT BARC

1. "Application of Computer Graphics to the Interpretation
of the Structure of Tobacco Mosaic Virus at 2.8A Reso-
lution", R. Diamond, MRC, Laboratory of Molecular Bio-
logy, Cambridge, Jan 2, 1979.

2. "On Black Body Spectrum of a Black Hole", K.H. Mariwalla,
Matscience, Madras, Jan 5, 1978.

3. "Tight-Binding Band Structure and Electron Momentum
Density Calculations", Anil Seth, Indian Institute of
Technology, Kanpur, Jan 6, 1978.

4» "Tight-Binding Band Structure and Electron Momentum
Density Calculations", Anil Seth, Indian Institute of
Technology, Kanpur, Jan 7, 1978.

5. "Structure-Function Relationships of Nucleotides",
W. Saenger, Max-Planek Institute, Experimentelle
Medizin, Gottingen, Fed. Republic of Germany, Jan 25,
1978.

6. "Phonon density-of-states by Neutron Inelastic
Scattering", J.B. Suck, Institute Laue-Iangevin,
Grenoble, Prance, Jan 23, 1978.

7. "Cold and Hot Nuclear Matter", B. Baner.jee, Tata Insti-
tute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, Jan 31, 1978.

8. "Alpha-Transfer in Heavy Ion Reactions", II.A. Eswaran,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, Feb 7, 1978.

9. "Applied Heavy Ion Physics", Klaus Bethge. Institute
for Nuclear Physics, Goethe University, Frankfurt,
Peb 14, 1978.

10. "Defects in Nearly Perfect Crystals", Krishan Lai.
National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi, Peb 22, 1978.

11. "Perroelastic Effect in Orthoboric Acid", V.K. Wadhawan.
Neutron Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, March 2, 1978.

12. "Heavy Ion Nuclear Physics at the UNILAC Heavy Ion
Accelerator, Klaus Bethge. Institute for Nuclear
Physics, Goethe University, Frankfurt, March 6, 1978.
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13. "Computer Simulation of Condensed Matter", Aneesur
Rahman, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,
Illinois, USA, March 7, "978.

H . "The Substantial Space and Void Nature of Elementary-
Material Particles", Paraahansa Tewari, Narora Atomic
Power Project, Narora, March 14, 1978.

15. "Electrodynamics of a Pure Superconductor in the
Intermediate State", I. Krylov, Institute for Physical
Problems, Moscow, March 15, 1978.

16. "Crystal Structure of a DNA Fragment and Sequence-
Dependent DNA-Protein Interaction", M.A. Viswamitra,
Dept. of Physics, Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore, March 20, 1978.

17. "Nonequilibrium Superconductivity", G. Dharmadurai,
Nuclear Physics Division, BARC, March 28, 1978.

18. "Bloch Electrons in a Magnetic Field", N.R. Ranp;anathan,
Matscience, Madras, April 4, 1978.

19. "Classification of Liquid Crystals", Akalpita Paranjpe,
Nuclear Physics Division, BARC, April 11, 1978.

20. "New Ideology in Nuclear Physics (Robson's Theory)",
C.S. Warke, T.I.F.R., Bombay 400 005, May 30, 1978.

21. "Exotics in Heavy Ion Physics ala Europe 1978",
Ericas 0. fii nha f Nuclear Physics Division, BARC,
June 23, 1978.

22. "Recent Developments in the Theory of Exciton Transport
in Molecular Aggregates", V.M. Kenkre, T)ept. of PhysicB
& Astronomy, University of Rochester, Rochester, New
York, June 22, 2978.

23. "Application of Mossbauer Spectroscopy to the Study of
Spin Lattice Relaxation", $.C. Bhargava. Nuclear Physics
Division, BARC, July 4, 1978.

24. "Neutron Diffraction Study of Domains of C0FJ1,
P. Radhakriahna, laboratoire Leon Brillouin, C.E.N. de
Saclay, France, July 12., 1978.

25. "Gamma-Neutrino Angular Correlations in Muon Capture
by 28si", R. Parthasaral-hy, Visiting Faculty Member,
Dept. of Physics, I.I.T.,, Powai, Bombay, July 21, 1978.

26. "Report on the 3rd International Cluster Conference
at the University of Manitoba!} N. Sarma, Nuclear
Physics Division, BARC, August 1, 1978.
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27. "Recent Progress in the Dynamics of Kolecular
Crystals with Orientational Disorder", Robert K. Pick,
Dept. de Recherches Physiques, Universite Paris Six,
Paris, Sept 11, 1978.

28. "Incommensurate Phase Transitions", J.F. LJcott, I)ept.
of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado,
USA, Sept 13, 1973.

29. "A New Technique (X-ray Standing Waves) for Lattice
Location of Impurity Atoms", A.C. Wa.fo, Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre, Bombay, Sept 19» 1978.

30. "Optical Potentials for ffucleon-nucleus and Nucleus-
nucleus Systems", S.K. Gupta, Nuclear Physics Division,
BARC, Bombay, Oct 10, 1978.

31. "A Report on the 7th International Conference on
Liquid Crvstals" Bordeaux, Prance, K. Usha Deniz,
Nuclear Physics Division, BARC, Oct 17, 1978.

32. "Structure and Function of Proteins", K.K. Kannaq,
Neutron Physics Division, BARC, Nov 7, 1978.

33. "Applications of Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy to
the problems of Hydrogen Bonding", Alexandre Novak,
Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy Lab., CNHS, France,
Nov 23t 1978.

34. "New Applications of Mossbauer Spectroscopy",
IT. Gonser, TJniversitat des Saarlandes, Saarbrucken,
Germany, F.R., Nov 28, 1978.

35• "Triclinic Lysozyme: A Case-Study of the Refinement of
Protein Structures", M. Ramanadham, Neutron Physics
Division, BARC, Nov 28, 1978.

36. "UNE ;0/UNDP Seismological Programme in South-East
Asia", John H. Hodgson . Project Manager, UNESCO/UNDP,
Regional Seismological Centre for S.E. Asia,
Dec 5, 1978.

37. "SOLITONS", D. ter HAAR, Oxford University, U.K.,
Dec 8, 1978.

38. "Low-Frequency Vibrational Spectra of N-Methylaceta-
nide-Comparison of Infrared, Raman and Neutron
Inelastic Scattering", Francois Fillaux, Infrared &
Raman Spectroscopy Lab., CNRS, France, Dec H , 1978.

39. "Structural Instabilities in A-15 Superconductors",
Ravindra Bhatt, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, USA,
Dec 19, 1978.
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40. "Concentration Fluctuations and Structure Factors of
Liquid Alloys", A.P.. Bhatia, Deptt. of Physics,
University of Alberta," Edmonton, Canada, Dec 21, 1978.

41. "Keceareh at Julich Isochronous Cyclotron", C. Mayer
Boerioke, Director, Inst. of Kernphysik, KFA, Julich,
Jan 1, 1979.

42. "Framework for Energy Technology Assessment", V. Mubayi,
Brookhaven National Lab., USA, Jan 10, 1979-

43. "Dense Baryonic Matter", V. Datta. Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research, Bombay, Feb, 20, 1979•

44. "Are Superfluids 'Super'?1.', P. Bhattachar.ya, Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, March 6,
1979-

45. "High Pressure Phase Transformations in Group IV Tran-
sition Metals", Y.K. Vohra, Neutron Physics Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, March 20, 1979»

46. "Celestial X-ray and Infrared Bursts", LI.V.K. Appa
Rao, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay,
July 3, 1979.

47* "One Dimensional Magnetic Systems", A.K. Rajagopal.
Dept. of Physics, Louisiana State Unive rs i ty, Baton
Rouge, U.S.A., July 17, 1979.

48. "Perspectives in Fission Theory", M. Prakash,
Nuclear Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Bombay, July 24, 1979.

49* "Small Angle Neutron Scattering", San.jay Gupta,
Advanced Centre for Materials Science, Indian
Institute of Technology, Kanpur, July 31, 1979*

50. "Present Status of our Understanding of Atomic
Motions in Liquid Metals", Alf Sjolander. Chalmers
Universityvof Technology, Goteborg, Sweden, August
1, 1979.

$1. "Some Recent Investigations on Narrow Band Electro-
nic Systems", D.K. Ray, Maitre de Recherche, C.N.R.S.,
Paris, August 21, 1979.

52. "Dynamics of Energy SystemB and Future Energy Pros-
pects", V.S. Ramamurthv, Nuclear Physics Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, Sept 4, 1979.

53* "Nuclear Physics at High EnergyJ International Con-
ference, Vancuver, B.K. Jain , Nuclear Physics Di-
vision, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay,
Sept 11, 1979.
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54. "X-rays in Ion-Atom Collisions", S.K. Mltra, Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, Sept.
18, 1979.

55. "Exotic Nuclei", L. Satapathy, Institute of PhysicB,
Bhuvaneshwar, Sept. 26, 1979.

56. "Report on the 4th International Conference on Ion
Beam Analysis, Aorhas (Denmark) June 1979", D.K.Sood,
Nuclear Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Bombay, Oct. 23, 1979.

57. "Condensed Matter Research at the High Flux (Hew
Orphee) Reactor", G. Pepy, Lab. Leon Brillouin,
Prance, Oct. 24, 1979.

58. "Polymer Studies by Small Angle Scattering of
Neutrons", J.P. Cotton, Lab. Leon Brillouin,
France, Oct. 24, 1979.

60.."Exotic Smectics and Nematics - Are They Truly
Liquid-Crystalline?", K. Usha Deniz, Nuclear Physics
Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay,
Nov. 6, 1979.

61. "Reorientations of Molecules in Crystals. Experi-
ments with Me(NH,)6x2 Compounds", J.A. Janik, In-
stitute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland, Nov.
28, 1979.

62. "Neutron Scattering Studies of Liquid-Molecular-
Crystals", A.J. Leadbetter, University of Exeter,
Dec. 11, ^9W.

63' "Polymorphiam in Liquid Crystals", D. Demus. Martin
Luther University, East Germany, Dec. 14, 1979.

LECTURES AND SEMINARS

1. "Liquid Crystals", K. Usha Deniz, Institute of
Physics, Bhubeneshwar, March, 1978; Beherampur,
University, March 1978} Tata Institute of Funda-
mental Research, Bombay, March 1978.

2. "Brillouin Scattering", K. Usha Deniz, Institute
of Physics, Bhubeneshwar, March 1978.

3« "On Matrix Inequalities", R. Subramaniam, Tata In-
stitute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, April 1978.

4* "Lattice Dynamics of Complex Crystals5 K.R. Rao,
Institute of Physics Bhubeneshwar, Aug. 1978.



5 . "A New Technique of White Beam Neutron Dif fract ion",
K.R. Hao, I n s t i t u t e of Physics, Bhubeneshwar, August,
1978.

6. "Mehta-Bessis Conjecture in Statistical Mechanics",
K.V. Bhagwat, T.I.F.R, Bombay, Sept. 1978.

7. "Seminar on Solid State Physics Using Nuclear Radia-
tion", Bombay University, Sept. 1978.

8. "Ne. >n Scattering", N.S. Satya Murthy, Winter
School 'n Solid State Chemistry, Indian Institute
of Sciences, Bangalore, Dec. 2Ot 1978.

9. "Study of Magnetic Moment Distribution in Crystals",
t: Madhav Rao, Physics Deptt., Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore, Jan 24, 1979*

10. "Neutron Scattering, ->y Perrites", N.S. Satya Murthy,
Annual Technical Meeting of Magnetics Society of
India, Jadhavpur, March, 16, 1979.

11. "Solitons and Their Chemical Applications", I.V.V.
Haghavacharyulu, Annual Convention of Chemists,
Kuruirshetra University, Sept. 1979.

12. "Thermal Neutron in Basic and Applied Research",
K.P.. Kao, Physics Deptt. Univ. of Kerala, Hov. 1979.

13. "Modified Quark Exchange Model in Nuclei", I.V.V.
Raghavacharyulu, Indian Physics Association Seminar
in Nuclear Physics, Madras, Dec. 1979.

14. "Resonance Spectroscopy and Nuclear Structure", M.K.
Mehta, 5 lectures at University of Bangalore,
February-March 1978.

15. "Nuclear Reactions", M.K. Mehta, a course of UGC
lectures at Mysore University, May 1978.

16. "Experimental Nuclear Reaction Programme at the Van
de Graaff Laboratory", M.K. Mehta, 3 lectures at
Himachal Pradesh University, Simla, July 1978.

17. "The Research Programme of the Nuclear Physics
Division", M.K. Mehta, a talk on All India Radio,
Bombay, July 1979.

18. "Various Windows to Explore the Universe - Charged
Parade Cosmic Radiation", M.K. Mehta, a talk (in
Gujarat!) on All India Radio, Ahmedabad, July 1979.
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Other Scientific Activities

Other Scientific Activities in which the Division
was actively involved are:

Conducting Teaching and Training Programmes; Organising
National Symposia, Seminars and Workshops; Serving on
various Scientific, Teaching acid Research Bodies.

TEACHING AND TRAINING PROGRAMMES

As in previous years, several courses in Nuclear
Physics, Solid State Physics and Quantum Mechanics were
delivered to the trainees of the B.A.R.C. Training
School and the post graduate students of the University
of Bombay.

Training for National Science Talent Search Scholars
and refresher course for Post Graduate University Teachers
were also arranged.

SYMPOSIA. SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
Two symposia on Nuclear Physic*, and Solid State

Physics sponsored by the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE)
were organised during the period of the Report. The
first one was held at the Indian Institute of Technology,
Bombay during December 28-31 » 1978 and the second at the
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras during Dec. 26-30,
1979* The proceedings of these Symposia are published
under the guidance of the convener and secretaries from
this Division*

Under the auspices of ttie Indian Physics Association
the division took the responsibility of organising Nati-
onal Seminars in selected topios in Physics. Two seminars
were held during the period covering tills Report. The
first one was held on "Current Trends in lattice Dynamics"
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in Bombay on Dec. 26 and 27, 1978 and the second on

"Frontiers in Nuclear Structure Physics" in Madras on

Dec. 24 and 25, 1979. The proceedings of the former have

already been brought out under the editorship of a member

of this Division.

A workshop on "Advanced High Energy Accelerator Faci-

lity in India, under the auspices of the National Committee

of the Planning Commission and Department of Atomic Energy

on an Advanced High Energy Accelerator, was held at B.A.R.C*

during Oct. 8-11, 1979« Another workshop on "Heavy Ion

Reactions" was held at B.A.R.C. in April, 1979*

SCIENTIFIC,. TEACHING AND RtiSKAROH BODlĴ S

Towards the promotion of scientific, teaching and

research activities in the country, the members of the

Division have served on several national committees. These

were connected with:

Research grants and scholarships to Universities from

the Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences of the Department

of Atomic Energy;

Utilization of the Variable Energy Cyclotron at

Calcutta;

Advanced High Energy Accelerator Facility in india;

A Pelletron machine for Heavy-Ions;

University Grants Commission's ad hoo Committees for

special assistance programmes to Universities; Board of

Research for Physios and Selection Committees for the

teaching staff in Universities; Indian Physics Association,

both in National Committee and to Bombay Chapter.


